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ABSTRACT 
Mentoring is a dyadic relationship that provides support by an experienced individual to a novice 
entering a profession (Mullen, 2012). This qualitative case study consisting of four educators and 
one administrator, explores how mentors of novice social studies teachers practiced mentorship. 
Social constructivism was the conceptual framework, and experiential learning theory provided 
the theoretical framework. Data was collected using individual interviews, focus group panel 
interviews, and mentor vignette journals. The findings highlighted that mentors used their 
previous experiences to support the novice teachers, school administrators did not give mentoring 
the required priority. Mentors articulated the need to attend professional development workshops 
to enhance their skills. The study concluded that while mentors are willing to offer additional 
time, there is a need to harness their willingness by developing a structured program.  
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 CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
In the fall of 2017, 50.7 million students entered public schools in the United States of America. 
Over three million full-time teachers were given the responsibility to teach these students 
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2017a). While the national enrollment of students 
looked high, locally, a large U.S. school district in metro region offered to school more than 
179,000 students (State Department of Education, 2018). This organization is also the largest 
recruiter nationally hiring more than 22,000 employees annually. In October 2017, it hired 1,800 
teachers of whom 1,182 were new teachers (Gibbs County Public Schools, 2017). A new teacher, 
also referred as a novice teacher, is a teacher preparation program graduate completing their 
teacher development program and typically do not have prior classroom teaching experience 
(Feiman-Nemser, 2003). One of the reasons for hiring more than 65% of novice teachers is the 
high attrition rate in the state. In a survey conducted in 2015 by the State  Department of 
Education (Owens, 2015), it reported that “44% of public school teachers in the state leave 
within the first five years of employment” (p.1). Findings from the survey suggested that 
majority of the teachers left their job due to an excessive emphasis on standardized testing and 
the methods used to evaluate teachers’ performances in school (Owens, 2015). Another major 
cause was lack of adequate support and resources offered to teachers coupled with lack of 
leadership in schools (Callahan, 2016; Hicks, McNary, & Glasgow, 2005; Kang, 2011; Long, 
2010; Owens, 2015; Ragins & Kram, 2007a). Three major points rise to the surface reading this 
data. First, an increasing number of teachers enter the profession each year, which means that 
college graduates continue to believe that teaching is an important career, and they are passionate 
about teaching in the classroom (Fantilli & McDougall, 2009). Second, teachers continue to drop 
out at alarming rates. As teachers continue to leave their job at 44% rate annually (Owens, 2015), 
  
 
2 
this can directly impact student learning in the classroom (Eisner, 2003) while also 
increasing  the state’s budget to develop new teachers. As Callahan’s (2016) research concludes: 
To understand the magnitude of teacher attrition, a dollar amount must be assigned to 
the loss. The cost of replacing a teacher is staggering. The National Commission on 
Teaching and America's Future reported an average national cost of more than $8000 
to replace a teacher. The yearly costs of recruiting, hiring, and training new teachers 
nationally in 2012 was $2.2 billion per year in the United States. (p. 6) 
Despite such considerable turnover costs, schools continue to face the challenge in 
addressing teacher attrition rate. And third, lack of adequate support can cause frustration for the 
novice teachers resulting in burnout in their careers very early and eventually forcing them to 
quit their jobs (Carver & Katz, 2004; Feeney, 2002). In the section I would discuss how teacher 
attrition can impact student learning in the classroom. 
Challenges with teacher attrition and its impact on students’ learning: 
Throughout the United States, new teachers are higher in number than experienced 
teachers (Callahan, 2016). Research on novice teachers affirms that it takes approximately five to 
seven years for a new teacher to become a proficient teacher (Carver & Katz, 2004; Tyson & 
Levstik, 2008). Though one may argue that seven years is a long time, these years could compare 
to number of hours an undergraduate student devotes in a teacher preparation program to develop 
their subject expertise. Given that most universities require students to take only 24 credit hours 
in their concentration areas, the onus is on the individual to further develop the subject level 
expertise. To teach in U.S. schools, new teachers need to have attended a teacher degree program 
that would offer them 125-128 credit hours overall to prepare them to teach (State Professional 
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Standards Commision, 2018), out of which only 22-24 credit hours are assigned in their 
concentration (Geff Archer State Univeristy, 2018; Master University, 2018; Mountain State 
Univeristy, 2018) which is assumed to make them an expert in their subject matter.    
University Total credit hours for teacher 
certification 
Suggested credit hours for 
concentration courses 
Geff Archer State University 120 24 
Master University 128 22 
Mountain State University 123-128 24 
Table 1.1: Comparison of total credit hours along with suggested concentration credit hours 
from three universities in the Metro region.   
As the above table illustrates, graduates from these universities would have spent relatively 
fewer number of hours developing their subject level expertise and spent more time in learning 
other crucial elements of becoming a teacher (like completing their field placements, developing 
an understanding on the psychology of learners, developing pedagogical knowledge of teaching 
the subjects and, other areas pertinent to teaching in the classroom). Thus, a novice teacher after 
completing four years of teacher preparation program may have developed a holistic view of 
teaching, but when these teachers enter the classrooms, they may have numerous questions. As 
Feiman-Nemser describes, 
Beginning teachers get hired, often late, and arrive a week before school starts for the 
year to set up their classrooms and prepare for students. Everything is new: where to put 
the desk, what to do on the first day every day after that; who the students are; what their 
families are like; and what interests, resources, and backgrounds students bring to the 
classroom. For the novice the questions are unending. (2003, pp. 25-26)    
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The challenges described above are common amongst most novice teachers (Moir, Barlin, Gless, 
& Miles, 2009). When a novice teacher enters a classroom and spends a considerable amount of 
time in acclimatizing to the above-mentioned challenges, there is a high possibility that a teacher 
may lose focus of the learning process while juggling between multiple tasks initially. In 
comparison, a seasoned teacher would mostly have expertise in dealing with similar situations. 
As Darling-Hammond suggests a seasoned teacher would be, 
Highly knowledgeable about learning and teaching and who have strong practical skills- 
teachers who can manage, with grace and purpose, the thousands of interactions that 
occur in a classroom each day; who know how to teach ambitious subject matter to 
students who learn in different ways; who can integrate solid teaching of basic skills with 
support for student invention and inquiry (2006, p. 5)   
Thus, the difference in teachers’ experiences can have an impact on student learning. A novice 
teacher may require a few years of classroom experience to transition into a highly qualified 
teacher. There could numerous ways of describing a ‘highly qualified’ teacher; however, for the 
purpose of my research I have used the definition provided by the department of education in the 
state. According to the Georgia Department of Education, a highly qualified teacher requires:    
A bachelor’s degree from an accepted, accredited institution of higher learning. A valid 
Georgia teaching certificate, subject matter competence in the subjects taught by an 
academic major or the equivalent (minimum of 15 semester hours for middle grades and 
minimum 21 semester hours for secondary), and a passing score on the State approved, 
required content assessment for the area they teach, and a teaching assignment 
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appropriate for the field listed on their Georgia teaching certificate. (State Department of 
Education, 2015)   
Despite being classified as “highly-qualified” by state standards, as noted above a novice teacher 
needs to gain experiences in the classroom for a minimum of five to seven years to become 
highly-qualified (Rodgers & Skelton, 2013). But, given the fact that more than 30% teachers 
leave their job in the first three years of service, and almost 50% of teachers leave the system in 
the next five years of their service, even as new teachers are added to the school systems every 
year, most will not remain in the profession long enough to reach the level of proficiency 
beneficial for the students they serve (Harfitt, 2015; Moir et al., 2009; Shaw & Newton, 2014). 
Moreover, student enrollment in public schools has increased seven percent from the fall of 2000 
to the fall of 2014. The current trend is expected to further escalate by three percent until fall of 
2026, taking the total student enrollment in the United States to approximately 51.7 million 
students (National Center for Education Statistics, 2017b). With the burgeoning and diversifying 
student population, the demand for excellence in education, developing next-generation leaders 
with intricate knowledge and skills is also increasing (Darling-Hammond, 2006). The pivotal 
question that looms is the availability of well-qualified teachers who can fulfill these significant 
needs (Hammerness, 2005). Although there is a consensus amongst stakeholders that teacher 
quality is directly related to student performance (Adler, 2008; Darling-Hammond, 2006; 
Flinders & Thornton, 2013; Tyson & Levstik, 2008), the literature on teacher quality asserts that 
developing an experienced teacher takes time (Feeney, 2002; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011). Thus, it 
is vital to continuously develop novice teachers, as their inexperience can have detrimental 
effects on the learners, which I have discussed in detail in the next section.     
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Challenges of inexperienced teachers  
Teachers are the most consistent faces students see in their school, and they spend more 
time in school than at any other place. As Jackson (1990) illustrates, 
If a student never misses a day during the year, he will have logged a little more than 
seven thousand classroom hours by the time he is ready for junior high school. From the 
age of six onward, he is a more familiar sight to his teacher than to his father, and 
possibly even to his mother. (p. 118-119) 
These statistics are baffling, as the role of the teacher is crucial in the lives of a student. Though 
on an average one student does not meet a teacher for two academic years cumulatively, teachers 
as a constituency have a greater impact on student learning (Eisner, 2003). As teachers interact 
with the students most of the time, the majority of the students look up to their teachers as role 
models (Kozol, 1981). When teachers inherit such an important task of educating thousands of 
students, it is imperative to know how teachers are recruited, developed, and what challenges 
they encounter in their teaching career. Novice teachers excitedly complete their teacher 
development programs and prepare to improve the efficiency of the teaching-learning processes 
in classrooms (Callahan, 2016; Finton et al., 2011) but, when they enter the school systems, the 
reality may startle them. As Callahan (2016) has found, 
With optimism and a fresh perspective, new teachers accept their first jobs and 
immerse themselves, ready to fix the broken system of education described by the 
media. Unfortunately, within the first few years, the enthusiasm begins to dwindle. 
The stressors of teaching become intolerable, and many new teachers abandon the 
field, feeling misguided and defeated (p.6) 
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This feeling of being misguided and defeated is experienced mostly by novice teachers  (Carter 
& Francis, 2001; Fantilli & McDougall, 2009; Long, 2010). With an increasing number of 
novice teachers leaving the system, students do not have equal opportunities to learn from 
experienced teachers (Eisner, 2001; Portner, 2005). While teacher attrition can impact students’ 
learning adversely, there is also a possibility that teacher retention can have a positive impact on 
students. Likewise, Liston (2008) supports this notion where she opines,  
As teachers we are attempting to enable students to reach beyond their boundaries to 
something that has given us intrigue, understanding, or sustenance of our imagination. It 
is an intellectual, emotional, and at times physical attraction that we want to share, so we 
invite students to be attracted by some great thing. (p.334).     
As the above quote suggests, if teachers work towards fostering the spirit of inquiry in learners, 
enable them to think critically, it would help the young learners benefit from their schooling 
experiences and eventually share their learning with the larger community. The role of teachers 
should not be limited to implementing the curriculum (Flinders & Thornton, 2009), but they 
should also engage in constant reflection on their actions (Schön, 1987), they should continue to 
learn multiple skills while still being a novice teacher (Darling-Hammond, 2006; Quinn & 
Andrews, 2004). These ambitious goals could become concerning for a few novice teachers. 
They may not be prepared to accept this sudden realization of the magnanimous expectation; this 
could cause great discomfort amongst them, thus leading to teacher burnout, frustrations and 
eventually contributing towards their decision to leave the classroom for other professions 
(Callahan, 2016; Gratch, 1998). One of the possible ways to reduce teacher attrition is to offer 
them support during their initial years in schools (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011). This support can be 
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most effective when provided by a colleague who is experienced and can help the new teacher 
navigate the challenges in the school system (Mullen, 2012).  
 Before providing the details of how mentors can assist novice teachers, I would describe 
the challenges novice social studies teachers experience in their classroom. After describing 
these challenges, I would provide a detailed explanation of how providing mentoring to novice 
teachers can assist them during their initial years with a particular focus on social studies.    
Challenges faced by novice social studies teachers 
All organizations may experience staff attrition, but teaching has a relatively high 
attrition rate. Several factors influence a teacher’s decision to leave the school, but the lack of 
administrative support is believed to be the primary reason behind this massive turnover 
(Ingersoll & Strong, 2011). Another source of rapid teacher turnover can be traced to teacher 
development programs. Many programs enable graduate students to transition into a novice 
teacher, equip them with material to comprehend the role of a teacher (Fantilli & McDougall, 
2009), but the reality and the challenges of teaching may only be encountered when novice 
teachers arrive at their work place (Carter & Francis, 2001; Rodgers & Skelton, 2013). These 
challenges become more complicated when viewed through the lens of the social studies 
curriculum (Patterson & Luft, 2004). One of the contentiously debated issues of social studies 
teacher development programs is maintaining a balance between content level expertise or skills. 
Social studies teachers might face the dilemma to either deliver the content or foster in students 
the understanding of their civil responsibility as a citizen of a democratic country (Adler, 2008). 
Moreover, teachers not only need the subject level expertise, but they must also develop the 
specialized pedagogical skill to teach the social studies content (Schulman, 1985). Thus, with 
regards to social studies classrooms, in particular, the role of the teacher demands time to 
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develop the subject matter competency, the skills to develop principles of citizenship and learn 
pedagogy to teach effectively. Expecting a novice teacher to do all of this in their first year of 
service may become overwhelming. However, education policy makers feel differently about the 
role of the teacher in the classroom. Michael (2013) suggests,  
In the areas of mathematics and science especially, it was feared that “real” knowledge 
was not being taught. A good deal of effort was given to producing curriculum programs 
that were systematic, based on rigorous academic foundations, and, in the elementary 
school material in particular, were teacher-proof. Everything a teacher was to deal with 
was provided and prespecified. (p. 169-170). 
This concern of teachers not being trusted by curriculum developers could dent the confidence of 
novice teachers. Developing a teacher-proof material undermines the existence of a teachers’ 
role. When a novice finds out that despite all the hard work invested in the teacher development 
program, they would not be able to use their creativity, develop critical thinking in students, they 
may lose hope in the purpose of educating the future generations of our society. Thus, to assist 
teachers in navigating through all these challenges in their first few years of teaching, providing 
a mentor could prove beneficial. The next section highlights the need and importance of a mentor 
in developing a novice teacher.    
Importance of having a mentor in the development and retention of a novice teacher  
A mentor plays a vital role in developing an intimate bond with the mentee. 
Mentoring is a long-term professional rapport with individuals that focuses on enhancing 
skills, attitudes, and overall development of the mentee (Carver & Katz, 2004; Harfitt, 2015; 
Mullen, 2012). Furthermore, mentoring novice teachers improve retention rates, encourages 
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teachers to reflect on their practices, provides impetus in developing their self-confidence to 
interact with colleagues thus reducing isolation and teacher burnout (Fantilli & McDougall, 
2009). According to The National Commission on Teaching and America's Future (2016) 
“93% of new teachers who experienced a well-structured mentoring relationship said it 
improved their practice” (p. 14). The existing literature argues that while mentoring has its 
positive impact on novice teachers, it needs to be looked at more critically (Fantilli & 
McDougall, 2009; Gratch, 1998; Kahrs & Wells, 2012; Long, 2010; Lozinak, 2016). There is 
a need to examine the selection and development process of mentors (Ingersoll & Strong, 
2011). Novice teachers believe that having a mentor has helped them navigate through their 
initial years in school, but research on the efficiency of this process is ongoing. Despite the 
significant challenges surmounting the concept of mentoring, it has been proven useful in 
reducing teacher dropout and increasing the teaching-learning practices in the classrooms 
(Kent, Green, & Feldman, 2012). As Cullingford (2006) asserts “the idea of the mentor is an 
attractive one. It conjures up the dream of someone showing a special interest, of someone 
being a personal source of information and of knowing what needs to be done” (p.1). 
Assigning mentors has proven useful in multiple ways. Research has found that this ongoing 
long-term relationship has reduced teacher attrition and development costs to a large extent 
thus resulting in teacher retention beyond the first few years of service (Harfitt, 2015; Hean, 
2005; Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Rodgers & Skelton, 2013). Along with reducing teacher 
attrition, having a mentor significantly contributes to providing focused professional growth 
to novice teachers. While these benefits of mentoring apply to novice teachers, there is also a 
need to help teachers with their content area development.  
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The present literature does not explicitly highlight how subject-specific mentoring 
would assist the novice teacher, there are some anecdotes that support the need, and 
effectiveness of how a mentor can help novice social studies teachers in their initial years 
(Levstik, 2008). A strong advocate of providing subject-specific mentoring is Feiman-
Nemser (2003), she posits that: 
New teachers long for opportunities to learn from their experienced colleagues and 
want more than social support. They want to discuss curriculum implementation, get 
ideas about how to address specific students’ needs, and gain insights from colleagues 
with experience in their subject areas. (p. 28)   
Although novice teachers are expected to arrive in the classroom with subject level expertise, 
there exists a gap between what is taught in the preservice programs to novice teachers with 
what they are expected to teach in the classrooms (Patterson & Luft, 2004). An experienced 
mentor could help the novice teacher in comprehending the complex materials by spending 
time in planning lessons, assisting them in finding the balance between the depth required in 
teaching and time available in delivering the content during a school year (Darling-
Hammond, 2006; Flinders & Thornton, 1997; Johnson & Kardos, 2002; Johnson, 2004). 
Research in elementary and secondary settings demonstrates that teacher preparation 
program does not offer novice teachers the required depth in using critical thinking skills in 
the classroom, some of the teachers do not develop content level expertise during their 
preparation programs and thereby view social studies curriculum does not require the same 
rigor as math and science (Feiman-Nemser, 2003; Patterson & Luft, 2004; Tyson & Levstik, 
2008). Thus, it becomes imperative that social studies novice teachers are offered a mentor. 
This experienced colleague can help the novice teacher navigate challenges related to 
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students’ behavior, curriculum comprehension and classroom execution (Darling-Hammond, 
2006; Goodman & Adler, 1985). Developing mentors is crucial in the field of social studies 
education as novice teachers not only find it hard to bring alignment to what should be taught 
in the classrooms but also decipher why and how content needs to be taught.  
Moreover, teachers may lack this clarity because the policy makers keep shifting their 
positions of what content needs to be taught in social studies. Adler articulates some of these 
challenges, 
Conflicting views about the nature of social studies suggests conflicting ideas about the 
knowledge and skills needed by social studies teachers. Are teachers to be prepared as 
teachers of academic disciplines or must they also develop the skills and knowledge to 
create curriculum that will facilitate learners attaining competence as citizen in a 
democratic society? (2008, p. 329)  
If curriculum developers of a core subject like social studies still grapple with finding the 
adequate processes to develop the skills required for teachers to teach the curriculum, it is not 
hard to imagine how crucial the role of mentors would become in providing help to novice 
teachers. However, the reality asserts that there is significant gap in finding experienced teachers 
to teach as well be willing to offer mentoring support to novice teachers. Thus, work must be 
done in developing programs for improving the quality of teacher development programs both 
for teachers and mentors.  
It is in continuation of this practice of mentoring, I intend to conduct my research to 
develop a nuanced understanding of how an educator develops the practice of mentorship, how a 
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mentor learns the skill of mentoring, and what efforts do mentors under take in improving their 
professional expertise in mentorship. 
Research Question 
The following research question guides the exploration of mentoring:   
What praxis do mentors of novice social studies teachers enact to improve their 
mentorship? 
Rationale for this research project 
As an international student from India, it was an audacious thought to pursue a doctoral 
degree in the United States of America. In my first year of the Ed.D. program, I learned that only 
1% of the total American students complete their doctoral degree. When I did my research on the 
number of students applying and graduating out of a doctoral program in India it was less than 
0.4% of the total student population (Ministry of Human Resource Development, 2016). I feel 
honored and humbled to have completed my bachelor’s degree in India, my Master’s in teaching 
and Master’s in Muslim Societies and Civilizations degree from London. Since the time I started 
to offer my voluntary service to teach supplementary curriculum in my local community, I have 
always enjoyed working with teachers and adolescents. As I continued to pursue my professional 
degree in teaching from London, my passion for working with teachers increased even further.  
One of the aspects that I have observed throughout my teaching career was the lack of 
leaders holding a terminal degree in my institution. By leadership I mean a person who holds a 
doctoral degree in education, or a person who has worked in the classrooms for more than eight 
to ten years. Most of the teachers who worked with me had identical qualifications, a few of us 
had additional experience of teaching primary and secondary level students, while there were 
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others who had transitioned from other professions into teaching. As the number of student 
graduates kept increasing every year, there was an absence of an academic head who could 
understand the needs of the teachers, provide them assistance or think of professional 
development opportunities that could help the teachers develop lesson plans, or could assist them 
in teaching topics like world civilizations, ethics, historical thinking skills, critical thinking skills, 
and other content related intricacies not offered during our Masters’ degree program (Fantilli & 
McDougall, 2009). 
This non-availability of a senior leadership contributed to an environment of laissez-fair, 
teachers formed small networks to work with each other, some of them developed expertise to 
play around the school system and would avoid completing their allotted duties. When a few 
teachers were promoted to become teacher lead, they were assigned eight teachers to mentor. 
Though the teacher lead was recruited to mentor the teachers, two of them did not have any 
previous experience of leading a team in the organization. They were selected based on 
successful classroom performances (Feeney, 2002). As these leaders started to meet with their 
teams, comparisons emerged on how meetings were conducted, how information was shared, 
and, how teachers were observed and given feedback in their classrooms. Though the entire 
group of teachers was divided into three groups, there was a lack of cooperation amongst most of 
the teachers, and as the mentors themselves did not have clarity on how to assist the teachers, 
their scope of authority and their challenges became problematic. Additionally, the mentors felt 
pressured with the increasing amount of their workload, as they had to teach their classes and 
additionally mentor eight teachers (Carver & Katz, 2004). 
When I started building my reading list for this research study, all these thoughts 
resonated in some form or other in most of the works that I read. My curiosity about how to 
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become a mentor never diminished. It could be that, the passion to work with teachers, to help 
them find satisfaction and success in their teaching, kept me occupied to find a program that 
would offer me the insight to find responses to this quest (Levinson, Darrow, Klien, Levinson, & 
McKee, 1978; Mullen, 2012). My personal experience of mentoring had taught me that there is a 
dearth of programs, guidelines or support to develop mentors (Carver & Katz, 2004). Most 
schools repeated my organization’s processes and promoted a teacher based on their 
performance, without determining whether that person can become a mentor (Zembytska, 2016). 
Will the mentor take efforts in developing themselves and the assigned teachers? Will the mentor 
live up to the expectations of the stake holders? Where will this mentor find opportunities to 
observe other successful mentoring models? How will they learn to become successful mentors? 
As I articulated in the previous sections, having a mentor has several benefits for a novice 
teacher (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011; Kent et al., 2012), but at the same time, there is a significant 
gap in literature that focuses on the aspect of how a mentor engages in this practice of 
mentorship. Research on novice teachers suggests that when new teachers enter the school 
premises, they need to be supported by a mentor (Kahrs & Wells, 2012; Kang, 2011). However, 
the same literature does not specify what should a new mentor do when they face challenges in 
the new environment (Carver & Katz, 2004). The field of mentoring in education has existed 
since early 1980’s as a research field (Chandler, 2011), but the focus of this dyadic relationship 
has always been on the development of a protégé into a seasoned teacher (Ragins & Kram, 
2007a). My aim in this research study was to explore the other element of this relationship of 
how a mentor develops mentorship expertise. I have used a case study approach to interact with 
four social studies mentors and one administrator who have worked with a novice teacher for a 
minimum of one school year. I conducted a focus group interview, and one-on-one face to face 
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interviews to understand their thoughts on the processes they undertook to execute their practice 
of mentorship. I also asked them why did they decide to mentor new teachers? What books, 
articles, workshops, degrees enabled them to perform these tasks daily? What challenges did 
they face in mentoring novice teachers? What were their hopes and aspirations for their 
professional development as a mentor?   
Design and overview of the study 
In this dissertation, I have used a qualitative case study approach to explore the processes 
and outcomes that aided the development of a social studies novice teachers’ mentor (Yin, 2018). 
Four urban metropolitan schools’ social studies mentors and one district administrator were 
requested to participate in this study. These mentors and administrator worked with elementary 
or high school social studies teachers who have just started their profession or would have 
completed one year as a school teacher. Data was collected using individual and group 
interviews. Collected data was analyzed continuously (Miles & Huberman, 1984; Miles, 
Huberman, & Saldana, 2014). A copy of the transcript and the findings chapter was sent to all 
the participants “to corroborate or question any of the information or assumptions that have been 
drawn” (Hays, 2004, p. 233), this process of member checking helped me in ensuring that the 
collected data is credible and also offered the participants to check any possible discrepancies in 
the analyzed data.    
Conceptual framework  
Epistemology is generally defined as the basis of our understanding. This view is 
supported by Crotty (2012) as he asserts that epistemology “is a way of understanding and 
explaining how we know what we know” (p. 3). This means that epistemology is the foundation 
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of a building on which the entire floors are built (Grant & Osanloo, 2014). Moreover, 
epistemology is a personal discovery of the meaning-making process. Two individuals can look 
at similar things, but their understanding of it can be completely different. Moreover, the 
meanings each person will derive will be based on several factors like their culture, family 
history, education and their interactions with different experiences in the world (Egbert, 2013). 
Thus, in summary, epistemology is a guiding framework in the research process (Elby, 2009). 
My epistemology is aligned to the concept of constructionism. Constructionism, as 
defined by Crotty (2012) is “all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is 
contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of the interaction between human 
beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within an essentially social context” (p. 
42). This means that an individual’s life experience plays a vital role in constructing the meaning 
of the world. This theory believes that individuals can have a different interpretation of an object 
(Egbert, 2013). Knowledge is constructed through social interactions, and thus all individuals 
need not arrive at the same conclusions at the end of the research process or even use identical 
ways to conduct research. 
When knowledge is constructed as part of social interaction it is known as social 
constructivism (Fosnot & Perry, 2005; Rogoff, 1990). The term ‘social constructivism’ was 
introduced by Lev Vygotsky (Vygotsky & Cole, 1978). Constructionism is related to the 
epistemological branch of knowledge that provides a broader concept of looking at schema 
(Crotty, 2012). Constructivism is a personal activity that acts as a means of developing new 
knowledge through social interactions (Vygotsky & Cole, 1978). As the work of mentoring 
aligns seamlessly with the notion of building knowledge while interacting with others, I believe 
that using social constructivism will be an ideal conceptual framework for this research study.  
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Mentoring and a positivist paradigm 
As a positivist, mentoring would focus on setting an achievable goal (Black & Wiliam, 1998) 
creating rubrics, observing teachers’ classrooms with a prescribed format so as reach to the 
desired goal which would be similar to coaching and not mentoring (Fletcher, 2012). As defined 
by Fletcher (2012) coaching is “a structured one-to-one learning relationship between coach and 
coachee aimed at developing competence and improving performance in the coachee” (p.26). 
This framework would require me to use quantitative analysis of my observations. This factual 
data becomes my tool of knowledge creation, and the outcomes can be assessed based on the 
statistical analysis (Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006). I have used rubrics in the past, and I debated 
while filling these tabular forms, how I can quantify a qualitative process. Moreover, as the focus 
of this research is to explore how mentors engage in their practice of mentoring, statistical data 
analysis will not help in finding this qualitative process.  
The following chapters would provide a detailed review of literature on mentoring with a 
specific focus on novice social studies teachers. Chapter three provides details of the theoretical, 
and methodological framework proposed to complete this research study.     
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Mentoring is a dyadic relationship that provides support by an experienced individual to a 
novice or a new person entering a profession (Fiene et al., 2009; Levinson et al., 1978; Mullen, 
2012; Ragins & Kram, 2007a; Rodgers & Skelton, 2013). A new individual could often be a 
young adult who has graduated from a university, changed his/her profession or who is new to a 
particular context. These individuals are often called novice and are more likely to encounter 
myriad challenges at the work place because they do not have the experience of working with 
their colleagues in their new professional setting (Kram, 1983). These challenges would range 
from being isolated in the existing professional communities, perhaps unaware of growth 
opportunities, may find it difficult to balance the workload and many other obstacles. A mentor, 
who is considered a veteran, can guide a novice and assist the mentee in navigating some of 
these challenges (Chandler, 2011; Kram, 1985; Kram & Isabella, 1985). The purpose of this 
literature review was to examine the definitions of a mentor and their mentoring practices. The 
concept of mentoring dates to Greek mythology, but the first formal research on mentoring was 
published in 1978 by Daniel Levinson (Chandler, 2011). Over the past three decades, there has 
been a considerable amount of literature developed that supports effective mentoring (Callahan, 
2016; Kang, 2011; Kent et al., 2012). However, there is a dearth of research that demonstrates 
how mentors are selected, what developmental opportunities help to execute their tasks 
effectively, whom do they observe as a model, and where do they raise their concerns? (Johnson, 
2007; Portner 2005). Limited literature illustrates the processes used by mentors in their practice 
of mentorship. This section focused on exploring these questions using insights from the 
experiential learning theory model (Kolb, 1984). 
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Expectations from mentors in the present milieu 
 Mentoring is a long term relationship and it has proven to be effective in supporting 
novice learners entering a profession (Mullen, 2012). A survey conducted by Carter and Francis 
(2001) concluded that “35% of new teachers felt that informal relationships with their mentors 
helped them in their daily classroom practices” (p. 253). However, the existing literature also 
argues that while mentoring has its positive impact on new teachers, it needs to be examined 
more critically to examine its effect on the success of novice teachers in the classroom (Fantilli 
& McDougall, 2009; Gratch, 1998; Kahrs & Wells, 2012; Long, 2010; Lozinak, 2016). Two 
significant challenges that impede teachers’ professional growth and development is the mentor-
mentee assigning process and ensuring that mentors have the adequate skills to help new teachers 
(Ingersoll & Strong, 2011).  
Novice teachers believe that having a mentor has helped them navigate through their 
initial years in school, but research on the efficiency of this process is ongoing (Johnson, 2004). 
Though the presence of onsite mentors brings a positive shift in the schools’ environment, in 
teachers’ professional practice, and creates a community of learners that focusses on developing 
engaging activities for student learning. However, Long (2010), asserts that one of the essential 
components that can harm the new teachers’ growth is the allotment process of the mentors. 
Most often, institutions neither have the luxury or availability of resources that would match the 
profile of teachers nor would they have sufficient mentors who would be willing to take on this 
additional responsibility. This mismatching often leads to situations where the process hinders 
teachers’ learning (Gratch, 1998; Lozinak, 2016), as they not only have to adapt to the new 
surroundings, but also adjust with an additional person in their classrooms with whom they may 
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not be comfortable. This mismatch may end up frustrating the teacher in the first few 
interactions. Long’s (2010) research found:  
Numerous mentoring programs have failed or not reached their full potential because 
participants have not been given choice in the partnership offering which may have to be 
endured for a considerable length of time. By allowing the mentor and beginning teacher 
to choose each other, individual preferences which all humans have, could be catered for. 
Aspects which teachers may prefer in a mentoring relationship include similar 
professional content areas, learning styles, and age, gender, culture, and personality 
variables (p. 267-268) 
This absence of choice to both mentors and mentees may not foster the spirit of learning amongst 
the novice teachers. If institutions continue to allot mentors randomly to novice teachers, the gap 
of unsatisfied teachers is bound to increase. It is under such circumstances that teachers become 
more upset with neither finding comfort in the company of their mentors, nor feeling welcomed 
in the new space (Gratch, 1998; Harfitt, 2015). The problem of assigning mentor seems to be 
larger than what appears in the research. In supporting this concern with mentor-mentee 
mismatch, Lozinak (2016) assets that the allotment of mentors should be done carefully and 
addressed as a priority. She suggests that:  
Districts struggling with budget constraints and time limitations often need to set 
priorities that may not allow for the kind of comprehensive teacher support that has been 
proven to be the most successful. The matching of mentors and mentees solely based on 
building assignment proved ineffective in many cases and, in conjunction with other 
issues, caused some new teachers to leave the school district. (p.13) 
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Matching of grades and schedules is essential, but at the same time mentors and stakeholders 
(principals, senior management) should have a better understanding of their pairs to create an 
effective mentoring relationship, as the above quote suggests lack of this situational and 
mentees’ profile awareness may end up becoming one of the reasons a novice teacher decides to 
leave the school.   
 Another area of concern along with the random allotment of mentors is the proficiency of 
the mentors in being able to assist to their mentees. Kahrs and Wells (2012) suggest that the 
assigning of mentors does not necessarily always help in-service teachers develop. They feel that 
there are occasions when a new teacher is more skillful and meticulous than their mentors:  
The desire for more feedback resulted in mentees seeking advice from others that often 
did not possess the experience and expertise of the assigned mentor. Further, the lack of 
immediate and accurate feedback seemed to prevent the practice of reflection from 
becoming a habit. Mentors and mentees indicated frustration at the inability to achieve 
deep examination of teaching that they felt was critical in the learning process for the 
novice teacher. (p. 44) 
Assigning mentors to the novice teachers who do not find the mentors capable in offering them 
academic support could become a challenging task. If they do not receive adequate guidance, 
there are chances that their potential may remain untapped and these promising teachers may 
lose their intent to grow, experiment and develop into a seasoned teacher. Institutions may not 
necessarily have the comfort to always match the profile of the mentor and the mentee, but they 
could offer additional skills and professional development to mentors so that they can work 
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towards enhancing this mentor-mentee relationship. The next section provides a few suggestions 
on how mentors could be developed.    
Developing the practice of Mentoring 
As previously noted, the precursor to the modern-day practice of mentoring has its 
origins in Greek mythology. The popular narration that records the introduction of mentoring is 
shared in the work of Johnson (2007), he presents:    
 Originating in the Homeric poem, The Odyssey, the term mentor can be traced to the 
Ithican noble by this name to whom Ulysses entrusted his son Telemachus while Ulysses 
was gone fighting the Trojan war. As guardian and surrogate parent to Telemachus, 
Mentor is meant to embody wisdom and serve as a teacher, protector, and counselor. 
Importantly, the goddess Athena later assumes Mentor’s form to advise and protect 
Telemachus during critical junctures in his own coming-of-age travels. In this way, 
mentor is a caretaking archetype with both male and female qualities. (p.18)  
As the above quote suggests, the Mentor was responsible for guarding, guiding, and sharing 
knowledge with Telemachus. Moreover, this anecdote also emphasizes that Mentor and Athena 
took turns in teaching Telemachus, indicating that mentoring other individuals may require skills 
of both male and female characteristics (Johnson, 2007). Moving from the origin of mentoring 
provided to Telemachus, in contemporary practice, mentoring was introduced in the educational 
setting in 1978. The pioneering work of mentoring at workplace is believed to be introduced by 
Daniel Levinson (1978) and his colleagues (Charlotte Darrow, Edward Klein, Maria Levinson, 
Braxton McKee) in their work “The seasons of a man’s life”. They argue that there are several 
functions a mentor can perform, which include the following: 
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He may act as a teacher to enhance the young man’s skills and intellectual development. 
Serving as a sponsor, he may use his influence to facilitate young mans’ entry and 
advancement. He may be a host and guide, welcoming the initiate into a new 
occupational and social world and acquainting him with its values, customs, and 
resources and a cast of characteristics. (1978, p. 98) 
There are many parallels between the Greek story (Johnson, 2007) of mentoring and Levinson et 
al.’s (1978) idea of mentor. Both require the mentor to be a teacher, a caretaker and help the 
protégé to develop in his/her life. Another similarity found in both the narratives is the versatility 
that a mentor should have in teaching the mentee, there is a mix of social support (Ragins & 
Kram, 2007a) accompanied by intellectual development (Crasborn, Hennissen, Brouwer, 
Korthagen, & Bergen, 2008). Apart from this early work by Levinson et al. (1978), the second 
most significant contribution to the field of mentoring is accredited to Kathy Kram (1983). She 
was a student of Levinson, and her thesis focused on the formulation of informal mentoring pairs 
in an organization (Chandler, 2011; Kram, 1983). While Levinson et al. (1978) introduced the 
concept of how mentoring can benefit young adults, Kram’s (1983) work focused on describing 
the phases of mentoring relationships. Both works cannot be juxtaposed, as Levinson et al. 
(1978) provided the overview and functions of a mentoring relationship and (Kram, 1983) added 
an additional layer by articulating the complexities of the mentoring relationships using four 
phases as a metaphor to describing the possible cyclical relationship between a mentor and a 
mentee.    
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Four phases of mentoring  
Kram’s model of mentoring has four phases, which are “initiation, cultivation, separation, 
and a redefinition phase” (1983, p. 614). 
Phase one: Initiation  
The initiation phase is considered a time when the mentoring relationship starts. A 
mentoring relationship begins either when two people are asked to establish a formal relationship 
(Lozinak, 2016), or it can begin when a young adult admires a senior colleague and aspires to 
work with him/her (Kram, 1983). Additionally, mentoring relationships can also initiate with 
informal conversations where either of the two participants share their concerns, vocalize their 
challenges, or have something in common to talk about passionately (Rowley, 1999). Most 
successful relationships begin when the mentor feels that the young adult demonstrates behaviors 
that remind the mentor of themselves, it is only then that a mentor decides to offer his/her 
support to the protégé (Levinson et al., 1978). 
Phase two: Cultivation 
The second phase is called a cultivation phase. As the term suggests, it is a phase where 
most developmental activities take place in mentoring relationships (Kram, 1983). It is believed 
that this stage starts when the mentor-mentee relationship is in the second year of their 
partnership. This phase can last from two to five years (Kram, 1985). As the relationship 
matures, the young adult starts to assume additional responsibilities and gains more experience, 
s/he is no longer considered naïve and also develops a personal relationship with the mentor 
(Kent et al., 2012). While the mentee is on course to develop the expertise in the context of the 
work, the mentor also starts to feel satisfied that their efforts have helped a young learner 
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progress and take on additional responsibilities within an organization (McGowan, Stone, & 
Kegan, 2007). This phase is also considered as the peak phase in the mentoring relationship, 
where numerous activities are performed, new ventures are opened for the mentee and thus 
converts this initial relationship into a long term bond (Kram, 1983). 
Phase three: Separation 
The third phase is called the separation phase. Even though mentoring is commonly 
believed to be a long term relationship (Mullen, 2012), there are numerous research studies that 
suggest that not many mentoring relationships last long (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011). There are 
several reasons for this separation; one of the most common reasons is the physical separation of 
either the mentor or the mentee. This means that either a mentor terminates their existing 
position and leaves the job, or the mentee leaves the workplace (Kram, 1983). Apart from these 
contextual conditions, there is also a possibility that a mentor may withdraw their support for a 
mentee. In Kram’s (1978) view this may happen when the mentor does not feel passionate about 
offering the desired support, or the mentor feels that the mentee has progressed to a level where 
they may not require additional support, or it could be a result of mentees’ growing performance 
which may affect the mentor. Moreover, Kram (1983) posits that like any other relationship, 
even a mentoring relationship may not end positively. Thus when a mentoring relationship ends, 
it may leave a bitter experience for one or the other person or for both of them (Kram, 1983). 
Even if mentoring relationships benefit both the mentor and the mentee, there are several 
occasions when this relationship is short-lived. In most cases, a relationship may end when either 
of the two partners has agreed or are required to end their bond, however, as suggested by Kram 
(1983), a mentoring relationship can be redefined even after a hiatus. The final stage is thus 
called the redefinition phase.  
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Fourth phase: Redefinition phase  
The redefinition phase is a unique moment in the relationship. In this phase, the mentor 
and mentee may meet each other again after several years, they may or may not be necessarily in 
a formal relationship (Levinson et al., 1978), but the bond that was created erstwhile helps them 
connect again. They may not necessarily work together again, but instead, look at each other 
with admiration and develop a more collegial relationship (Kram, 1983). The redefinition phase 
may not be part of all mentoring relationships, but there are numerous occasions where such 
connections are maintained to keep an informal affiliation with each other.                        
Developmental role of a mentor and their mentoring practice 
Thus far I have illustrated how the concept of mentoring was first formulated in Greek 
mythology, and how it was introduced in the work place, and described the earliest functions and 
forms of a mentor. At this point, one ought to ask, how do mentors of novice social studies 
teacher practice mentorship? A response is offered in the work of Levinson et al.’s (1978), in 
their view, a mentor can “through his own virtue, achievements and way of living, the mentor 
may be an exemplar that the protégé can admire and emulate. He may provide counsel and moral 
support in time of stress” (1978, p. 98). As described in this quote a mentee may look up-to a 
mentor, they may be a role model and may influence daily practices (Lipton, Wellman, & 
Humbard, 2003; Moir et al., 2009; Mullen, 2012). For a mentor to be an exemplar, they should 
be cognizant in performing their duties, use past experiences and wisdom to foster the 
developmental needs of the mentee. However, the present literature does not offer a concrete 
plan or a framework that can help mentors develop in performing their roles effectively. There is 
abundant literature that focuses on the functional aspect of a mentor, like methods to conduct an 
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observation, preparing a checklist for pre and post class meeting, examples to provide feedback 
to teachers, some of these techniques also include strategies and possible ways to execute those 
strategies (Ragins & Kram, 2007a). However, the present literature assumes that those who have 
more experience, those who are seniors can simply be called to mentor a new person entering the 
profession (Levinson et al., 1978; Mullen, 2012). It is in response to this gap in the literature that 
I propose to draw insights from experiential learning theory (Kolb, 1984) to develop a plan for 
mentors to understand and guide their mentorship practice. Perhaps using a theoretical 
framework would help mentors organize their learning process and thereby assist mentors of 
novice social studies teachers to engage in the practice of mentorship.  
Using experiential learning theory in mentoring 
 In the early 1980’s David Kolb (1984) proposed a theory of learning which is popularly 
known as experiential learning theory (Turesky & Gallagher, 2011). Kolb (2015) provides a 
rationale and definition of experiential learning theory, whereby he suggests  
I developed Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) to integrate the common themes in their 
work into a systematic framework that can address twenty-first century problems of 
learning and education. My intention was to describe a theoretical perspective on the 
individual learning process that applied in all situations and arenas of life (p. xvii) 
As the above quote describes, experiential learning theory was built with an intention to 
assimilate works done by various authors and their contributions to the field of experiential 
learning (Kolb, 1984, 2015). Additionally, the framework built in this theory could also help 
educators in finding solutions to challenges faced in their workplace. A detailed explanation of 
this theory and its implication is illustrated in the following sections.        
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 The work of these authors can be categorized into three sections, intrinsic experiences 
that develop learning, extrinsic factors that develop learning, and the duality of experiencing 
both internal and external factors that develop learning.   
Based on the description provided by Kolb (2015), the work of Miranda Parker Follett, 
Jean Piaget, Carl Jung, and Carl Rogers focus on individuals’ internal experiences to develop 
learning. As their work suggests, individuals’ internal cognitive abilities help them in 
constructing new meaning from an object, human imagination, and dialogue with their conscious 
and unconscious mind.  These components can provide an impetus for learning, and individual 
memories of events can also contribute to how they experience learning. These ideas when 
compared to the experiential learning theory model (illustrated in the image below) form 
resemblance to reflective observation and abstract conceptualization (Kolb, 2015). 
Work of scholars like Kurt Lewin, Lev Vygotsky, and Paulo Freire focused on external 
factors that assist the learning process (Kolb, 2015). Their work concludes that dialoguing with 
an experienced senior and/or interacting with people in social and cultural context can lead to 
experiential learning. Moreover, various situations in an individuals’ life may also influence their 
behavior, thus allowing them to acclimatize to their external surroundings. These concepts 
resemble the active experimentation and concrete experience stages of the cyclical model 
proposed by Kolb (2015) in his theory of experiential leaning. 
Finally, two scholars, William James and John Dewey proposed that learning can be 
acquired through the duality of interaction between an individuals’ internal and external 
experiences. This can happen when learning is considered as a constantly evolving process and 
individuals are open to learning from a variety of sources. In summarizing the work of the 
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above-mentioned contributors, Kolb defines experiential learning as “a process whereby 
knowledge is created through the transformation of experience” (1984, p. 38). Kolb summarizes 
that this definition has several layers of meaning for the terms “learning” and “experience”, and 
he proposed four ways to understand those nuances. 
 Kolb (1984) recommends that the focus of learning should be on the process and not the 
outcome. This means that learning should be considered as a means to an end, and not an end in 
itself. Secondly, knowledge is not a static act of accumulating information and according to him 
“Knowledge is a transformational process, being continuously created and recreated” (Kolb, 
1984, p. 38). This implies that knowledge, like learning, evolves and a person cannot claim to 
have acquired all available knowledge, nor can one transmit it completely (Kolb, 1984). Third, 
learning is a transformational process. Learning can transform into new knowledge that a learner 
can have with an object, environment, or a process. In other words, learning happens at all times, 
in all places. (Kolb, 1984). Finally, Kolb (1984) concludes that learning and knowledge are 
interconnected. He opines that to know what learning is “we must understand the nature of 
knowledge, and vice versa” (p.38). This complex idea of learning and knowledge is best 
described in the cyclical model of experiential learning theory. 
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Figure 1.1 Structural dimensions underlying the process of experiential learning and the 
resulting basic knowledge form (Kolb, 1984, p. 42) 
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Understanding the experiential learning theory model 
As the above image depicts, apart from the four-outer layer of experiences, there are four 
inner layers that help in moving through the transformation of learning.  
Strand one: Divergent knowledge 
The first strand is divergent knowledge, this learning style represents a group of individuals 
who gather information through watching. These are visual learners who perform best in situation 
that require them to brainstorm or develop ideas, they tend to work in groups and welcome 
discussions from the team (Kolb, 1984). A mentor can use these descriptions of learning styles to 
identify their personal traits as well their mentees learning styles. 
Strand two: Assimilative knowledge 
The second strand is assimilative knowledge. In this style a person prefers to think more 
abstractly and interacts occasionally with others. Individuals with this learning style focus on 
developing themselves through reading about logical theories. People in this category may prefer 
delivering lectures on theories which are often monologue, they would prefer reading over 
interacting with peers. As Kram (1983) suggested, a mentor would primarily select a mentee if 
they find them attracted towards their working style. For example, when a person has an 
assimilating style of learning, they may be very selective in mentoring people as they do not prefer 
interacting on a regular basis.  
Strand three: Convergent knowledge 
The third strand is known as convergent knowledge. Individuals with these styles of 
learning are active implementers and would always suggest practical ways of solving problems. 
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People with these learning traits may be willing to experiment with new ideas, use their problem-
solving abilities in learning new things and would not refrain from trying new technologies in the 
work place (Turesky & Gallagher, 2011). A mentor with convergent learning style could be one 
of the first persons to assist a novice. This assumption is based on the definition of convergent 
knowledge, as the definition suggests individuals with this trait could take risks and experiment 
with new initiatives, similarly an experienced person in the organization may be willing to support 
a novice. As the mentor has risk taking ability, they may experiment with new opportunities and 
thus be willing to take additional responsibilities of mentoring a novice. 
Strand four: Accommodative knowledge 
The fourth strand is called accommodative knowledge. This learning style is found amongst 
majority of learners (Turesky & Gallagher, 2011). Individuals adaptive to this style prefer to be 
told what to do, they become part of team who can perform the task once they have clear 
instructions. They rely on other people’s judgements and prefer to act on their instincts. A mentor 
with this learning style may find it difficult to offer substantial guidance to the mentee, because if 
the mentor does not possess the skill to take independent decisions, or would have always relied 
on their superiors’ judgements, they may not be able to create an environment of learning and the 
novice may not benefit from this relationship. Additionally, if a mentor has always learned by 
observing seniors and instructs mentees based on the instructions received from superiors then the 
mentoring relationship may not offer satisfactory results for the mentee (Long, 2010). 
In summarizing this model, Kolb posits that: 
The theory of experiential learning maintains that learning is a process involving the 
resolution of dialectical conflicts between opposing modes of dealing with the world — 
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action and reflection, concreteness and abstraction. Learning styles represent preferences 
for one mode of adaptation over the others; but these preferences do not operate to the 
exclusion of other adaptive modes and will vary from time to time and situation to 
situation. (1981, p. 290)   
The model of experiential learning illustrates four stages of learning. They are concrete 
experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation. A 
learner may enter this process at any stage, but to reach to the desired outcome the learner must 
engage in all four steps in the suggested order to transform learning into knowledge (Turesky & 
Gallagher, 2011).  
Benefits of using experiential learning theory 
 
Figure 1.2 Educator roles and the learning cycle (Kolb, 2015, p. 303) 
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In describing the need to arrive at this model of experiential learning, Kolb (2015) 
illustrates that “an educator role is a patterned set of behaviors that emerge in response to the 
learning environment, including students and the learning task demands. Each educator role 
engages students to learn in a unique manner” (p. 303). This description of an educator being able 
to engage different students using individualized methods could form the basis of mentors 
developing themselves. As mentors are required to assist novice teachers, and each teacher may 
have different learning style, a mentor would need to develop a large repertoire of expertise to 
mentor novice teachers (Turesky & Gallagher, 2011). An essential component of a professional 
development program is to ascertain the need of an individual and then design a program to meet 
those requirements (Rodgers & Skelton, 2013). However, as described earlier due to lack of 
professional development opportunities for mentors (Johnson, 2007), the onus of development 
becomes the prime responsibility of a mentor. If a mentor decides to improve their professional 
praxis they could take initiatives in undertaking a professional development program (Hicks et al., 
2005), while there may be a few mentors who would have entered in this relationship on force and 
thus may not to be inclined take on any additional responsibilities (Ragins & Kram, 2007a). This 
could then impact their growth and the mentees growth as well.    
Mentor as a facilitator 
This model of an educator’s role and learning cycles can thus become a self-development 
tool for a mentor. As the model depicts there are four roles an educator can engage in, these are 
being a ‘facilitator’, a ‘subject expert’, a ‘coach’, or a ‘standard and setter evaluator’ depending on 
the needs of their mentees. While being a mentor-facilitator, they can assist a novice teacher to 
reflect on their personal experience. This can be done by building trust, using affirming styles and 
helping the novice teacher to reflect on their personal strengths and thereby enable them to derive 
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intrinsic motivation in completing the allotted task (Kolb, 2015). While the mentor encourages the 
mentee to reflect on their personal learning experiences, a mentor can also spend time in 
undertaking a similar process. This cognizant act of self-reflection may assist the mentor in honing 
their personal practice (Schön, 1987) and thereby offer insights to engage in the practice of 
mentorship. 
Mentor as a subject expert 
When the mentor adorns the role of a mentor-subject expert, it can help the mentor facilitate 
the novice teachers to “organize and connect their reflections to the knowledge base of the subject 
matter” (Kolb, 2015, p. 304). This role demands the mentor to take a position of authority and 
demonstrate the subject level expertise by delivering lectures or using the text prescribed for the 
subject. It can be deduced from the model that this process can be used when a novice does not 
have the required depth of a content and the mentor takes in lead in offering the subject matter 
expertise (Kolb, 2015). However, for a mentor to have expertise in a subject matter, it is essential 
that the mentor has spent at least five to seven years teaching that subject (Ingersoll & Strong, 
2011). It is thus vital that mentors spend time in developing their subject matter expertise because 
as described in Chapter One, social studies teachers require subject level expertise to comprehend 
and teach complex content (VanHover, 2008). Thus, to assist novice teacher in developing a 
nuanced understanding of the curriculum it may be imperative for their mentors to develop 
competency as a mentor-subject expert. 
Mentor as a standard setter and evaluator  
The third role could require the mentor to become a mentor-standard setter and evaluator. 
Kolb (2015) describes that in this role “a standard setter and evaluator, educators helps learners 
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master the application of knowledge and skill in order to meet performance requirements. They 
create performance activities for learners to evaluate their learning” (p. 304). As the description 
suggests, this role is performance oriented where the mentor and mentee decide on task with a 
specific aim and agreed upon criterion to assess the learning outcomes. This process can help a 
mentor assess the growth and development of a mentees’ cognitive, pedagogical, and subject level 
expertise. As the task of the mentor is to set standards to assess the performance of their mentees, 
it may be essential for mentors to have the expertise to assess the learning outcomes and at the 
same time have the capability to guide their mentees to decide on future goals and ways to achieve 
those goals (Dooley, Sauers, & Matthews, 2018). One of the ways mentors can develop these 
capacities is by observing other mentor mentee relationships (Johnson, 2007), attend professional 
development workshops on goal setting and assessments, and contextualize those learning with 
their mentees based on the needs of their individual classroom practices.  
Mentor as a coach 
The fourth role is that of a mentor-coach. As summarized by Kolb (2015),  
In the coaching role, educators adopt a collaborative, encouraging style, often working one-
on-one with individuals to help them learn from experiences in their life context. They 
assist in the creation of personal development plans and provide ways of getting feedback 
on performance. (p. 304) 
As mentioned above, when a mentor decides to act as a coach the focus shifts from mentoring a 
novice by providing initiation support and trust building to being more specific in addressing the 
goals of a learner and developing strategies to build the learners’ expertise based on their request 
(Fletcher, 2012). As the field of coaching in education is under researched, most often the role of 
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a coach is mirrored by looking at examples from other professional settings (Fletcher, 2012). For 
example, a sports coach focuses on developing an athlete to perform in each game by working 
with them to improve certain skills rather than sharing the importance of all game-related skills, 
the focus is narrow and specific (Fletcher, 2012). This means that if a mentor decided to coach 
their mentee, they would have to spend more time honing a specific skill of the mentee and work 
towards helping the mentee develop those required skills. 
 These four roles can help a mentor develop different skills that can assist them in 
developing the practice of mentorship. As mentioned previously in this chapter, there is a dearth 
of literature that supports the development of a mentor, thus using frameworks as suggested by 
Kolb (2015). This can assist mentors in reflecting on their practice, allow them tangible strategies 
to select their focus of development and with regular practice with their mentees they can hone 
their mentoring skills. Thus, these models of experiential learning can help the mentors develop 
the experiences that may assist them in engaging in mentoring of novice social studies teachers.                         
Mentoring: Origins, development and, way forward  
 This review of literature presented the origins of mentoring generally and how it entered 
the field of education. Though being considered a recent addition to the educational setting since 
early 1980s, mentoring novice teachers has been looked as a complex exercise. The literature 
presented in this chapter highlighted how mentoring has not only helped in reducing the teacher 
attrition rate to an extent, but also helped novice teachers find comfort in sharing their initial 
level challenges with a colleague (Feeney, 2002). This chapter also illustrated that like all 
relationships, even mentoring relationship has a beginning, a developmental stage and in most 
cases does not end positively (Levinson et al., 1978).  
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 This review of literature also depicted how using experiential learning theory model, a 
mentor can learn about the characteristics of his mentee and decide which roles to perform based 
on the needs of their mentees. Thus, despite the challenges mentioned in this chapter, it is 
possible that mentors can use the experiential learning theory models to develop their practice of 
mentoring novice social studies teachers.  
The following chapter will describe the methodology, methods, research design and 
criteria to select the participants for this research project.   
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A successful mentoring relationship can offer emotional support and foster curiosity in 
the mentee to learn and develop in their professional and personal practices and help the protégé 
to become an experienced individual  (Johnson, 2007) eventually. Despite mentoring being such 
a transformative process, there is a dearth of research that assists mentors in developing their 
practice and helps them in becoming a good mentor. As Johnson (2007) summarizes, mentorship 
at the college level may also apply elsewhere,   
Professors are increasingly implored to become intentional and deliberate in arranging 
and managing mentorship with students. Yet, advising and mentoring are seldom 
specifically reinforced. Few of us were ever instructed in the art of being a good mentor. 
In fact, in the broader landscape of faculty activities, mentoring is typically relegated to 
the collateral duty status. (p. 5) 
While on the one hand it is expected that mentors would share their experience and expertise 
with their mentees, but on the other hand, mentors are primarily expected to develop their 
techniques to accomplish this complex task. The purpose of this study was to explore self-
directed developmental opportunities undertaken by the mentors. The research question that 
guided this study were: What praxis do mentors of novice social studies teachers enact to 
improve their mentorship?  
     In this chapter, I have discussed the research design within the constructionist paradigm, 
the rationale for using case study as the research methodology, research participants, and their 
selection criteria, methods used to collect and analyze data. This section concluded with a 
timeline that guided the completion of this dissertation. 
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Research Design  
 As mentioned in chapter one, social constructivism was used as the guiding conceptual 
framework for this research (Vygotsky & Cole, 1978). As the premise of social constructivism is 
based on creating knowledge through social interactions, and mentoring being a dyadic 
relationship that focusses on assisting the mentees to develop their professional practice (Kram, 
1985; Mullen, 2012), social constructivism fits appropriately as the conceptual framework. In 
continuation of social constructivism, experiential learning theory was used as the theoretical 
framework (Kolb, 2015). The educator roles and learning cycle as described in chapter two may 
assist mentors in identifying the needs of their mentees and thus self-develop customized 
processes to improve their mentor-mentee relationship (Kolb, 2015). Moreover, while mentors 
work with their mentees in offering support based on their needs, this model could also help 
mentors to reflect on their actions and thereby develop a structured process to guide their 
mentees (Schön, 1987). My research aimed to explore how mentors of novice social studies 
teachers practiced mentorship; I used qualitative research techniques to collect and analyze data.  
Merriam (1998) summarized, “Since qualitative research focusses on process, meaning, 
and understanding, the product of a qualitative study is richly descriptive. Words and pictures 
rather than numbers are used to convey what the researcher has learned about a phenomenon” 
(p.8). Her description of qualitative research focusses on processes, which in the context of this 
research explored those processes used by mentors in practicing mentorship. The above noted 
qualitative research understandings described how teachers understand the notion of mentorship 
and how do they participate in this relationship as a mentor. These three domains noted by 
(Merriam, 1998) helped in developing an understanding of how a mentor practices mentorship. 
Interacting with the mentors and, analyzing their reflections helped me in knowing how mentors 
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understand their work, what challenges they experienced in working with novice teachers, and 
how did they work with novice teachers in assisting them to acclimatize into their initial years of 
teaching social studies. 
Research Methodology   
As my conceptual framework of social constructivism was rooted in constructionism, 
using case study was an appropriate research methodology. As defined by Yin (2018) “a case 
study is an empirical method that investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth 
and within its real-world context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and 
context may not be clearly evident” (p. 15). As the definition suggests, a case study methodology 
allowed me the possibility to explore the processes mentors undertook in their professional lives. 
It also offered me a possibility to analyze the factors that guided their practices in assisting 
novice teachers. Case study allowed me to obtain an in-depth understanding of how mentors 
arrive at workable solutions to problems that baffle the novice teachers in their classrooms. Case 
study also helped me to look at the first-hand experiences of these events that may offer insight 
into the practice of mentorship (Bhattacharaya, 2017). This aspect of studying a case in its 
natural setting is the core of qualitative research. The work of Denzin and Lincoln (2005) 
supports this notion, where they posit that “qualitative research involves an interpretive, 
naturalistic approach to the world. This means that qualitative researchers study things in their 
natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings 
people bring to them.” (p. 3). To gain a deeper insight into this phenomenon of mentoring, I 
worked with four mentors and one administrator from urban metropolitan Atlanta schools. I 
collected data, interpreted, and analyzed the processes mentors undertook in mentoring novice 
social studies teachers ongoingly (Saldaña, 2011).       
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Research methods  
Collecting data using a variety of sources added credibility to the study (Creswell & 
Miller, 2000). Further, case study as the research methodology allowed me to use multiple 
methods to collect my data (Chase, 2005; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Merriam, 1998; Yin, 2018). 
As suggested by Yin (2018) “case study’s unique strength is its ability to deal with a full variety 
of evidence-documents, artifacts, interviews, and direct observations, as well as participant 
observation” (p.12). There are broadly three categories of interviews: fully structured, semi-
structured, and unstructured interview (Hopkins, 2014). Moreover, interviews can also be an 
open-ended, intensive, clinical, and lengthy interview (deMarrais, 2004; Merriam, 1998). In the 
pursuit of my research question, I collected data using individual interviews, focus group panel 
interviews, and mentor vignette journals.  
Individual interviews 
Individual interviews provided an opportunity to investigate the feelings and experiences 
of an individual (Denscombe, 1998). I conducted two semi-structured individual interviews with 
each participant (Appendix 1). One of these interviews was scheduled in the first month of the 
data collection process and the second interview was scheduled in the third month of the data 
collection process. There were two reasons to spread out the interview process. First, gave a 
scope to use progressive focusing technique to re-orient the focus of my interview questions 
based on the responses received from the participants after my first interview (Miles et al., 2014). 
Second, it provided participants additional time to organize their schedules as they offered their 
voluntary time for this research study. These interviews were held at a place mutually decided 
and convenient to the participants. As interviews differ from everyday conversation that takes 
place between two individuals, deMarrais (2004) suggested that “interviews are not simply 
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exchanges of questions and answers by researchers and participants, but a form of discourse 
where the researcher and participant engage in co-constructing meaning within a particular type 
of social relationship” (p. 54). This thought is in alignment with socio-constructivist theory, my 
interaction with the mentors helped me in finding out the practices they used in their mentorship 
of novice social studies teachers. These interviews lasted from thirty minutes to an hour, and I 
used a semi-structured research protocol to conduct these interviews. Another benefit of 
conducting interviews was suggested by Yin (2018), he opines “interviews are an essential 
source of case study evidence because most case studies are about human affairs and actions. 
Well-informed interviews can provide important insights into such affairs and actions” (p.121). 
Thus, conducting individual interviews helped me in collecting data related to the mentor’s 
experiences as a teacher, their preparations during their role as a mentor and the challenges they 
encountered in this process. These interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, and stored on a 
password protected personal computer.    
Focus group interview 
My second data collection method was a focus group interview during the second month 
of my data collection phase. As this was a focus group interview, participants were invited to 
visit the university’s downtown campus. As this research was not funded, I offered participants 
the options of dates and times to avoid car parking charges. During this interview, I used videos 
from the Mentor Modules website to elicit the responses to some sample scenarios described in 
the videos (Appendix 2). These videos helped me in initiating a conversation about the roles 
mentors perform with their mentees and how mentors work towards developing their 
professional practice (Dooley et al., 2018). This program was created out of a teacher quality 
partnership grant awarded to Georgia State University sponsored by the U.S. Department of 
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Education (Dooley et al., 2018). This website offers free multimedia workshops for mentors 
working with preservice teachers. The focus group interview was also conducted using the semi-
structured protocol. As Merriam (1998) asserts one of the advantages of conducting semi-
structured interviews is, 
Semi-structured interview is halfway between the ends of the continuum. In this type of 
interview, either all of the questions are more flexibly worded, or the interview is a mix 
or more and less structured questions. Usually, specific information is desired from all 
the respondents, in which case this a highly structured section to the interview. But the 
largest part of the interview is guided by a list of questions or issues to be explored, and 
neither exact wording nor the order of the questions is determined ahead of time (p. 74)      
In agreeing to the process mentioned above of conducting a semi-structured interview, I 
anticipated that certain questions would be developed instantaneously while the participants 
share their thoughts (Appendix 3). This process of using a semi-structured interview process for 
both the individual and focus group interviews gave me the flexibility to modify the sequence of 
the questions based on the responses received from the participant (Miles et al., 2014; Robson, 
2002). This interview was also audio-recorded, transcribed, and stored on a password protected 
personal computer.  
Mentor Vignette Journal 
My third data collection method was a mentor vignette journal (Yin, 2018). After my first 
individual interview with all the participants, I gave them a hypothetically developed case study 
based on an educators' roles and the learning cycle model proposed by Kolb (2015). Participants 
were required to document their thoughts and experiences of how they will support the vignette 
of a novice teacher in the given circumstances (Appendix, 4). They were offered choices to 
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either audio record their thought process or write their journals and submit it as part of the study 
data. One participant sent his reflections via audio recording; three other participants wrote their 
reflections and forwarded to me at different times. The audio recording was transcribed and 
stored on my personal computer which was password protected. These three data collection 
methods required seven hours of voluntary time from all the participants. And the individual 
interview and the member checking process required two hours of voluntary time from the 
district administrator.          
Research context and participant selection 
    I sent out recruitment emails to various professional colleagues, school administrators, 
and my colleagues from the Ed.D. cohort. Eight participants responded and were willing to offer 
their voluntary time for this study. Seven participants who responded were mentor teachers who 
met the selection criteria, four of them continued to participate in the study. One district 
administrator that agreed to volunteer was referred via a professional colleague. They all worked 
at different state schools within the South Eastern region of the United States of America. The 
selection criteria required these participants to be social studies teachers in any grade level, with 
a minimum of three years of teaching experience. They should have worked with at least one 
novice social studies mentee. The basis of requiring three years of teaching experiences is rooted 
in the literature reviewed in chapter two. Research on teacher development affirms that it takes 
three to five years for a novice teacher to become proficient in teaching (Ingersoll & Strong, 
2011). As my research focused on using mentors’ experiences of developing their practice, it was 
imperative to have participants who had transitioned into being a mentor after spending a 
considerable amount of time in the classroom. My other criteria of requiring the mentors to have 
worked with a mentee for at least a year is a significant component of this research. To 
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understand how mentors enact their practices in mentoring novice teachers it is essential that 
they have prior experiences of working with a novice teacher, what tools they have used if any to 
help them in making their decisions to customize their expertise with individual teachers. What 
are their sources of learning, observation of other mentoring models, and what efforts to they 
take to reflect on their practice and work towards improving their areas of development? These 
requirements bounded my study (Yin, 2018). My fifth participant was a school administrator. 
She was introduced to me in a professional development workshop that I attended as part of a 
degree requirement. I recruited her to get an additional layer of understanding of how mentors 
are selected, offered support and sustained within the school network.   
Participant information was obtained from the institutions like State Council of Social 
Studies, Department of Education’s office and Mentor Teacher Network in the College of 
Education and Human Development at Georgia State University. My preliminary work began 
after obtaining approval on my prospectus from the dissertation committee and the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB). I sent emails describing the study, the time required to participate in the 
study to potential participants meeting the above-mentioned criterion. Selected participants were 
provided IRB approved consent forms to sign to participate in this research study. All four 
participants were requested to participate in all three data collection methods. The district 
administrator was only asked to participate in an individual interview. Data was only collected 
when the participants turned in their signed consent forms.   
Research Participants 
 There were four mentor teachers and one district administrator in this study. 
First Participant – Miranda Davis 
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My first participant was Miranda Markel, a young blonde American woman who did not 
have a formal degree in teaching but started teaching through a philanthropical initiative. 
Miranda went on to complete her master’s degree in education and is now pursuing a doctoral 
degree in the field of education. During her education, Miranda evolved into a reflective 
practitioner. Today Miranda, can’t even walk the isle of a grocery store without reflecting on the 
relevance of those products on the shelves. Her passion for teaching and ensuring that students 
with disabilities get equal opportunities to learn has helped her to continue in this profession for 
the last seven years. She currently works at an elementary school in one of the metropolitan 
cities in the South Eastern region of the United States of America. Miranda teaches elementary 
students, and her job profile requires her to teach all the subjects in those grades. Over the last 
year, she has transitioned from a teacher to a coach/mentor who works with a turnaround school 
in her district. A turnaround eligible school is an initiative taken by the Governor’s office of 
student achievement that calculates the scores of a school based on the last three years of its 
college and career ready performance index (CCRPI) (The Governor's office of student 
achievement, 2019). These schools are provided additional support in improving their 
performance standards and thereby improving their overall ranking in the state (City Public 
Schools, 2019). Miranda works as an intervention specialist in one of these public schools. Over 
the last year she has been mentoring teachers who need help in developing additional support to 
their young students in the classroom. She takes pride in ensuring that teachers do not 
discriminate learners based on their learning levels and taken all the necessary steps to provide 
them equal opportunities to participate in the school activities.  
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Second Participant – Kane Williamson 
Kane comes from a family of teachers. His motivation to teach developed while 
interacting with his family members, and he was certain that he wanted to become a teacher. His 
passion for education was at his peak when he completed his doctoral program in two and a half 
years. Kane currently teaches government sociology, economics, and psychology in one of the 
suburban counties in the South Eastern region of the United States of America. He loved history, 
and that has helped him to continue teaching as a social studies teacher for the last 16 years. 
Although he is excited about his role as a teacher, he also coaches numerous sports to sustain his 
presence in the school and earn additional income. As a novice social studies teacher, during his 
first two years in school, he coached four sports. He feels that most social studies teachers are 
required to double their role as sports coaches. This additional role helps them in retaining their 
jobs. As a novice teacher, Kane started teaching in a lower socio-economic city, where he did not 
have access to computers, digital resources. He also recalls that his school was based in the 
poorest city at that time. Kane did not get a lot of help when he started his teaching career, but 
today he offers all his resources and materials generously to a novice teacher who is either 
assigned to him or walks into his school building. While he is mentoring a novice teacher, who 
has joined in recently, she is also required to coach two sports in her school. Despite all these 
challenges, Kane a white American male enjoys his time at school and is always excited to share 
his resources, ideas and best practices with his colleagues. 
Third Participant – Sean Meyers 
My third participant was an African American Male and he has been teaching social 
studies for the last decade. Sean believes ardently that students need more information and 
perspectives than those that are offered in the textbooks. He spends a lot of time in preparing his 
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lessons, researching myriad ways of presenting information to the students, and has always kept 
students’ engagement in the classroom at the epitome of his lesson planning. Sean described his 
journey from being a passive reader forced by his mother to read, to now developing into a 
voracious reader who continues to find out the reasons behind a fact that is being presented to the 
students. He often speaks of his classroom teaching as unconventional, where he does not 
necessarily teach students to master the test, he works hard in helping the learners develop the 
skill of thinking and questioning, rather than memorizing to pass the tests. Sean has taught 
students in alternative schools and public schools. His initial years as a novice teacher brought 
him so much stress that he lost all of his hair on his head, but those experiences helped him in 
knowing the students and their needs in such intricate details that today parents tell him that 
students wait to come to his classes. Sean had a mentee last year, who was a student teacher and 
he tried his best to offer him the scope and freedom to practice all his learnings in his classroom. 
Fourth Participant – Terry Fisher 
My fourth participant Terry completed his doctoral degree in education recently. He has 
been in the field of education for the last 16 years. Terry had an ambitious dream of becoming an 
athlete, but very soon realized that he would rather follow his wish as a third grader to become a 
teacher. While he made all the efforts to successfully complete his teaching requirements, he 
decided not to take his teaching certification required to teach in public schools. Today Terry has 
taught in numerous private and independent schools, has completed his master and doctorate 
degrees and works as a middle school teacher in one of the independent schools in an urban 
county in the South Eastern region of the United States of America. Terry has the experience of 
being a department head, coaching five to six sports, member of accrediting committees, team 
leader, mentor, and similar other activities. Terry’s initial years as a teacher were very 
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challenging as his relied-on textbooks more than any else since he got a warning that he could be 
fired if he did not perform in the next academic year, he started developing himself by 
immersing in reading. Terry started to read articles, journals, attended conferences, sought 
feedback on his work, and continues to do that even today. He now uses a problem-based model 
in teaching students. As a social studies teacher, he integrates content from other subjects to 
provide students a holistic view of the curriculum that keeps them excited and engaged in the 
classroom. Terry, a white American male, has spent lot of time in mentoring novice and 
experienced teachers and was excited to offer his support in my research project. 
Fifth Participant – Christie Broad 
 Christie has been a teacher for more than two decades. In her 25 years of professional 
service in the field of education, Christie has worked at different positions, starting with a 
teacher, to becoming a teacher mentor and then deciding to pursue her master and doctoral 
degree in educational leadership. Christie feels emotionally connected to the overwhelming 
experiences novice teachers can encounter in their classrooms. She felt the need to provide them 
with assistance through various interventions and feels satisfied to see their growth and retention. 
Christie is currently working as a district coordinator in one of the urban metropolitan districts in 
the South Eastern United States of America. She stressed the importance of developing induction 
support for novice teachers who complete their teacher certification program, but also extends 
her ongoing support to those teachers who come to work in her county. Christie recalled that 
when she was a novice teacher 25 years ago, she only met her mentor once during a brief 
induction day, and then for the rest of her time in the school she was all by herself. In responding 
to those experiences, she worked herself up to this position where she now designs, oversees and 
recruits mentors and coaches to offer support to novice teachers in her county. She continues to 
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enhance her skills by attending professional development workshops that focus on teacher 
induction and support.    
Coding the data 
 One of the most challenging elements in this dissertation was to code the data. Having 
transcribed the audio recordings, and assembling the reflective journals in a word document, I 
printed them and read them the first time to check for errors. These ranged from missing a word, 
to completely typing something else from listening to the audio recordings the first time, to 
correcting spelling mistakes. After finishing the first level of reading, I started reading again to 
assign descriptive codes. As defined by Miles et al. (2014) “ A descriptive code assigns a label to 
data to summarize in a word or short phrase most often a noun – the basic topic of a passage of 
qualitative data. These eventually provide an inventory of topics for indexing and categorizing” 
(p. 74). Using this method of coding, I arrived at a list of 46 different phrases or codes that I 
assigned to paragraphs and different sections of my data. To keep a track of the list of 
inventories, and assist me with data display and analysis of my data, I used a Computer Assisted 
Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS) called dedoose (Miles et al., 2014). I transferred 
all my documents into this software, renamed the files to protect the identity of my participants 
and then read the data again to highlight the excerpts and assign descriptive coding in the 
software. This program helped me to graphically see my list of initial codes, and also provided 
me with multiple options to view my data. Figure1.3 is an example of a word cloud created by 
the software using my list of 46 codes. 
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Figure 1.3 Word cloud created in dedoose using list of initial codes 
Data display using computer-assisted software 
 The data analysis software helped in providing an overview of my collected data. I was 
amazed to see that there were 14 different document types (nine individual interview, four 
reflections, and one focus group transcript) that were coded for this research. When I applied my 
list of codes on these documents, there were 410 occasions where my codes were used across all 
data sets, and 396 excerpts created that could be used for my data analysis. Keeping track of this 
information is very ambitious, and thus using the data analysis software proved helpful (Miles et 
al., 2014). The next step that I used to analyze my data was to see these patterns visually. Figure 
1.4 is a selected section of the data display technique. I have used a matrix format to display my 
data. As defined by Miles et al. (2014) “A matrix is essentially the “intersection” of two lists, set 
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up as rows and columns” (p. 109). This matrix helped me see the number of times my assigned 
codes were repeated in a single data set, and how often the same codes were repeated in all 13 
sets. 
 
   
Figure 1.4 Data Matrices created by dedoose software based on the code application. 
This visual display offered me the first look at my data sets. I also used another chart 
from the software that gave me the code weight statistics. Table 1.2 is the selected summary of 
the list generated from the software. 
List of Codes Count 
Steps to Improve Practice 49 
Context Challenges 36 
Self-Reflection 28 
Knowing Mentee 23 
Role of Mentor 22 
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Professional Development Opportunities 20 
Benefits of using a framework 18 
Expectations from Mentor 18 
Understanding Students 15 
Challenges as Novice 13 
Benefits of Mentoring 11 
Challenges as Novice 11 
Need Guidance to Mentor 11 
Role Modelling 11 
Collegial Relationship 10 
Table 1.2 List of codes along with their total counts of occurrence across all data sets 
Data Analysis 
Data analysis is considered as a complicated method of oscillating between the collected 
data and the effort to make meaning from the collected data (Merriam, 1998). As Merriam 
(1998) suggests “making sense out of data involves consolidating, reducing, and interpreting 
what people have said and what the researcher has seen and read- it is the process of making 
meaning” (p.178).  There are two ways of analyzing data; one of them is to start the analysis 
after completion of the data collection process. In this process, the researcher can consolidate all 
the collected data, transcribe it, and then conduct a comprehensive analysis of the data. One of 
the major challenges of this process is that the researcher cannot go back into the field and 
collect the data again if there are any gaps during the analysis phase (Miles & Huberman, 1984). 
The other method is to analyze the data simultaneously during the collection process. (Miles & 
Huberman) suggest,  
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Analysis during data collection lets the fieldworker cycle back and forth between 
thinking about the existing data and generating strategies for collecting new-often better 
quality-data; it can be a healthy corrective for built-in blind spots; and it makes analysis 
an ongoing, lively enterprise that is linked to the energizing effects of fieldwork (1984, p. 
49) 
As suggested above cycling between strategies allowed me to use “enumerative induction” 
method also known as “progressive focusing” (Miles et al., 2014). As I conducted individual and 
focus group interviews, and requested participants to write reflective journals, I used the 
progressive focusing methods to collect my data. This offered me the flexibility to make changes 
to the questions asked during the interview, recruit new participants, add, or edit an existing gap 
in the data collection methods (Miles & Huberman, 1984).  
     While data analysis process was ongoing, I also used “three concurrent flow of activities” 
(Miles et al., 2014, p. 12) to analyze data. These included data condensation, data display and 
conclusion/drawing verification (Miles et al., 2014). Data condensation is defined as “A form of 
analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, discards, and organizes data in such a way that “final” 
conclusion can be drawn and verified” (Miles et al., 2014, p. 12). It is using this technique I 
started the process of descriptive coding to categorize my data. Descriptive coding “assign labels 
to data to summarize in a word or short phrase most often a noun – the basic topic of a passage 
of qualitative data” (Miles et al., 2014, p. 74). 
     Once I condensed the data, I used Dedoose software to organize my data. This process of 
assembling the data is also referred as data display. As Miles et al. (2014) illustrate “humans are 
not very powerful as processors of large amounts of information. Extended text overloads our 
information-processing capabilities and preys on our tendencies to find simplifying patterns” (p. 
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13). Taking in consideration of this limitation, I used Dedoose software to organize my data 
based on my initial coding, this organization helped me in identifying recurring topics, and 
themes thereby assisting in the data analysis process. 
    The third element of data analysis technique was to draw and verify conclusions. An 
explanation of this technique is offered by Miles et al. (2014), they conclude that “The third 
stream of activity is conclusion drawing and verification. From the start of data collection, the 
qualitative analyst interprets what things mean by noting patterns, explanations, casual flows, 
and positions” (p.13). As all the three techniques of data condensation, data display and drawing 
conclusion are interwoven, I have used these techniques ongoingly to categorize, organize and 
synthesize my data. It is undertaking this complex activity of data analysis I arrived at a 
conclusion that helped me in deciphering how mentors of novice social studies teachers practiced 
mentorship. 
Triangulating the data 
Triangulation of data sources was built in the data analysis process to ensure the 
credibility of the data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Triangulation has been defined as “a process of 
using multiple perceptions to clarify meaning, verifying the repeatability of an observation or 
interpretation. Triangulation serves also to clarify meaning by identifying different ways the case 
is being seen” (Stake, 2005, p. 454). Using multiple source in a case study increased the quality 
and reliability of the study (Yin, 2018). Thus, the three methods noted above allowed me to 
interpret data from three different lens and thereby added credibility to the overall research 
study. 
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Member checking 
Finally, I used member checking to gain feedback from my participants to add 
trustworthiness to the data (Hays, 2004). As noted in chapter one, member checking offered the 
participants to review the analyzed data and provide them an opportunity to clarify any 
misunderstandings in the analysis. It is only after receiving their feedback on my analysis, I have 
published the findings (Hays, 2004).                               
Study timelines  
Schedule of Events Actual Timelines  
• Defended prospectus • June 11th 2018 
• Submitted proposal to IRB for review • July 18th 2018 
• Revised and re-submit to IRB • July 20th 2018 
• IRB approval received • August 19th 2018 
• Recruitment emails sent to prospective 
participants  
• August 2018 
• Conducted first individual interviews • October 2018 
• Conducted focus group interview • November 2018 
• Collected reflection journals from 
participants 
• October to December 2018 
• Conducted second individual interview • November - December 2018  
• Transcribe and analyze data • October 2018 ongoing 
• Developing findings and discussions 
based on analyzed data 
• November – December 2018 
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• Drafting final dissertation  • January 2019 – February 2019  
• Send data for member checking • February 2019 
• Submit final dissertation to committee for 
review 
• March 2019 
• Defend final dissertation • April 2019 
Table 1.3 Study timelines used during the research process 
Researcher statement 
 As an international student, I collected data in a context that was not familiar to me. This 
may have restricted a few participants to connect with me or offer their candid responses during 
my data collection process. Though this could have become a limitation, but my previous 
experiences of working with educators out of my country context and the experiences of 
interacting with my colleagues, and a few teachers during this course enabled me to ensure that 
the participants that their views were protected under the research protocol, and the collected 
data was only published once they have given their feedback via member checking.   
Bounding the case study    
Bounding a case study as defined by Yin (2018) is  
“…For almost any topic that might be chosen, are the specific time boundaries to define 
the estimated beginning and ending of the case, for the purpose of your study (i.e., 
whether to include the entire of only some part of the life cycle of the entity that will 
become the case) (p.31). 
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I bounded my case study by time and specific criterion. As I need the participants to have at least 
one year of mentoring experience with a novice social studies teacher, I did not expect a large 
pool of participants to fit in this criterion. However, one of the purposes of qualitative research is 
to find rich experiences of individuals and explore how those processes can benefit other 
educators (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Thus, even with a small (five) group of participants willing 
to become part of the study, I was able to collate significant amount of data necessary for this 
research study and gained a choate understanding of how teachers practice mentorship and 
became mentors.  
As the program structures allowed doctoral students to collect data over fall semester in 
the third year of the program, this enables me to collect my data from August to December. 
While, it was an arduous task to collect and analyze data. I used progressive focusing technique 
and analyzed my data ongoingly (Merriam, 1998; Miles et al., 2014), I had a narrow margin in 
going back and forth between the data collected and the time available to revise and re-use a 
method, but my participants offered me additional insights as and when I reached out to them. 
Thus, adhering to a disciplined schedule allowed me to meet my timelines as well as helped in 
condensing, organizing, and synthesizing my conclusions. 
In summary, data collection and analysis were one of the most complex tasks I undertook 
during this dissertation process. My previous experiences of collecting data, analyzing, and 
writing two elaborated reports for my master’s degree program provided me the confidence 
required to complete this research study. Being aware of my challenges helped me in finding 
ways to navigate through them and thereby assisted me in completing this study.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS AND RESULTS 
Mentoring relationships are often accredited to provide a mentee the confidence to grow 
in an organization and create avenues that allow both the mentor and mentee to learn from each 
other (Jeong, Irby, Pugliese, Boswell, & Kappler Hewitt, 2018). Mentoring also instills the 
confidence in the mentee to take on an arduous task, and on many occasions, these relationships 
create pathways for professional development for both the mentor and the mentee (Ragins & 
Kram, 2007b). Although the notion of mentoring is most popularly cited in the Greek mythology 
(Johnson, 2007), there is recorded evidence that provides the existence and benefits of mentoring 
relationships in all fields of human activity (Jeong et al., 2018; Ragins & Kram, 2007b).  
Despite the prevalence of mentoring practices, the focus of academic typically has always 
been on the dyad, there are seldom academic works published on how mentors learn this 
practice, and as noted in my review of literature, the scope of mentors’ development becomes 
even narrower when looked from a social studies subject specific lens. Thus, the focus of my 
study was to understand the practices enacted by mentors to not only to know how they learned 
this craft but also find out what professional development opportunities were available to them 
that assisted them in executing this complex task. The research question that allowed me to 
gather insight into this work was “what praxis do mentors of novice social studies teachers enact 
to improve their mentorship?”  
Participant selection 
In concurrence with the literature reviewed, I spent a considerable amount of time in 
finding participants who had the experience of mentoring and were also social studies teachers. 
After sending numerous emails to faculties, friends, professional colleagues, and professional 
organizations, I received confirmation from seven participants who were willing to offer their 
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voluntary time to participate in my research. When I started scheduling times to meet for 
individual interviews, only four teacher mentors and one administrator confirmed their 
availability. Thus, in this case study research, I was able to record data from five participants. 
Three out of four participants in my study were males. The demographic population of teachers 
in the United States in 2011-12 summarized that 70% of its teaching workforce in public schools 
were females (National Center for Education Statistics, 2019), but I was surprised when I had 
three male participants in my study, which was contrary to existing male female ratio of teachers. 
As the focus is not to dwell deep into discussing the demographic population of mentors and 
teachers, but my participant’s gender did raise the question about leadership and gender in my 
mind. As my study did not focus on these elements, none of my questions were directed around 
the theme of the role of gender in teaching or mentoring. My questions were directed in 
understanding their practice as a mentor, and ways through which they enhance their practice. 
Three of my participants have completed their doctoral degree, and two of them are pursuing 
their doctoral program from a university in the South Eastern United States. 
Profile of participants 
Each of the four voluntary mentor teachers in this study had a significantly different 
experience of being a mentee which has partially shaped their experiences of mentoring a novice 
teacher. While their total years of being social studies educators added up to an impressive 49 
years, they have collectively mentored fewer than 15 novice teachers. These numbers offer a 
contrasting imagery, on the one hand there are teachers who have magnanimous experience of 
teaching, but on the other hand despite the long and traditionally existing practice of mentoring 
and its increased popularity in the last 25 years at workplace, they have only mentored handful of 
novice social studies teachers (Baugh & Fragenson-Eland, 2007). This data could possibly reveal 
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the field reality where despite a substantial increase of offering mentoring to novice teachers, the 
impact of this process does not offer insight on to how successful are these supports (Goldrick, 
2016; Southern Regional Education Board, 2018). As more research is being published on the 
practice of mentoring, nevertheless the focus is still on providing support to the teacher (Allen, 
Day, & Lentz, 2005; Baugh & Fragenson-Eland, 2007; Ross, Vescio, Tricarico, & Short, 2011). 
Thus, the niche that focusses on how mentors are developed continues to receive less attention 
(Allen, Poteet, & Burroughs, 1997). It is this gap in the literature that I hope to contribute my 
findings and analysis from the qualitative research conducted during the fall (October-
December) of 2018. 
Data sources 
 As the focus of my research was to understand the practices mentors used to improve 
their mentoring, I conducted two individual interviews with mentor teachers, one individual 
interview with district administrator, one focus group interview and asked them to write a 
vignette journal (Appendix 4) (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Miles et al., 2014; Saldaña, 2011; Yin, 
2018). My first individual interview revolved around their experiences of being a mentee and the 
factors that encouraged them to mentor a novice teacher (Interview protocol- Appendix 1). My 
second interview was based on the experiential learning theory model developed by David Kolb 
(Kolb, 1984, 2015) (Interview protocol- Appendix 1). As the review of literature summarized 
mentors did not have any guiding framework to use during their practice, I wanted my 
participants to ponder on how the proposed model of experiential learning could assist them in 
understanding their role, and if possible, provide them with tangible tools to enhance their 
practice of mentoring. My interview with the district administrator concentrated on 
understanding how she develops and provides support to the mentors, and the novice teachers. 
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Why does she feel the need to invest in the professional development of mentors and what 
challenges do they encounter while working with mentorship development? In the focus group 
discussion, I used selected videos that demonstrated how mentors interacted with their novice 
teachers (Dooley et al., 2018). These videos started discussions on how their style of mentoring 
resonates or deviates from the experiences shared in the video. Finally, all four participants were 
provided with a hypothetical case study illustrating a day from a novice teacher’s class 
(Appendix 4). They were asked to share their reflections from their experience of mentoring a 
novice teacher and suggest ways to help the teacher in the case study to find pathways to 
acclimatize in the early years of teaching. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed 
and stored on a password protected computer. I decided to invest my time in listening to audio 
recordings and transcribing them personally so as to own the data, and develop an insight on how 
participants’ experiences differ from one another and how their tone changed when they 
discussed different elements of being a mentee and a mentor.  
Findings from the data 
In alignment with the research question ‘what practices do mentors of novice social 
studies teachers enact to improve their mentorship?’, the first set of findings illustrated the 
practices, steps or actions taken by the mentors to understand their roles as a mentor and the 
processes they used to develop the mentor mentee relationships. The following experts are 
selected from the collected data which are categorized in three segments. 
Practical considerations: Practices, steps and, action 
Terry narrated his process of starting a conversation with a novice teacher by asking 
several questions, he said: 
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Asking probing questions instead of saying that you do it this way, how can I help? What 
do you need? And if you know that they don’t know what they need, asking a question 
might allow for them to reflect on what they might need? (Terry, focus group interview, 
November 20, 2018). 
And when I asked him what he would do if teachers do not answer to these questions, he told us 
that he would ask leading questions like,  
So, have you thought about what your disciplinary or behavior management might look 
like? While you are getting to know the kids. Hey, have you thought about your structure 
or your discipline or your behavior management? Which she is to reflect on anyways as 
many new teachers, young teachers struggle with that, so now you are putting something 
that she wants to deal with, things that she needs to think about (Terry, focus group 
interview, November 20, 2018). 
Terry’s approach of asking questions is guided from his own experiences of being a mentee. 
Early on in his career when he was mentored for the first time, he recollected that his mentor 
always posed inquiring questions (Helman, 2006). He shared those with me in our first 
interview, 
I would say this I how I want to do it, and he would say walk me through why you want 
to do this, have you thought about this? What do you think the outcome is going to be? 
What do you think the students are going to experience? He kept on bringing the student 
experience, what are students getting out of this? How are they going to respond what are 
they going to learn? What are they going to be doing while they are learning? Instead of 
how this is going to affect you vs how is this going to affect the students. So, I would say 
that this was the real first mentoring that I had (Terry, first interview, October 18, 2018)  
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Sean’s way of working with a novice was guided from his experience of becoming a reader, he 
told me during our first interview his thoughts on knowing the novice, 
For teachers like we have to be realistic, like most people for example do not read, so 
give a teacher a bunch of articles and get some ideas maybe they might read, maybe the 
might read a paragraph, may be one, but a lot of them might just struggle to read the 
information, because they have their own lives and you don’t have a lot of time already, 
so when they go home, they want to leave work at work (Sean, first interview October 8, 
2018). 
The reason Sean emphasizes that reading might have its basis on his inquisitiveness to find out 
additional information on the topics he read as a child. He told me how his curiosity led him to 
read beyond the provided text in the classroom, 
When I was younger like, I was always searching for something, but I always wanted to 
see myself reflected so I always had to tell myself, I have heard enough, I don’t have the 
knowledge base, but I know that teachers do this teaching of Columbus discovered 
America. We were beyond that, I didn’t know where to find the right information, but I 
knew that this was a lie, this wasn’t correct, so I remembered being frustrated as a student 
(Sean, first interview, October 10, 2018). 
Sean did not stop his journey of exploring even though he was frustrated with the content that 
was presented to him. What he was searching for ways to find books, articles that had 
representations of people like him, and he was successful in finding those. He described, 
As I got older as I started to come with some knowledge, did some reading, like the thing 
that made me fall in love with the reading was when I was able to really see stories of 
myself reflected in terms my ancestors you know just this African perspective about life 
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like that really helped me get motivated to like wow, started to get access to books and I 
could not put the books down, so all of a sudden I never liked reading you know I could 
read as my mother forced me to read, but reading for like real information and being able 
to analyze and synthesize information, I really had a hard time with that, as I had never 
really did it so it wasn’t until I found something that I could connect with that actually 
inspired me to say, wow this is real thing that makes sense, now I can see my weaknesses 
and now I really need to get this better, so then I had to find ways to get that better (Sean, 
first interview, October 10, 2018) 
Sean’s approach of reading, and Terry’s approach of asking questions demonstrate how two 
mentors can use two different skills to know their mentees and assist them differently (Cain, 
2009). When I met Miranda for our first interview, she told me that she used her reflections as a 
way to understand her roles and help her mentees. She opined,  
I think that specifically that Masters’ program that I was in made me so hyper reflective, 
that I don’t walk through the grocery store and I am not reflecting and it has become to 
the point where it is so second nature to me that it is part of me all day long, whether it 
has to do with teaching, whether it has to do with my relationships, whatever it is 
(Miranda, first interview, October 15, 2018) 
When Miranda articulated that reflection has become her second habit, I asked her how that 
helps her in understanding her role as a mentor and guiding her mentee. She told me, 
What my role is to hear from teachers or identify on my own those kids who are having 
hard time to be successful in the classroom either academically or behaviorally, and it’s 
my charge to figure out why this is happening. So, it’s like why is it manifesting itself, 
what is something we can try to make this student more successful on this one individual 
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thing. And then sitting down with the teacher and family and saying hey this is what I 
think is going on and I want us to try this plan and monitor its progress and let’s come 
back together in couple of weeks and let’s see what happens (Miranda, first interview, 
October 15, 2018). 
Listening to her helped me understand that mentor’s own reflection can also become a vital tool 
in developing their mentorship and at the same time help the mentee in developing reflective 
practice on their classroom teaching (Hole & McEntree, 1999). Kane uses his 16 years of 
teaching experience while working with a novice teacher. He told me that majority of his 
processes came from his teaching experiences. Where he said,  
We sit down and talk about how it’s going and where are you at in the curriculum and 
what you need any materials to get there, or how are the kids. If there is a situation with a 
kid, how you tried this (Kane, first interview, October 12, 2018) 
When I asked him were there any specific discussions or resources, he shared with his novice 
teacher on classroom management, he narrated an incidence from her mentees class: 
I told her to be firm, but let the kids know that you care about them. Because kids know if 
you care about them. There was another teacher, she told me she broke a pencil on her 
desk the day she lost her cool. You know the kids are going to try to get you to do this 
sometimes. But you can’t let them do that, because you know they will try to see your 
weakness and they would want to try to get you to go there. So, you need to try to 
maintain your cool and say alright I am going to move you here and you are going to step 
outside the class or, you know (Kane, first interview, October 12, 2018) 
What I gleaned from Kane’s experiences as a teacher is the way he manages his students and 
understands their pattern of reacting to different teachers. This expertise of knowing the student’s 
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behavior can assist him in developing a novice teacher by sharing his experiences and making 
them aware of the possible challenges they could encounter and suggesting ways to overcome 
those challenges (Kent et al., 2012). These above experiences started to describe how mentors 
initiated their mentoring relationship, but when I asked them how they understood the needs of 
the mentees and where did they learned those techniques to identify the needs of their mentees, 
they shared explicitly told me about these nuances which I have presented in the next section. 
Techniques to understand mentee’s needs 
 For mentoring relationship to develop and function effectively, it is necessary that both 
the mentor and the mentee trust each other. Trusting an individual takes time, and one of the 
ways to build trust is to engage in conversations that are informal, collegial, and where the 
mentee can share personal, professional or other conversations with ease (Kumar & Coe, 2017; 
Mullen, 2012; Schichtel, 2010). Kane wrote in his reflection journal that “I try and get to know 
my mentees i.e., background, interest, experiences, etc. This helps me understand and meet their 
needs” (Kane’s reflection, December 7, 2018). Kane’s need to understand his/her mentee helps 
him decide the direction they mentee need help. Which then allows him to provide adequate 
resources and create a support network to assist them in their work. He shared these thoughts 
with me during our first interview, 
Just where she is at and the process. She went into teaching in her 40’s so she started 
later, but which I think helps her as she has got a lot of experience, but with her, she just 
gets overwhelmed with the kids’ behavior. I just want to let her know the different ways 
to manage her classroom or provide resources that I can get or know of other teacher that 
can help her to get resources she needs (Kane, first interview, October 12, 2018) 
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From both of the above excerpts, Kane’s technique is derived from his willingness to help the 
novice and his generosity and caring attitude to offer as many resources as possible to the novice 
teacher to support her in settling into the classroom practice. Terry uses his observation 
techniques to find out how prepared are the novice teachers and what areas could help them plan 
their lesson better (Little & Nelson, 1990). He shared an example with us during our focus group 
interview, 
Sometimes they wonder what they are doing, what are they working on. As you walk out 
in the morning, are they replying to emails or are knee deep, or nose deep in tests, or are 
they reading literally the chapter you are assigned the night before and the students are 
walking in, so you can discuss what was in the chapter, what are you doing as the 
students are walking in. How do you spend your time, and that’s indicative of how 
comfortable they feel, and that’s an indicative of where they are (Terry, focus group 
interview, November 20, 2018) 
Terry is observing their preparedness to teach, their communication with the students, their 
comfort level of interacting with the students. This ability of observing minute details could have 
arrived from his constant need to seek feedback on his own teaching, as a teacher and a mentor 
Terry continued to work towards improving his practice. He shared few instances of how he 
went about asking for feedback in our first interview, 
I would seek out feedback, I would go to my division head, I would go to my department 
head, and then when I became the department head, I would go to other department head, 
and I would go to my dean and whoever else, and I would say, please come sit in my 
class and I want feedback, or if I had some question, I would be like “hey we are going to 
talk about this particular topic, we are going to talk about genocide, and it can be dicey 
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for 7th graders, help me, can we talk about how to best approach it”. (Terry, first 
interview, October 18, 2018) 
Terry’s need to seek feedback helped him think of possible ways to approach a topic, he 
continued to look for different ways to improve his practice which could eventually help him to 
make student learning better. He also suggests that there is merit in working together and that’s 
another technique he uses to assist his mentees. He described this in the same interview,  
And so we built like a professional learning committee, so instead of me having all the 
answers, which I don’t, and they going how do you do things, it was how can we together 
learn from each other and continue to elevate our crafts together which inevitably is 
going to make the students experience better, and that’s kind of where I am at mentoring, 
it’s not like I know everything and you should do it my way, it’s how can we make 
students experience better (Terry first interview, October 18, 2018) 
In reflecting on these above experiences, Terry shared with me how he has evolved as a learner 
from being a novice teacher who was struggling to achieve the goals of the lessons, to then 
seeking our feedback to improve his teaching, to now mentoring several teachers, observing their 
words and actions has helped me understand the mentee and create developmental paths for their 
growth. He concluded by saying that he also finds additional time to know his mentee so that 
they could know each other. His narration during the focus group interview were “hey, let’s go 
out we need a bitch section, so let’s hide, let’s get a beer and let’s get something, and get out of 
campus, and have a conversation”.  Doing this he said would help the mentee trust him and he 
said, “they know that you support them, and you got their back and they can talk to you about 
everything that frustrates them” (Terry, focus group interview, November 20, 2018). These 
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techniques are rooted in his personal experiences of being a teacher, a department head and also 
a mentor.  
 Miranda’s technique involves her mentee to share their areas of concerns. Her reflection 
journal stated, “I think it is always more beneficial to let the mentee guide what areas we work 
together on” (Miranda reflection journal, November 20, 2018). Even during our focus group 
interview she used similar examples to describe how she would know what support should be 
offered to a novice teacher, 
I think most people have a pretty good grip on especially if it’s a situation that I have 
seen with beginning teachers, there is occasionally a lot of emotion tied to things that are 
not going well, so they are very quick to say, I usually start by saying what is the best 
part of your day, and then go to what would be the thing that you would need that would 
be helpful to make tomorrow better, and they are pretty quick to say that my classroom is 
out of control or my classroom is in a safe space, it’s not very often that they feel they are 
sitting there in denial, at least especially with classroom management (Miranda, focus 
group interview, November 20, 2018) 
Along with asking teachers to share their areas of development, Miranda also uses the data she 
collects as part of her professional responsibility to support language learners. She shared one 
such instances of how she worked with a teacher who had a hard time supporting a student, 
So for example let’s say we have a student who is really struggling with basic reading, 
what will usually happen is that a teacher would come to you and be like ‘I don’t know 
what to do with this kid, they are so low’ and so I will say, tell me a little bit more, I 
won’t be able to get too much information because s/he has a whole lot of students and 
s/he may have not done a detailed of an inventory needed to really figure out what’s 
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going on here. So, I will say, ok, so let’s pull so and so and let’s see if I can get some 
more feedback on what’s happening (Miranda, first interview, October 15, 2018) 
Miranda’s approach of using student’s data, inviting teachers to share their concerns gives her 
dual opportunities to support and understand the challenges faced by her mentees. As Miranda 
continues to reflect on her practice, she wants to ameliorate the learning experiences of students 
that come to her through her language learning program, she also wants to continue to assist 
novice teachers to comprehend and develop strategies to work with these students. She concludes 
by summarizing,  
I have never found teachers having difficulty with accepting suggestions that I give, the 
difficulty lies in them doing it, or in them seeing, let me say this. I don’t think it’s ever 
because a teacher doesn’t really want to help the kid, it’s not because they don’t want to 
help that child, this is because we are putting on top of you that you have to do and its 
difficult, you know you only have so many hours in the day (Miranda, first interview, 
October 15, 2018) 
Miranda is aware that teachers may get overwhelmed with the suggestions or feedback, but she is 
also aware that teachers have the intent to do the work, it’s the context that may sometimes not 
allow them to implement the feedback as desired.  
 Sean’s technique emerged from his experiences of ensuring that students are engaged in 
the classroom. He told me several times during our interviews that he focusses a lot on how to 
keep his students active and involved in his classroom (Eisner, 2003). He wanted his mentee to 
learn that skill as Sean considers student engagement as a key to effective teaching experiences. 
He said,  
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You have to know more than what the community knows. So, it’s a life long journey so, 
if you are presenting a topic and you are trying to provide a perspective for it, if you have 
a very shallow amount of knowledge you wouldn’t be prepared for it if they ask you 
critical questions. So, if you don’t have, if you have not done the homework it is going to 
hard for you (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018) 
Sean’s description articulates his passion to learn more, be more prepared as a teacher and devote 
additional time to research before entering the classroom. When I asked him how his mentee 
responded to this technique, he shared an instance from a day in their class, 
I can definitely say that he absorbed it, like he said yeah you are right, there was no 
argument at all like, he wasn’t just saying that you are right to just say ok, you can be 
quiet now. But he was really saying that I am right because it totally makes sense. He 
would go home and work on this is, what you are going to teach and this is what you are 
going to talk about in the 13th amendment, you have it together, because if you don’t 
have it, you are going to lose them and then you will be on your own, and in that process 
he was like comfortable with the students, the students started to know him and that was 
like my thing (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018) 
Sean was happy that his mentee also took additional steps in reading about the content they were 
discussing in the classroom. Sean was very certain that knowing the content is essential and he 
repeatedly said, “and you will lose the students, you can’t lose the students, you have to keep 
them engaged and initially so that they can go on and do their own things” (Sean, first interview, 
October 8, 2018). While Sean emphasizes that a novice teacher should take extra efforts in 
developing content expertise, he also feels that a mentor should allow space for the mentee to 
experiment and grow in the classroom, 
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The mentor teacher has a big responsibility because you can really nurture a becoming 
teacher into a place of just confidence and letting them and allowing them to trust their 
ideas and try and say that we have been doing so many things for so long that we don’t 
see many changes so we need some new strategies so if you can come up with something, 
try it out, work it out and you have the room to experiment with it, and you do have back 
up, so if the class goes left, I can do things it make it right back on track (Sean, first 
interview, October 8, 2018) 
Sean thus allows the mentee to bring their own creativity in the classroom, while being 
committed in inspiring them to understand the value of not letting students getting disengaged 
nor wanting the teachers to enter the classroom unprepared or have shallow understanding of the 
content they will teach. Christie’s work with mentor is based on a more structured format that is 
developed to help mentors identify the needs of the novice teachers, she shared, 
one of the things they do is they are provided a tool to go into a novice teachers 
classroom to observe them, so they go in and observe using the four skills that I 
mentioned earlier that our induction standards are, they go in and observe the teacher 
based on those standards, and from that they can identify what areas the teachers are 
struggling with, and what areas the teachers are doing really well (Christie, first 
interview, December 10, 2018) 
The four areas Christie mention include ‘lesson planning, classroom management, how to create 
positive learning environments and, how to assess students’ (Christie, first interview, December 
10, 2018). Thus, the technique used by four participants is developed from their personal 
experiences, but the processes that Christie developed for her mentor teachers is guided by the 
professional standards of the state she works in. Reading all these experiences and aligning them 
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with the review of literature, I started to get inspired by the work these mentors did with their 
mentees and also got an insight of how administrators think about induction of teachers and 
mentors. These narratives made them an obvious choice to become a mentor, but when I asked 
them why they decided to mentor they shared some scintillating anecdotes which I have 
described in the following section. 
Becoming mentors: Why did experienced teachers decide to take on mentoring? 
The crux of my research revolves around this idea of why educators decide to mentor a 
novice, what motivates them to taken on these additional responsibilities and what drives the 
study is where do they get induction, or support in understanding their roles and executing it with 
a novice teacher who has just graduated from a teacher development program (Allen, Poteet, 
Russell, & Dobbins, 1997). Does mentoring a novice social studies teacher require any additional 
skills? When I approached my participants with these set of questions this is what I found out. 
Sean was my first participant whom I started the research process with, he told me that during his 
initial years as a novice he had to understand the complexities of teaching on his own, he shared 
his anxieties during our first interview, 
When I ran into bad situation, I was too afraid and nervous to ask for help, I was 
sounding like I am incompetent. Whereas now looking back, I would say that for me to 
be effective it took me 3-4 years, really go through the hard things and do the work so. If 
I had someone to come in and say, you should do this, focus on this, forget about trying 
to do this. Focus on content like, get your classroom management in order, you need to 
establish rules and routines, establish talk, or take two weeks like if you need to get that 
established (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018)  
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Sean wanted a mentor who could help him in navigating classroom management challenges, 
wanted a helping hand in deciding how to plan the lesson, which topics to include and what 
could be avoided (Hawley, Crowe, & Mooney, 2016). But he shared with me that what he got 
was advices that required him to change his personalities and attitudes, 
So I would never want anybody to change my perspective, you know I had a lot of men 
who said, hey go home and do some push-ups, I get it but it’s like, don’t change the 
essence of how someone is, if I am a 100 pounds, I am tall skinny short, black white, let 
me be me, give me the tips to help me enhance as to saying that somethings is wrong 
with me and I have to change this, no. help me enhance who I am (Sean, first interview, 
October 8, 2018)  
In his personal reflections of his struggle being a mentee, his expectation from a mentor was very 
different than what he got. He had numerous days in his initial years where he decided not to 
continue teaching, he got stressed from handling fights at his schools, he was under duress as one 
of the “student accidentally killed herself while playing with a gun” (Sean, first interview, 
October 8, 2018), he also joked that he lost all his hair on his head due to the school environment 
and the ways he was asked to adapt to those conditions (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011). Despite all 
these challenges Sean continued to serve as a teacher and was even forced to mentor a novice 
teacher, he said: 
For me, it was kind of forced upon me, I didn’t know, so the principal like just didn’t ask 
‘hey who wants to do this’, so I was like I am probably not the best example, because I 
have my own theory, I know I can be a little crazy and extreme at times so you probably 
don’t want to throw anybody with me, but the principal did put a student teacher with me 
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and having that experience is necessary, because I think I do provide a different 
perspective (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018) 
Although he was forced to mentor, but the above two sections provided an overview of his skills 
and techniques he used with his mentee. Thus, despite not willing to mentor, and neither having 
an enriching experience of being a mentee, Sean did not let his mentee face these challenges. 
Additionally, he also told me that he was never given a detailed induction nor an overview of 
how to mentor a novice teacher, all he used was his previous experiences, he concluded “so 
nobody prepared me to be a mentor. I just did it by my experience and my learning of how they 
mentored me” (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018). Sean’s experiences helped me understand 
that despite a seasoned social studies teacher he was reluctant to take on the role of a mentor, it 
could be because of his past experience or it may be because his administrators never offered 
him leadership positions elsewhere.  
 Christie’s experience with her mentor was not effective as well. Although today she is in 
a senior position and ensures that mentors provide time to their mentee, she recalled her 
experience from her initial days of getting mentored,  
I remember that 25 years ago when I was a brand-new teacher, I was assigned a mentor, 
but my mentor met me one day and then I guess, and saw that things were going well, 
kids were not chaotic, I did not see my mentor again (Christie, first interview, December 
10, 2018) 
The reason Christie wants to now focus on developing an effective mentor mentee relationship is 
due to her past experiences, she shared that thought with me during the interview, 
That was the induction for me 25 years ago. But now we really try hard in our district to 
do more than just provide them with a mentor who can touch base with them. We are 
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really trying to help our teachers teach better in the first year, and we are really trying to 
develop their practice (Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018) 
Christie’s narration and the purpose to develop mentoring programs aligns with the review of 
literature which suggests that not all mentors have the desired skills and expertise to mentor a 
novice teacher, some mentors are struggling to understand their role, or would just mentor 
because they are required to do so by the principal or the administrator (Feiman-Nemser, Parker, 
& Zeichner, 1992) 
Terry decided to mentor novice teachers out of his own choice, and a major reason he did this, 
Because I really don’t want what happened to me after my first year going to the head of 
school and being told that you have another year to fix things before being fired, I would 
rather fix things early on so that we have more success (Terry, first interview, October 
18, 2018) 
Terry shared with me that as a novice teacher he taught the curriculum as recommended in the 
text, he was not satisfied, and the students were not engaged in the classroom. And as he 
described above, he was also warned by his principal to change his ways of teaching or else he 
would be fired. That curiosity and anxiety to not lose his job were the precursor to the changes 
he brought in his life as an educator. He started reading books, asking feedback from his 
colleagues, attended conferences and took more interest in make the content relevant to the lives 
of the student (Aryee, Chay, & Chew, 1996). He also gave credit to his mentoring skills to 
various faculty members, he told me during our interview,  
I would say that I mentored or the way I learnt to mentor, was based of my first 
experience with the head of the middle school did with me, and then looking back at 
some of the ways I was mentored by university professors, or in undergraduate work, or 
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the coaches that I really respected or that the teachers when I was a student (Terry, first 
interview, October 18, 2018) 
Terry also told me that one thing he learnt from all these experiences was not to force his 
learning style on his mentees, in his view: 
We can’t force any of this stuff, because as soon as we do that people stop telling us, that 
just does not work, just like as a coach if I tell my team this is what we are going to do, 
and the team has not bought into it, it will be miserable for all of us. (Terry, first 
interview, October 18, 2018) 
In comparing Sean’s experiences as a mentee with Terry’s, I gleaned how impactful is the 
mentor mentee relationship, when Terry got a mentor who helped him overcome his challenges, 
and develop into an effective teacher, Terry has now mentored more than 10-12 teachers 
formally and many more informally (Kang, 2011). Whereas Sean didn’t have a positive 
mentoring experience and that could also be a significant reason of why he has not mentored 
more novice teachers during his career as a social studies teacher (Lozinak, 2016).  
 Miranda also had a positive experience of being mentored in her career, although she 
says it only took place during her master’s level program, it still had a profound impact on the 
way she learnt from that program and developed into an educator she is today. During our 
interview she shared her excitement about her experiences, she said: 
I was not a certified teacher, I was a political science and psychology major, when I came 
out of undergrad, so I didn’t really have any idea of what I was doing. And I talked to 
people all the time, and if it hadn’t been for the Master’s program that I was in, there is 
no way that I would have been able to become a teacher and survive in that first year and 
second year in the classroom and I probably wouldn’t have been a teacher today, so I 
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could do this specifically because of the mentorship that I got through my master’s 
program (Miranda, first interview, October 15, 2018) 
Miranda was thankful that she got a mentor who assisted her throughout the two years of her 
master’s program (Levinson et al., 1978). She also felt that it was through this mentorship she 
understood the purpose of her degree and it contributed to her being a great teacher, she 
exclaimed:  
I got other skills like how do you navigate and become a change agent inside the space 
that is oppressive, that can be oppressive to kids, to teachers to families, how do you 
continue to fill your bucket up when you really feel this is hard work, how do you  do 
this, so I had that mentorship which I think was exactly what I needed and I could figure 
out the, I am going to do all this other stuff to figure out how to be a great teacher 
(Miranda, first interview, October 15, 2018) 
Juxtaposing Miranda’s experiences with Terry and Sean offered me another insight of the role a 
mentor could play in a mentee’s life. If it wouldn’t have been for Miranda’s mentor, she may 
have not developed from a non-teaching field to the position she is in today at her school. These 
findings while highlighting why educators decide to become mentor also lead back to my 
research purpose that despite mentoring being an important activity, and mentors being the 
catalyst in this relationship, do not get the required attention and development needed to execute 
their roles. In the last section of presenting the findings, I would share mentors’ expectations 
from a professional development workshop and why do they think it requires immediate 
attention. 
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Self-directed development: Support workshops for mentors 
 With all four participants having different expertise and skill level to support their novice 
teachers, they wanted more assistance in helping them understand their role as a mentor. They 
wanted a guide book, a framework or professional development workshops that could help them 
learn to improve their practice (Allen, Poteet, & Burroughs, 1997). Sean helped us to understand 
the importance of teaching a skill to a person during our focus group interview, 
I would say, let me give an analogy, I would think about it like a basketball player, so 
there are some people that are natural born gifted, they are just like go in and play, but do 
they still need some help in improving their skills, absolutely. But some might not have 
the natural abilities, but they can learn these skills, and by their work ethic they can get to 
that level, so for mentorship I would say, if you are not born with a skill, you can still do 
something to harness these abilities as well (Sean, focus group interview, November 20, 
2018) 
Sean’s analogy provides a direction that not all mentors may be proficient at their task, for some 
educators mentoring may come naturally, while other can still harness these capacities. However, 
as the literature summarizes that when mentors are allotted randomly to teachers, it could 
become challenging for institutions to support the professional development of both the parties in 
the dyad, and in most cases the mentor gets sidelined (Lozinak, 2016). One such example of 
mentor not being able to understand the need of the mentee was shared by Miranda in our focus 
group interview after watching a video that was selected from mentor modules website. Miranda 
told us, 
I think the second video showed a lack of not competency but how limited he was in 
understanding a lot of things that he said, so he talked about differentiation, and its 
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exactly what she said was differentiated, it was differentiated in terms of product, and he 
is thinking of it as one very specific thing instead of you know language learners, they are 
going to be looking something up on the computer, there are visuals there, there is a lot of 
stuff in there which he seemed very narrow minded (Miranda, focus group interview, 
November, 20 2018) 
Miranda’s observation and comments on this mentor’s interaction reiterated the point that not all 
experienced teachers should be promoted to become a mentor. Christie also told me explicitly 
from her experience as the district coordinator, 
Mentor selection is the key element to provide that support, because if it’s not the right 
mentor than teachers might not get mentored at all, my mentor was a very nice person she 
was a very good teacher, but she provided no support to me at all, luckily I had someone 
at my grade level they were very supportive so they became my support system, my 
mentor was chosen to do that because she was a veteran teacher, she taught for many 
years and they just chose her to be the mentor, without thinking if she can mentor others 
or not, so mentors selection is a crucial element. Not all good teachers can be good 
mentors (Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018) 
Sean’s analogy, Miranda’s observation and Christie’s experiences drive the discussion towards 
developing a program where mentors are offered detailed experiences and induction into their 
roles, they should be provided with tools or framework to understand their role, as Kane told me 
during our first interview,  
Maybe a kit that they can have, like a manual, you know that can have a set of something 
or you can hand it to a first-year teacher and say here is a good guide right here to start 
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you out. Start us both out and develop a relationship (Kane, first interview, October 12, 
2018) 
In responding to their requirements of making available some tools to develop their practice as a 
mentor, I took two examples from David Kolb’s theory of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984, 
2015). As the mentors were only shown these models during our second interview, they did not 
had opportunity to test this model with their teachers, so they shared their views based on the 
readings of the image, and the accompanied text that was provided to them from my review of 
literature chapter. Kane’s view after reading the experiential learning theory model was, 
You need some kind of facilitation with the package, a lot of time when you get 
something like this you would not even read it, there is so much stuff, so might need 
some kind of professional development. Some lectures, some discussion with fellow 
teachers and then we can talk about it as a class, of what we have experienced and what 
does this involves (Kane, second interview, December 7, 2018) 
Kane highlights that teachers may feel overwhelmed looking at theories, but if it is made 
available through a workshop where they have an option of discussing it with a facilitator it may 
make it easier for them to comprehend. Terry also acknowledged the complexity of this model 
and said,  
I think figure 1.1. this is pretty heady stuff, it’s pretty intellectually taxing and 
demanding, and without reading the literature on this, I think it is possible that many 
educators would go how will this help me? Not to say that there is not something 
valuable here, I just wonder if it is approachable for many teachers. Without previous 
background or articles would catch people off guard, as it caught me off guard, it got me 
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thinking, what is this idea this theory is showing me, and this is how it works (Terry, 
second interview, November 26, 2018) 
These two excerpts gave me an impression that while developing professional development 
workshops for mentors, it is vital that a theory is accompanied by a detailed explanation, there 
should also be time allocated to discuss these nuances in depth so that the mentors can develop a 
comfort and confidence in implementing the suggested frameworks in improving their practice. 
Additionally, with regards to dealing with controversial issues in social studies it is imperative 
that the teachers and the mentors possess the required skills (Ho, McAvoy, Hess, & Gibbs, 
2017). When I gave the mentors a hypothetical case study where a novice teacher struggled with 
handling controversial issues, they shared their experiences of how to handle such situations in 
classroom.  
 Miranda wrote a response on how she would suggest the novice teacher could have 
handled an issue in her classroom, 
I would advise her to think about the controversial topics that may very well arise plaque 
on how she wants to respond to them. If she is discussing these topics in a social studies 
class, it's pretty predictable issue of immigration and citizenship will come up. I would 
also advise her to think about how she and her class wants to handle discussions like 
these in their classroom. I think the creation of discussion Norms that includes a 
procedure for covering curriculum and a follow-up with critical discussion would allow 
for a more safe space for her and her students to reflect on these topics (Miranda, 
reflection journal, November 20, 2018) 
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Along with recommending discussion norms in the classroom, Miranda also expressed in her 
reflection how she approaches these complex issues, she began the reflection sharing her 
struggles and the ways she uses to overcome them, 
As a white educator that works with all students and mostly staff of color, I tried to be 
incredibly aware of this privilege at all times in my school building and in larger 
contexts.  However, there are times I have found myself to be more aware than others. 
For example, following Trump's election I found my students discussing politics and his 
hateful and racist rhetoric more than usual. During these times, I have taken the stance of 
a listener and not used it as a time to share my own personal feelings. It is my opinion 
that my students and co-workers should understand where I stand on these topics based 
upon my daily behavior and actions. I have also made a concerted effort to not mask my 
whiteness or try to sugarcoat it (Miranda, reflection journal, November 20, 2018) 
Reading the two excerpts from Miranda, I could see how her reflective abilities assist her in her 
decision-making process of how to handle difficult situations in the classroom, her approach in 
guiding her mentee also stems from this composed thought process and it is this skill that needs 
to be provided to new mentors who start to work with novice teachers (Feiman-Nemser et al., 
1992). With the current situation where mentors do not have these opportunities to learn from 
other experienced mentors there is a possibility that they could miss out on such interactions and 
may not be able to foster skills like reflection, discussion or enhancing their reading repertoire 
and could share their views based on their experiences. Sean’s thoughts are in alignment with 
these thoughts, he wrote in his reflection,  
I would advise her if she is presented with a question in which she does not have 
foundational knowledge to not state her opinion for now. Being her first year, I would tell 
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her to focus on the standards and classroom management. She could show me her lesson 
plans and I could provide her tips in creating proper dialogue in the classroom (Sean, 
reflection journal, October 14, 2018) 
Sean and Miranda both suggest that novice teachers need to create spaces where events like these 
could be discussed, and when a teacher does not have the content expertise it is in her best 
interest to seek help from a mentor before engaging into such controversial discussions (Darling-
Hammond, 2006). Thus, in order to support novice teachers in social studies classroom it is 
imperative that their mentors have the desired skills of understanding the mentee’s needs, ability 
to identify the areas of concerns and develop techniques that are customized for each mentee. In 
developing all these capacities, I argue that mentor development program needs more structure, 
funding and priority. Absence of these programs would result into ineffective conversations 
which could ultimately impact how students learn from their novice teachers. 
 These findings helped me understand the practices used by social studies mentors, the 
foundational structures that guided their thinking, and the techniques they used to support novice 
teachers in the classroom. These findings also affirmed the review of literature that there are 
limited professional development opportunities for mentors to learn and develop their skills, and 
while it is absolutely necessary to create these platforms it is extremely important that mentors 
develop the acumen to handle controversial issues that could become part of most social studies 
classrooms. In the next sections I have presented four themes that resulted from these findings. 
Each of the four themes are designed based on the research deign and align differently with 
research questions and research methodology.       
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Themes emerging from findings 
Using this list of codes on the transcribed data along with the number of occurrences 
helped me in categorizing my data into the above-presented findings. The themes that emerged 
from those findings included, “meet them where they are” this included list of codes that 
resonated with the ideas of knowing the mentees, self-reflection of the mentor, steps to improve 
practice – which means the actions, or processes used by the mentors to understand the mentee 
and thereby develop plan of action to enhance their mentoring. The second theme was 
“mentoring is important but not a priority” this theme included all the challenges that did not 
allow the mentors to perform their roles in the school content, challenges their mentees faced as 
novice or in their classrooms. The third theme was “mentors need guidance to enhance their 
practice” this theme focused on codes that highlighted the non-availability of support to mentors 
in understanding and executing their roles, I also dovetailed codes that highlighted the benefits of 
mentoring, as the mentors echoed that all teacher whether novice or seasoned need support, and 
if mentors do not know how to help them then this relationship could not prosper effectively. 
This theme also had their thoughts on using experiential learning theory model and the 
challenges of adapting the suggested framework in their practice. The fourth theme was called 
“strengthening the work of mentors in the future” this theme was developed as a logical 
sequence to the research, as the participants suggested numerous ways of how they would want 
to strengthen the practice of mentoring and what support systems can help them in improving 
their crafts. This theme includes a lot of professional development suggestions and pedagogical 
ideas to develop and execute workshops for mentors. A special mention in this theme was given 
on the selection criteria of a mentor and what qualities were expected from a person who wants 
to become a mentor. 
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Meet them where they are 
 The first theme, ‘meet them where are’ focused on the practice mentors used to 
understand the needs of their mentees. The mentor mentee dyad has its basis on mutual support, 
trust and confidence that both the parties involved would learn, grow and have some benefits 
from this relationship (Achinstein & Athanases, 2006; Boreen & Niday, 2003; Kram, 1983; 
Levinson et al., 1978; Mullen, 2012; Wright, 2015). As the purpose of my research was to 
explore the practices mentors use in enhancing their practice, it was difficult to find out the skills 
they used without exploring their relationship with their mentees. As described in my conceptual 
framework, mentoring is a practice firmly rooted in the concept of social constructionism 
(Vygotsky & Cole, 1978). As social constructionism holds, the basis of experience of creating 
knowledge is when people interact in social settings, my participants spent a lot of their years in 
being a teacher and mentoring novice social studies teachers (Crotty, 2012). Though the number 
of years they mentored differed, one common practice that each of them repeated was the 
emphasis of knowing their mentee. Those participants who had more experience as a teacher 
echoed the similar sentiments of knowing the students to plan lessons.  
Additionally, my theoretical framework also proposed a cyclical model of experiential 
learning for facilitators, and for mentors to develop strategies to support their mentees they need 
to first identify their learning styles, this is only possible when mentors spend time in knowing 
their mentees (Kolb, 2015). Thus, an essential element of mentors’ growth depends on how 
effectively they understand their mentee. I have used several-sub themes (knowing mentee, role 
of a mentor, steps to improve practice) within theme one to illustrate participants’ experiences 
that have helped them in knowing their mentees, and ways that they used this knowledge to 
enhance their practice. 
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Knowing mentee 
 In my first interview with Terry, he passionately articulated his role as a mentor. He kept 
telling me that the best way to mentor a teacher is by listening to them, identifying their needs 
and letting the teachers know that he is there to help. The below quote from our first interview 
summarizes this point, 
I think what probably was the most important thing for me was to recognize was that all 
of us are in different paths and trajectories as educators, and there is not a one size one fit 
model, and just like we do with our students, we meet them where we are, we have to 
meet every teacher where they are, so just because we think that they are talking about 
this and they must be here, they may not be there, and so just starting the conversation, 
hey how are things going? What’s frustrating? What’s going really well? Observe their 
classrooms, what students are sharing, watch their verbal non-verbal behavior, see what 
they are turning in. That gives clues as to how we can approach the mentoring, the 
mentor mentee role and what that need to look like. (Terry, first interview October 18, 
2018) 
Terry’s statement of how he initiates his mentoring process is a tangible tool that new mentors 
can use to start their conversations with their mentees. Kane’s reflection journal entry also 
concurred with this notion “I try and get to know my mentees’ i.e., background, interest, 
experiences, etc. This helps me understand and meet their needs” (Kane, written reflection, 
December 17, 2018). While Terry and Kane focused on knowing the background of their mentee 
and meeting them where they are, Sean felt that identifying the learning styles of a mentee is 
very crucial for a mentor. His quote from our second interview suggests, 
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You really have to understand your learning types or somebody else’s learning types, 
how can you really mentor, because if you mentor you can’t get somebody who thinks 
like you, you would get somebody who has a different personality, so if I know what 
helps that person that makes it easier, but if I am mentoring who has some struggle, and 
may require different skills, they have a hard work ethic, then I might not have the 
patience to deal with somebody like that, unless I have understood their perspective, you 
have to see how things are, mentorship is a privileged position, because you really need 
to have a broad perspective, great understanding, great patience, and able to communicate 
very effectively. (Sean, second interview, November 30, 2018)  
Sean’s description of identifying the learning style not only highlights the importance of 
knowing the learning styles of the mentee but also emphasizes that a mentor needs more 
experience, patience and should have the desired skills to guide a mentee. His comparison of 
mentoring to leadership has been a point of contention in the research for a long time. As 
Godshalk and Sosik (2007) outlined in their work “we have been conceptualizing and framing 
effective leadership with the same descriptors as those offered for effective mentors. However, 
this is not always the case” (p. 149). The reason why there are these contentions between 
leadership and mentoring is due to the outcomes of both these roles. Mentoring is generally 
considered to take a developmental approach, where the mentor focusses on developing certain 
skills in the mentee that can help them in their careers (Scandura & Williams, 2004). 
Alternatively, leadership can be transactional or transformational (Godshalk & Sosik, 2007; 
Scandura & Schriesheim, 1994). A leader with transformational style ensures that their 
employees understand the vision of the company, they are challenged to improve their practice 
regularly and motivates its employees so that they feel part of the larger vision of the 
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organization (Godshalk & Sosik, 2007). A transactional leader is one that “pursues a cost-benefit 
exchange approach with the subordinate” (Godshalk & Sosik, 2007, p. 152). A leader with this 
style offers incentives when the employee meets the expectation of the leader. These type of 
leaders do not necessarily focus on developing their subordinates, they strive towards 
accomplishing their goals and would reward their juniors as and when those tasks are 
accomplished (Scandura & Schriesheim, 1994). In synthesizing the definitions and role of 
mentoring and leadership, there are possible overlaps in the role of a mentor and the 
transformational leader. Research in the field of mentoring and leadership concludes that “Good 
leaders act as mentors one-on-one. Mentoring can then produce good leaders, and the leaders 
will act as mentors for the next generation. Perhaps the mentoring/leadership process is cyclical 
from generation to generation” (Steven, Stephen, & Barbara, 1994, p. 65). Though my 
participants were not aware of these nuances, they did make suggestions on how they went about 
developing their mentees in a similar fashion. The next sub-theme role of mentor captures some 
of these characteristics shared by my participants. 
Role of a mentor 
 When I first interviewed Miranda, she helped me in understanding her role and what 
motivates her to keep doing her job as an instructional coach, despite the challenges she 
encounters, the results bring a lot of joy in her life.  
I really enjoy the problem solving behind like how can we help this kid being successful 
at school and Mr. or Mrs. so and so, how can we help you feel successful in your working 
with them and making sure that when my kid walks into their classroom they are being 
treated in an equitable way and that’s the kind of stuff that really lights my fire (Miranda, 
first interview, October 15, 2018). 
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The role Miranda played in this situation was to help the teachers enhance their skills which in 
turn would promote students’ learning. This duality in her role was also supported by the work of 
Achinstein and Athanases (2006) where they define that “A mentor’s role is that of ‘teacher of 
teachers’, to support novices’ entry into the profession while accelerating the development of an 
effective, autonomous classroom teacher. The mentor forms a partnership with new teachers 
featuring instruction and student learning” (p.170). Terry also shared a similar experience with 
me during our first interview, 
When I am mentoring, it’s not like I know everything and you should do it my way, it’s 
how can we make students experience better, what are the students telling you verbally, 
non-verbally and through their work and what does that tell you about your class, as those 
are the artifacts that we can look at or videos that we can watch so that we can take your 
classroom and we are going to learn a lot from that, and really I just asked questions 
(Terry, first interview, October 18, 2018). 
A common strand between Miranda’s practices and Terry’s role as a mentor is, they help the 
teachers to use their classroom learning as a tool to help novice teachers learn. They both have 
student learning as their focal point of discussion and help the novice teacher to build their 
lessons around this theme. Alternatively, Sean shared his experiences of how he helped his 
novice teacher to broaden his view on the content that was taught in the class. He said, 
We put together something that the kids could see like, when you hear your politicians 
talk about mass incarceration, things like that, on technical grounds slavery was never 
fully abolished because you still see so many people in prison. And what’s the biggest 
demographic of people you see in prison? So, it’s like nothing changes, so they were kind 
of “uhh’’ so when we finished the lesson, you know after class he was little pumped and 
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excited because I think he had just finished like watching the documentary about the 
issue so he was like able to bring it to life in some ways (Sean, first interview, October 8, 
2018) 
One of the crucial roles that mentors can play is to support novice teacher in developing their 
content expertise, especially social studies content that can, and should have controversial 
discussions in the classrooms. These concerns are also affirmed by Hawley et al. (2016) where 
they agree that “ Teachers often avoid controversial topics for fear of offending or being 
insensitive to their students. They face significant pressure from many quarters of education, 
including administration, students, and parents, to avoid engaging students in discussions of 
controversial issues” (p. 86). As novice teachers enter social studies classroom they may not be 
prepared to respond to controversial discussions in the classroom. It is in alignment to seek 
support from the mentors I had developed a hypothetical case study that focused on a novice 
teacher struggle in responding to a controversial discussion in the classroom, all the participants 
were asked to write their reflections on how they would support the novice teacher (Olivia) 
overcome these barriers in future (Appendix 4). But before I share how my participants helped 
the novice teacher overcome her challenges, I would share the struggle my participants had to 
undergo despite being educated at doctoral level. Sean shared with me one such instance in our 
first interview, 
I am very controversial anyway, and so when I teach things, I mean when I taught them 
there would be some sort of ways for students to connect or understand the material and 
you know sometimes you can get a word, like the only thing I would never touch and talk 
about is sexual orientation, you know things like gender things, I made sure that the 
gender perspective was there, and we had different ethnic groups were there, so I made 
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sure that all groups were represented in some type of way, but like sexual orientation 
questions and then politics and history like that never came up and if a question came up 
I would probably escape, I just didn’t want to open up you know, and it’s that kind of 
questions. (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018). 
It is evident from Sean’s narration that despite his long-term experience as a social studies 
teacher, he still feels anxious about discussing issues like same sex marriage, or gender issues in 
this classroom. Terry faced a similar challenge in convincing his mentee to teach about same sex 
marriage in classroom, but despite his attempts his teacher was not willing to teach these 
concepts. He expressed those discomforts during our first interview,  
It is acceptable in the USA and it is law according to the Supreme Court that same sex 
couples can get married. And he would say I don’t agree with that, and I would say I 
don’t care if you agree with that, you need to teach it, and he would say I am not going to 
teach it, and we would come to not argue, but disagreements about that, so disagreements 
were more on the content than it was on pedagogy, or how might we teach something, it 
was on the stance of what you teach. His thought was if I don’t agree with it, I am not 
going to teach it. And my stance is it’s not my job to tell the students what to think, it is 
my job to give them options, so they can tell me what they think (Terry, first interview, 
October 18, 2018). 
The experiences that Terry had with his teacher is often referred as teacher’s belief. Ho et al. 
(2017) offer an insight into this conflicting yet personalized approach of teaching in their work, 
they posit:  
Teachers’ identities and beliefs greatly influence their sense of purpose, and this then 
intersects with their pedagogical decision making in powerful, complex, and complicated 
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ways. In certain circumstances, these identities and beliefs may play a more significant 
role in shaping teachers’ actions than institutional factors (p. 549) 
Listening to these tensions that exist in the social studies classroom, it requires that social studies 
teachers are offered onsite support to draw on content and pedagogical expertise from a mentor 
(Feiman-Nemser, 2003), and also for a mentor to guide these teachers in such tumultuous times, 
they themselves need preparation and professional development (Allen, 2007). As the present 
literature does not give priority on mentorship development it could hamper the level of comfort 
and support existing mentors can offer only from their experiences and interpretation thereof, 
necessarily informed by study or preparation. The next few narratives are based of such 
experiences that mentors have acquired from their personal interactions or lack of with regards to 
controversial issues in the classroom. Kane told me that “I often encounter controversial topics. I 
urge the students to look at all sides of the issues and to use primary sources” (Kane, written 
reflection, December 17, 2018). While Kane encounters them frequently in his classroom, he did 
not elaborate in his reflections on what steps he takes to overcome those challenges, and how he 
helps students to learn about different perspectives. However, Sean in his reflection wrote the 
steps, he takes while responding to controversial issues, he wrote,  
To handle any controversial curricula, I first make sure I am well versed with multiple 
perspectives. So, I make sure I read some of the material and have a few talking points to 
facilitate the dialogue. I do not allow conversations to deviate from the original topic. I 
also encourage students to conduct their own research to properly formulate their own 
opinion (Sean, written reflection, October 14, 2018) 
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While Sean approach is based on his personal preparation to deal with controversial issues in the 
classroom, Miranda seeks help from her friends when she faces such dilemmas in her teaching. 
In her reflection she described, 
This may sound odd, but sometimes it helps to discuss my work with individuals outside 
of education and especially those who may think differently than I do in regard to equity 
and social justice. I also depend on my best friend, who is also in education, to help me 
when I am particularly fired up or confused about something. She is often able to present 
a different perspective or possible intention (Miranda, written reflection, November 20, 
2018) 
As the above experiences differ from each other, it brings out variety in which the research 
participants have wrestled with the controversial issues in their classrooms and how their role of 
mentoring novice teachers has developed from these experiences. In the last sub theme of ‘Meet 
them where they are’ I would share practices enacted by mentors to know their mentees and 
inform their course of action towards their support. 
Steps to improve practice 
While coding data, this code received the highest attention across all data sets. When I 
initially thought of the word ‘steps to improve practice’ I had imagined it to capture all the 
actions that mentors take in improving their practice. But as I started reading my data, I realized 
that this code can be used where the mentors are suggesting practical ways of how they mentored 
their teachers, and how these practices can be analyzed to understand what future areas of growth 
and development they would need to enhance their mentoring. I decided to use this segment in 
‘meet them where they are’ as the following excerpts highlight how mentors took efforts in 
understanding their mentees, and what guided their plan of action. When I asked the participants 
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in my focus group discussions, how did the identify the needs of their mentees, Terry shared 
from his experience,  
I think there are moments when you can identify either through nonverbal body language 
or through the questions that you are asking, are there certain walls or certain hurdles that 
teachers have right in front of them and if you can help remove or work together to 
remove that is a huge stress reliever (Terry, focus group interview, November 20, 2018). 
Terry offered a few suggestions of how he gets to know the teachers, build personal relationships 
with them so that they can share their struggles or through discussion with him, he can identify 
those challenges and work towards solving them. Kane’s response was almost identical as well, 
where he said, “Just ask questions” (Kane focus group interview, November 20, 2018). And 
Miranda affirmed by saying,  
I think most people have a pretty good grip on especially if it’s a situation that I have 
seen with beginning teachers, there is occasionally a lot of emotion tied to things that are 
not going well, so they are very quick to say that my classroom is out of control or my 
classroom is in a safe space, it’s not very often that they feel they are sitting in denial, at 
least with classroom management (Miranda, focus group interview, November 20, 2018).  
A common tool used in all three responses was to ask questions of and build relationships with 
mentees. Christie, told me that they invite the mentors and the mentees at the beginning of the 
year for two-day induction program, this helps the mentor and mentee initiate discussion and 
build collegial relationships, she described this as, 
Our teachers and mentors do come together and talk, and at the beginning of the year 
they set goals, so they have a tool or template that they look at it, the teacher and the 
mentor actually sits down together and decide what are some goals we want to focus on, 
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so there are lots of areas that a mentor can use to decide what the teacher needs help with, 
one is by having those planning conversations together, they also do an observation, our 
mentors do a diagnostic observation at the beginning of the year, and that diagnostic 
observation would really tell what kind of support does the teacher need during the 
course of the year (Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018) 
The strategies suggested by Christie offer a structure to initiate a conversation, helps the mentor 
and mentee develop a growth plan for the academic year, the mentor can use the diagnostic 
observations to design a robust plan of action that can assist the mentee in developing content 
expertise and/or pedagogical skills. In addition to these techniques, research conducted by 
Helman (2006) proposes numerous other ways that mentors could use to foster growth and 
development of their mentees. These include;  
• Using clarifying questions (where mentors can ask leading question to build on the 
ideas proposed by the mentees during their discussions) 
• Paraphrasing (mentors can summarize the discussions to align with the mentees thought 
processes) 
• Probing (ask developing questions to deepen the thinking) 
• Making connections (using phrases or ideas suggested by mentees to bring a 
comparison to classroom activities. For example, do you think events on the hallway 
impact student learning the classroom?) 
• Projecting (developing scenarios that can help novice teachers think of differentiating 
activities for their students) 
• Brainstorming (discussing myriad option of executing the lesson) 
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• Pausing (allowing the novice teacher to reflect on their discussion and allow them to 
speak at their own pace) (p. 72-73). 
Although the mentors in my study were not aware of these specific strategies, they were still 
using some of these ideas from their past experience and resulting knowledge. Three of my 
participants unanimously told me that they did not undertake any special efforts to mentor their 
teachers, it was from their reflections or past experience that they were able to mentor the novice 
teachers. As Sean clarified,  
All based from my own knowledge base. And everything that I went through, the good 
the bad, so I basically just put all that in one. No body prepared me to be a mentor. I just 
did it by my experience and my learning of how they mentored me (Sean, first interview, 
October 8, 2018) 
Kane’s responded by stating “just from experience. 16 years doing different things in the 
classroom that I know that can help her (Lortie, 1975). You know” (Kane, first interview, 
October 12, 2018). Terry wrote in his reflection “Part of it is simply by experience, being an 
experienced teacher, making these mistakes, figuring out how to solve those mistakes were or 
not make those mistakes again” (Terry, written reflection, November 20, 2018). Miranda spent 
time in developing her skills she said, “I have found it helpful to practice and build my capacity 
to listening to the things people say that I find really problematic and then try different ways of 
responding to them or rephrasing my opinions” (Miranda, written reflection, November 20, 
2018). Miranda developed these skills while pursuing her master level and doctoral degree 
programs. She shared during the focus group interview that if she realizes that her statements 
could have hurt her colleagues, she does not mind in apologizing and clarifying her views when 
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she meets them the next day. Thus, she uses multiple methods to reflect and improve on her 
practice.   
 Along with engaging the mentee in discussion, building rapport, and using their past 
experiences, listening to mentee was a common practice that helped the mentor is performing 
their roles. Terry repeated this on several occasions,  
Researcher: “But how do you know how to help the teacher?  
Terry: Listening.  
Researcher: Ok, and? 
Terry: Listening (Terry, first interview, October 18, 2018), and then he elaborated on how he 
does this,  
So a lot of time I listen, I listen and I listen and I pick up on context clues, and 
observations, I am one that likes to go in and out of classrooms, and I have been lucky 
enough that the roles I am in, in the last several years that I have been in school, I have 
stopped in and said hey do you mind if I walk in and just observe, do you mind if I just 
walk through (Terry, first interview, October 18, 2018). 
Terry’s description of how he uses his rapport and experience to interact with teachers, to 
observe their classes and give them listening as and when requires, help him to practice and 
improve his mentoring skills. Miranda also emphasized the importance of listening and they she 
practices was described in her reflection “I have learned it is more helpful to do far more 
listening than talking or advice-giving” (Miranda, written reflection, November 20, 2018). Terry 
emphasized it again in his reflections “Listening, I think that in many instances many mentors or 
department heads people who are trying to help always listen” (Terry, written reflection, 
November 20, 2018). While these mentors advocated for the need to listen as a crucial entry 
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point to know the mentees and build a relationship, the role of listener was also given several 
attributes by Stein (2017). In his work he describes the role of a listener as: 
The listener gives the gift of presence, of wanting to hear, and of containment. He or she 
also validates the worthiness of both the storyteller and the story. By simply listening, the 
listener implicitly affirms the teller and the teller’s experience. By listening, the listener 
offers the gift of affirmation to the storyteller, for example, as if to “say” to the 
storyteller: “I believe you that this really did happen, believe it or not.” (p. 5) 
These experiences of listening to stories and listening to the novice teacher can become a tool 
that mentors can use to enhance their practice. As described above, attentive listening is 
compared to offering a gift to the story teller, in the context of mentoring, when a mentor 
demonstrates the willingness to listen to the mentee, when the mentor is actively participating in 
the discussion, the mentee also starts to develop confidence in their relationship and gradually 
shares more challenges, could ask additional help more often and would find comfort in planning 
and allowing the mentor to observe their classes. In summarizing this theme ‘meet them where 
they are’, the focus was on presenting selected excerpts from the data that helped the mentors in 
identifying the needs of their mentees, finding out the ways they support their novice teachers 
and how their experiences guide them in deciding their plans to mentor. This theme also 
highlighted that these mentors did not necessarily use a framework or take additional 
preparations to enhance their mentoring processes, the next three themes will focus on the 
practice mentors use to develop their skills. 
Mentoring is important but not a priority 
The second theme ‘mentoring is important but not a priority’ includes the challenges 
mentors faced at their workplace while enacting their mentorship. Academic research affirms 
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that individuals can learn alone, acclimatizing to the context as they spend more time in the 
workplace; novice teachers also have the benefit of their educational backing when they enter the 
classroom. Although these factors help a novice entering a workplace, the research on mentoring 
novice teachers has indicated that those teachers who were provided with support during their 
initial years of teaching have stayed in the teaching profession longer, did not experience social 
isolation and found merit in the mentoring relationships (Kay, Hagan, & Parker, 2009). Despite 
all the benefits mentoring can offer to the novice, participants in the research shared that there 
were numerous roadblocks that did not allow the mentor, or the environment did not give priority 
on developing the mentors. I have used various sub-themes (context challenges, and mentoring 
relationships requires time) to outline the challenges mentors face with regards to the 
environment they work in, people they work with and several challenges that novice teachers 
have to face when they start their teaching without any support. 
Context challenges 
The term ‘context’ refers to the work environment and within the scope of this research 
the school premises where teachers and mentors work. While classrooms are a dynamic place 
where students learn at their own pace (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Watkins, 2005; Watkins, Carnell, 
& Lodge, 2007), teachers often face a sense of isolation when they come out of the classroom 
spaces. As described by Flinders (1988) “ Isolation in the teaching profession is something of a 
paradox. On the one hand, classrooms are crowded places in which to carry on one's daily work” 
(p.18), and on the other hand teaching profession has also been described as a “lonely profession, 
calling attention to teachers' lack of opportunities for discussing their work with other school 
personnel” (Sarason, 1966, p. 75). The experiences Sean had was more than experiencing 
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loneliness; he was struggling single-handedly to end fights that broke out in the hall way. He 
described his school context during our first interview,  
But in this school, you would have students curse you out and every other week there 
would be a fight, I was the only man in the hall way, so they would always expect me to 
come out and you know break up fights and I changed my whole wardrobe like working 
at the alternative school. Working there to break up fight and if you are wearing dress 
shoes, and slacks and ties you might get blood on your clothes, you are sliding across the 
floor because you have these dress shoes on, so I had to buy shoes that would stick, and I 
really dressed comfortably, because you just never know what’s going to happen (Sean, 
first interview, October 8, 2018). 
Sean was a new teacher when he had these experiences, as a novice teacher it is difficult to 
assume that teacher development programs could prepare you for such realities in schools (Long, 
2010). Kane also had to resolve fights during his initial years as a teacher, he told me during our 
interview “I was breaking up fight between girls and guys. Fist fight each other, it was an 
extremely poverty-stricken school. I was head track coach with no track, no year book, it was 
very poverty stricken” (Kane, first interview, October 12, 2018). While Sean and Kane 
experienced extremely difficult challenges, Miranda felt isolated and confused during her initial 
years, she expressed her discomfort,  
When I was a beginning teacher and I had no idea of what I was doing, and it was 
completely true, and you were right that it does not matter if I don’t know these things or 
no one is teaching me how to do it, I have to figure it out (Miranda, first interview, 
October 15, 2018). 
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Although research on providing mentoring to novice teachers has affirmed that teachers find 
comfort and lack of isolation when working with a mentor (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011), there are 
two questions that could be possibly asked after reading the above excerpts. First, what tools 
could mentors offer to these teachers who are experiencing such tumultuous time in their 
schools, and secondly where would mentors obtain those tools? The collected data also 
highlighted that schools may agree conceptually that mentoring is important, but the participants 
also shared that this practice may not be given the required priority. Terry shared with all of us in 
focus group that,  
It’s almost like a stop gap arrangement, the mentor is the stop gap for retention of 
teachers, so you take care of them just enough so that they can figure out what they can 
do to keep the teachers in the school, so they have to figure out on their own, is it a stop 
gap arrangement. (Terry, focus group transcript, November 20, 2018). 
Terry highlighted a significant element that could be masked in the school system. He suggests 
that mentors are only used whenever there are crisis like situations in the schools, amongst them 
teacher retention is always ongoing problem for the school (Callahan, 2016). Terry opines that 
schools do not invest into mentors because they feel it is essential and important in supporting 
the growth of a teacher, he thinks they are appointed and given this mandate to create an illusion 
for teachers to believe they have an additional support. Whether the mentor is skilled or naïve is 
not taken into consideration by the management. While Christie, stressed a lot on selecting the 
mentors, she also acknowledged that there are certain limitations that are beyond their scope, 
Our mentor teachers are also classroom teachers themselves, so they have their own 
classroom responsibilities that they are required to maintain, but they are also supporting 
the new teacher as well, so that has been the most difficult time, or one of the difficulties 
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for our mentors is to really find the time to support the new teachers can be a task 
(Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018) 
Terry’s claims that mentoring is a stop-gap arrangement, and Christie’s acknowledgement that 
managing time to mentor novice teacher is hard to find, summarizes that schools do not offer 
additional help or reduce mentor teachers’ workload so that they can focus more on mentoring. 
Miranda offered additional reasons why this practice is not given a priority in schools. In our 
first interview, she narrated,  
I think that the school thought that they were offering instructional support, and I think 
that the school was probably able to check of all boxes that they needed to and in terms of 
saying we did this, and we did that, but we had so much going on in schools and I see that 
even more now in my role. We have one woman who is in charge of coaching and 
instructional support for the entire school building, and that’s just not feasible for one 
person to do it, so I think that’s why (Miranda, first interview, October 15, 2018) 
Miranda’s remarks conclude the discussion of this theme of how the practice of mentoring is 
prevalent in schools, there are conscious efforts made to select a mentor, but once the mentor is 
selected, they are almost on their own, they need to work their ways and find time and place to 
complete their allotted duties and continue to support the novice teacher.  
In the selected excerpts presented above, I have narrated small anecdotes from the lives 
of four teachers and one administrator and their challenges within the school environment. What 
fascinates me about all of these four participants is that despite undergoing such excruciating 
experiences, they have continued to serve as a teacher and now are willing to mentor other 
teachers. It is this commitment that holds together the institutions of learning and gives the 
confidence to the stakeholders that there is hope and ways through which they can improve the 
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quality of teaching-learning process in the classroom. Along with the contextual challenges, non-
availability of time was another major deterrent in practicing mentoring. I would highlight this 
notion in the next sub-theme 
Mentoring relationships require time 
Mentoring a novice requires an additional amount of time from the mentor and the 
motivation to help the protégé (Turban, Dougherty, & Lee, 2002). Research on mentoring 
relationships concludes that “the duration and comprehensiveness of mentoring relationships 
would seem to have a lot to do with whether or not “having” a mentor would lead to positive 
career outcomes” (Dougherty & Dreher, 2007, p. 82). The notion of time needs to be looked 
from two lenses, one whether the mentor is willing to offer the required time to develop the 
mentee? And whether the institution is willing to offer the time to support the mentoring 
relationship? In the context of this research, the participants shared their willingness to offer their 
time, but they felt that the institutions were not willing to give mentoring relationship the 
required time as it may not be their topmost priority. As Terry said during our focus group about 
the time allotted to mentoring novice teachers, 
How much time or money you are spending on it, so people were talking about it how 
important it was, so if schools think this was important, they would spend their time and 
money on this, and that is indicative of what they care about, what they are concerned 
about (Terry, focus group, November 20, 2018) 
Terry outlines two important issues here, one is the allocation of resources to improve the 
mentoring relationships and second how schools prioritize the list of activities. Miranda 
suggested a possible reason why schools cannot give priority to mentoring,  
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Because there is so much, that is never going to be on top of the list in doing milestones, 
and the mentors on so many occasions have to do exact same thing, that the teacher is 
doing, and their job is incredibly difficult, and this is something else. (Miranda, focus 
group, November 20, 2018) 
The impact of this decision can hamper how mentors grow, Terry added that “if schools are not 
putting their time into mentor teachers then it becomes difficult to then get the funds to spend the 
time to go to learn how to be a better mentor” (Terry, second interview, November 26, 2018). As 
concluded by Dougherty and Dreher (2007), if mentors do not spend considerable amount of 
time with their mentee, they may not be able to help the mentee yield the benefits of the 
relationship. Moreover, if schools do not schedule time for mentoring discussion, then mentors 
may have to find time as Sean described during our focus group discussion, 
They are not giving you anytime like, you have to do it in on your own, so you have to 
use your planning period that you could be using to grade your papers or whatever, and 
you can sacrifice that to help someone else, or you can just stay after school or come 
early before school, so it’s totally up to you of how you want to do it, I have seen 
principals who would get sub every day for teams, so that you can go out and play 
together, but there is never been a sub for mentors, but if they would do something like 
that for mentorship, that would be powerful, but as discussed earlier they do not find it as 
valuable as other things. (Sean, focus group, November 20, 2018) 
Sean’s frustration of finding additional time puts the onus on the mentors. This ownership then 
becomes a personal decision of a mentor and there cannot be a control on how a mentor decides 
to use their free time. Some mentors may want to give-up their free time and help others, while 
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others may choose to only help while they are in the school building. And as Terry expressed this 
biasedness can affect how mentors perform, 
I also just think about it in terms of the amount of time during the day a mentor has to 
develop and help a mentee, where is that time for the mentee to develop, to sit and think 
and to develop new things and try. Because if that does not exist then it usually gives me 
the easiest thing just to get the job done, and not to how to make this awesome, how to 
make this great. (Terry, second interview, November 26, 2018) 
Along with mentors taking the ownership of time and development of their mentee, Terry’s 
concern is that mentors may just help a mentee superficially, they may just ensure that the novice 
teacher is getting the basics, and as he rightly points out that even if mentors want to help where 
is the time to do this. Miranda offered a suggestion that works when institutions do not 
necessarily support formal mentoring relationships, there are times when novice teachers learn a 
lot from casual interaction with their peers, she shares one such experience from her life, 
I think that there are a lot of informal mentor mentee relationships are taking place which 
are more meaningful, these may not be ordered by the counties and may not meet all the 
boxes, but there is so much merit in these relationships that are developing at school 
levels, new teachers or veteran teachers all need somebody to help. (Miranda, focus 
group, November 20, 2018) 
Miranda’s discussion on informal mentoring is defined as “Informal mentoring relationships last 
as long as both parties continue to benefit from them, although the nature of the relationships 
may change over time” (Baugh & Fragenson-Eland, 2007, p. 251), as these relationships are 
developed out of mutual consent, there is a possibility that the information exchanged between 
the mentor and mentee may be personal and unstructured. As informal mentoring are not 
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obviously seen or reported at workplace, the interactions could last few days, or could continue 
till until it is dissolved mutually (Kram, 1983).   
With this hope that there will always be someone available to guide teachers whether new 
or veteran, there exist a possibility that our schools will continue to retain teachers who are 
committed to their goals, and who would eventually become mentors who would offer their hand 
to those in need. In summary, I would argue that a learning institution, such as a school 
developed with a vision to promote learning, foster curiosity, and allow learners to develop the 
capacities to enhance their skills, must be under tremendous pressure from some external forces 
that do not allow its teachers the scope to share their concerns. Given an option, I am confident 
that most administrators would want better quality of teachers, adequate support systems for 
teachers and students to impart the best possible education. However, these narratives share 
realities that always bring back that existential question of what is the most important thing in 
school? Is it to prepare learners to take jobs that may not exist when they graduate, or should the 
schools focus on skills that can help them combat challenges life offers (Bobbitt, 1918; Dewey, 
1929; Montessori, 1912).  
Mentors need guidance to enhance their practice 
This third theme ‘mentors need guidance to enhance their practice’ was developed as all 
the participants mentioned that they were not provided any formal professional development 
before being assigned a mentee. Each participant welcomed the idea of having a guide, a 
framework or would prefer to attend a workshop that would focus on developing their skills as a 
mentor. When Allen, Poteet, and Burroughs (1997), published their work 12 years ago, they 
summarized that “the majority of mentoring research has focused on one member of the 
mentorship dyad—the protégé´. By contrast, considerably less research has centered on the other 
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member of the mentorship dyad—the mentor” (p. 70-71). As described in my review of literature 
the focus on mentor has continuously received less attention, and mentors do not get the required 
support that could help them in understanding and effectively practicing mentorship. This theme 
illustrates participants’ responses on what support they would need to enhance their practice, and 
their views on the challenges and advantages of using experiential learning theory model in their 
work as a social studies mentor (Kolb, 1984, 2015). This theme included participants’ responses 
on lack of structure experienced during their novice practice, certain situations they experienced 
as their mentors did not have the skills to mentor, and the theme culminates with their sharing of 
expectations on what a mentor should do to develop mentorship abilities.  
Helping mentors to learn mentoring 
 Mentors have always been refereed as the experienced senior member of the mentoring 
relationship (Allen, 2007; Athanases et al., 2006; Esposito et al., 2017; Jeong et al., 2018; 
Levinson et al., 1978), and for mentors to retain this attribute, it is imperative that they are 
offered regular professional development opportunities (Allen, 2007; Glickman, 2002)  During 
my first interview with Kane, I asked him what support would help him in his role as a mentor, 
he told me, 
Maybe a kit that they can have, like a manual or something you know that can have a set 
of something, like a framework. Here are the standards for mentoring. Like you got right 
here like scenarios, positive scenarios, negative scenarios, different things that can help. 
Things that you can hand it to a first-year teacher and say here is a good guide right here 
to start you out. Start us both out and develop a relationship. (Kane, first interview, 
October 12, 2018). 
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In his expectations, he listed out possibilities of a framework or a support mechanism that can 
help not only him but also the first-year teacher as well. And Sean seconded this need, he also 
expressed the benefit of receiving additional help, 
It would have been helpful to have maybe some kind of guideline or rules, because I 
don’t know if my way was the best way. I know my perspective as the way I did was 
effective, it was a piece of that, that was definitely effective, and it was probably more 
that could have been added to that, but I was not aware of anything (Sean, first interview, 
October 8, 2018). 
Both Sean and Kane were willing to receive some sort of guidelines or structures to help them 
get started with their role, but when I asked Sean how he was oriented with the process of 
becoming a new mentor his narration baffled me, 
Well the first time when I was assigned the role, I was like, what do I do? And they kind 
of gave me a quick little overview, they will observe, and they need to teach a lesson and 
you know something very quick, and you know I was like, ok that didn’t help, and so 
then I went to like another teacher who had a mentee teacher and they kind of explained 
what they did, and I was like ahh, ok. I can do more than that (Sean, first interview, 
October 8, 2018) 
I was puzzled listening to this during the interview that school administrators gave him a 
superficial understanding of what it means to be a mentor. If Sean had not inquired about his role 
from an experienced mentor friend, or if he did not possess the ability to reach out and reflect on 
his role as a mentor, it could be have been difficult for a mentee teacher to learn from Sean, or 
more so Sean could have ended up doing this mentoring as he was “forced to do it” and he could 
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not deny the administrator’s request (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018). When I asked a 
similar question to Miranda her response was also identical to Sean’s experiences. She said,  
I don’t have the support, I don’t have the larger district support in terms of one person 
who is in charge of all of this that I can go to with a problem, or the professional 
development that people in my role in other professions get I don’t have that (Miranda, 
first interview, October 15, 2018) 
Miranda neither had a person with whom to share her challenges, nor any professional 
development to understand her role as a mentor. Emphasizing the importance of developing a 
mentor Davis (2006) suggests that “it is critical that mentors learn to identify clues, cues, and 
circumstances- the language and behaviors-that can inform their selection of appropriate 
approaches and tools” (p. 113). These essential qualities of identifying the non-verbal cues and 
having the ability to know when to use which approach could help mentors improve their 
practice. Sean also shared with me his experiences when his mentor did not use these techniques 
and its impact on Sean’s confidence. He narrated,  
I know somebody tried to change my personality when I first started to teach. They were 
trying to make, you know sometimes as men they would tell you, you have to be just 
militant, disciplinary, and you are like, no I don’t have a military disciplinary style. I 
didn’t feel comfortable, I feel that general thing like, no I am a man, and I sure can 
control children. But it is not that simple (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018) 
What Sean experienced is termed as ‘nondirective’ (Glickman, 2002), or ‘instructive’ (Davis, 
2006), where the mentor directs the conversation, controls the outcomes and offers limited 
choices to the mentee. In this case, solely based on a stereotypical gendered bias, whereas, what 
Sean required was a collaborative approach as defined by Davis (2006) “The collaborative 
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approach is characterized by collegial reflection, problem-solving, and inquiry, each participant 
contributing ideas and resources” (p. 113). Sean started teaching a decade ago, and while the 
practice of mentoring has been prevalent for centuries, this anecdote of how one mentor who 
does not have the required skill can impact teacher’s confidence, gave me insight into the myriad 
possibilities that can be created due to incompetent mentors. If this element of mentor 
development does not get the required attention, then it would be a matter of time when teachers 
would refrain from working with mentors, and instead of mentors helping teachers, there could 
be more instances where teachers are leaving the profession because of their mentors (Lozinak, 
2016). 
A framework for development 
 In my first individual interview, my participants reiterated the need to have a framework 
or a guide that could help. In response to those needs and in alignment with my research design, I 
took two images in my second individual interview that were part of my review of literature 
chapter (Figure 1.1 and 1.2). I did not tell the participants that this model of learning was part of 
my literature when I first met them, I did not want them to feel that my interviews are pre-
planned, and that I was steering the direction of the interviews to arrive at a need of a framework. 
As presented in the findings above participants expressed their desires of having an additional 
resource to aid their work. Thus, I decided to take the experiential learning theory model in the 
second interview to gain an insight on how they think such models can help them and what 
possible challenges do they envisage this particular model (Kolb, 1984, 2015) might have for 
their practice.  
The first image Figure 1.1 was called ‘structural dimensions underlying the process of 
experiential learning and the resulting basic knowledge’. This cyclical model was developed by 
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Kolb (1984). Experiential learning theory “is described as a dynamic view of learning based on a 
learning cycle driven by the resolution of the dual dialectics of action/reflection and 
experience/abstraction” (Kolb, 2015, pp. 50-51). The four principles of this theory ‘experience’, 
‘reflection’, ‘action’ and ‘abstraction’ are inter-related yet independent from each other. 
Knowledge according to Kolb (2015) is created “from the combination of grasping and 
transforming experience” (p.51). Grasping, which also means a way of collecting information, is 
done from two sources ‘concrete experience’ and ‘abstract conceptualization’ as shown in figure 
1.5. Concrete experiences are those experiences which individuals have during their daily lives 
that they can recollect easily. For example, mentors experiencing lack of support from the 
administration, or inadequate time to support their mentees. These events become part of their 
daily experiences, but as this model suggests when mentors think/reflect (abstract 
conceptualization) about these concrete experiences, they arrive at possible conclusions of how 
they can solve these issues. Additionally, mentors can also construct knowledge after combining 
reflections on their actions or taking an action and then reflecting on its outcome or processes. It 
is within the interplay of these four quadrants that knowledge could be developed. This cycle 
helps an individual to think, reflect, act and experience a phenomenon. If an individual engages 
in these processes actively, they would derive the benefits of understanding how knowledge is 
created and how it can be used in enhancing their practice and supporting their mentees.       
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Figure 1.5 Experiential learning cycle (Kolb, 2015, p. 51)  
During my second individual interview, I gave participants some time to read this framework, 
and then asked them questions on the usability of this framework. Sean’s reading from figure 1.1 
was, 
So, I am looking at this model, I am seeing a process and different ways, the ways in 
which knowledge is accumulated, the way knowledge is learnt and so when I am thinking 
about it in ways that one’s personality, or the categories you may fall in and somebody 
that starts in one category can obviously evolve into another category. (Sean, second 
interview, November 30, 2018) 
Sean was referring that as this model is cyclical and identified it correctly that a mentor can start 
from any side in this cycle and based on different experiences and their interpretations they can 
move into other categories over a period of time and demonstrate different abilities. Miranda had 
previously used this model in her work as an educator, thus her interpretation of this model was 
different,  
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I think with the emphasis on reflection and problem solving, this model can help a new 
mentor because you are learning while you are actually doing something, which I think is 
incredibly important, the new mentor does not have the luxury to take the summer and 
read about it, they have to show up the next day and do it, so in this model it allows me 
do things in real time. (Miranda, second interview, December 6, 2018) 
Miranda actually used the combination of reflection and action in her expression of how this 
model can be used by a mentor. As she suggested, a mentor can reflect and then act to solve a 
problematic situation, and this is happening while the mentor is actively engaged in the 
mentoring process. Thus, using a framework can help a mentor identify their abilities and 
learning style and then use a combination of two principles from this cycle to create knowledge 
(Kolb, 2015). Sean also added how each of these four principles can help him to see different 
evolutionary stages of a teacher in the school building, 
So if I get to know the personality trait of assimilationist, I am fine if it’s a novice 
teacher, and as I gain experience, I should be seeking further education or change in 
environment, or change in my roles, like I need to at a point where I am coming to a full 
circle, I can see a divergent type of knowledge, kind of a person they have been in the 
school for long, they can say that I know the culture and its time that we can work 
towards developing a culture in this space. And when I know my craft, I can then assist a 
novice teacher as I exactly know what they have to go through. (Sean, second interview, 
November 30, 2018) 
What Sean outlined here is how he thinks this model can benefit him in understanding the role of 
a novice from that of an experienced teacher. Identifying the needs and learning styles of the 
mentees can help the mentor in designing customized support systems for their mentees, mentors 
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can also spend time in finding relevant sources and thereby also enhance their skills. In 
agreement of this idea of knowing the learning styles of the mentee, Terry shared his views on 
the model, 
It’s very interesting, as I started to think that I can use this model to know the learning 
styles of a mentee, and if I know that the mentee wants A B and C, so I can develop A, B 
and C. Whereas, here we got an issue or a problem, and that convergent knowledge 
seeker, that’s what they would love to do, so they would go let’s solve the problem. That 
would be helpful as a way to understand how to approach a mentee. (Terry, second 
interview, November 26, 2018) 
Terry’s reading and interpretation is an example of how he grasped the information and 
interpreted it to arrive at a practical way to use this model. What he did without being conscious 
is used two elements from the experiential learning theory model he used ‘abstract 
conceptualization’ as a mode of grasping information, and then used his ‘reflective observation’ 
to transform his experience into a tangible outcome. If mentors learn to use this technique, they 
may find comfort in deciphering the needs of the mentees, spend time in honing their skills and 
then arrive at tangible processes that can help them in improving their practice.  
 As described in my review of literature chapter, Kolb (2015) also developed a learning 
cycle that focused on educator’s role (figure 1.2). In this cycle an educator can take the role of a 
‘facilitator’, ‘subject expert’, ‘standard setter and evaluator’ or ‘coach’. During my second 
individual interview with my participants I also asked them to share their understanding of how 
they could use this model in their work as a mentor. Miranda found the second model very easy 
to follow, she said “the second model is clearly defined, I think Kolb might say that it is not fluid 
enough and then everyone can keep going in and out of those roles” (Miranda, second interview, 
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December 6, 2018). Kane felt that the second model can also help the mentee “it could by 
helping the mentee look at it, by identifying it, where they are at, and then kind of let them know 
where I am at, so that we can start out at right foot, or see what they need” (Kane, second 
individual interview, December 7, 2018). Kane’s view of helping the mentee to see this model 
will allow trust building in their relationship. Developing a rapport and building trust are 
considered an integral part of this dyadic relationship (Chandler, 2011; Fiene et al., 2009; 
Mullen, 2012). Terry also concurred with this notion of making this model available to mentee, 
he stated, 
This now gives the mentor a framework, now almost thinking about wearing different 
hats, I think this situation I should wear my coach hat, as this might be the situation that 
would help the style of a coach. Whereas this might be more of a subject expert and I 
may be required to put that hat on. The other thing that can help, if the mentees’ knew 
that this is the role of the mentor then they could say, I really would like you to facilitate 
this process for me, or I need your subject expertise, so they can start naming it, as soon 
as you can start naming something that you need or need help with becomes a lot easier 
to execute (Terry, second interview, November 26, 2018).   
When the mentee is aware of what to expect from a mentor, it allows them to ask for help more 
conveniently. As Terry describes above if the mentee understands that their mentor is proficient 
in content, they can ask them content related questions more often. If the mentor has an expertise 
in developing standards or designing assessment tools, then the mentee can seek their help in 
those domains. Thus, using this model can help the mentor understand their strengths and areas 
of expertise, while the mentee can look at this model and ask the mentor to facilitate discussions 
based on their competencies and areas of specialization. 
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Challenges of using this framework  
 Three of my research participants saw both of these experiential learning cycle model for 
the first time. While they appreciated the availability of a framework in developing their practice, 
they also had some reservations. Terry provided a lot of critical thoughts on the possible 
challenges he saw in implementing this framework. His questions were,  
Does this model match the mission of the school? Does it match the relationship or the 
lack of relationship between a mentor and the mentee? And are there other things that are 
impeding either the relationship or the growth of the mentee? Or the mentor? That needs 
to happen before this (Terry, second interview, November 26, 2018).   
His questions made a valid claim in asking whether the school supports the notion of experiential 
learning? He felt that certain schools may have a different approach to teaching and student 
learning, and I agree that not all individuals think alike and there may be institutions that may not 
give priority to learning from experience. In such settings it may be hard to use this model. He 
was also concerned that the first model (figure 1.1) was academically worded and not many 
teachers would enjoy reading such intense work. His concerns included, 
If you give teachers something above or over or either of little interest, but really just 
kind of, like if you drop a huge academic article on a teacher and say you should read 
this, and they don’t know how to read an academic article, it’s a waste of time for them, 
it’s a waste of time for you, because then you are banging your head against a wall and 
trying to get a conversation they don’t want to engage in, so I might be concerned that 
this might happen with this model (Terry, second interview, November 26, 2018). 
Terry’s concern is valid, and these insights also helped me think about the usability of the model 
with different teachers. As he highlighted that certain group of teachers do not prefer to read 
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academic articles, and if I am conducting a professional development workshop and helping 
teachers identify how knowledge is created, they may not be prepared to receive this 
information. Thus, as an educator I started to think of ways to simplify this model or find 
alternative ways to introduce this model teachers. Miranda also highlighted a practical challenge 
she anticipated in using this model, 
When you work with adults, when you work with other humans, it could get really sticky 
sometimes, you have people that are little hesitant to really deep dive into reflection, not 
necessarily because they don’t want or they don’t want to improve their practice, but it 
maybe that this is not something that comes naturally to them, so you may not be able to 
move perfectly through this four step process, with each teacher or at each time (Miranda, 
second interview, December 6, 2018). 
Miranda’s suggestions also open a discussion of whether this model could be implemented with 
a group of teachers or should it be used on one-to-one basis. If a person focusses on developing 
his/her skills this model can help them to learn about how external events, societal pressure and 
demands contribute in gaining experiences that develop our thinking (Kolb, 2015). In responding 
to the Miranda’s concern, a mentor may not be able to change how teachers reflect, but if the 
mentor works on developing their personality and understands their personal learning styles it 
may help them in responding to the needs of their mentee effectively.  
 In summarizing the theme ‘mentors need guidance in enhancing their practice’, I have 
used participants’ experiences to describe their expressed need of having a guide or a framework, 
provided depth on the concept of experiential learning theory by explaining the process of how 
knowledge is constructed when individuals combine their experiences to transform the 
information they grasped from their concrete experiences or abstract thinking. This theme also 
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highlighted the benefits and challenges of using experiential learning model from a mentor’s as 
well as mentees’ perspectives. The final theme would focus on strengthening and sustaining the 
work of mentors. 
Strengthening the work of mentors in future 
In the fourth and last theme, I include excerpts that focused on how beneficial was the 
mentoring experience for both the mentor and the mentee, how satisfied a mentor felt after 
experiencing the development brought in the relationship, and this theme concluded with 
suggestions that participants gave on possible professional development workshops they would 
like to attend and how would they want those workshops to be organized. This theme is also the 
last theme of my chapter because it gives a sense of hope listening to my respondents consider 
why they think it is essential to mentor novice teachers, and how individuals like them can 
sustain the core value of mentoring which was based on caregiving, educating, and sharing 
knowledge (Johnson, 2007; Wright, 2015). As Kane told us during our focus group discussion 
“we have lot of people come in not from an education program, who are coming into education 
without any background, they really need some kind of mentorship on the front end” (Kane, 
focus group, November 20, 2018). His thoughts show a genuine concern a mentor can have for a 
novice teacher who along with not having a classroom experience, does not also have contextual 
information about teaching or professional preparation. Imagining a teacher with these duality of 
vacuum in experience can become a significant factor that can impact how that teacher performs 
in the school, and how long may s/he remain in the system (Ingersoll & Strong, 2011). Christie 
concurred to this thought and said, “they have a person who can really help them understand 
what the school culture is like, what is the climate like, what are their expectations around the 
school policies and norms” (Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018). Terry also affirmed 
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the practice of mentoring when he said, “it is really essential especially with such a high teacher 
turnover, because if you are not mentoring young or new teachers how are you creating a 
cohesive culture in schools” (Terry, focus group, November 20, 2018). Terry introduced the 
dimension of orienting the novice with a school culture, he feels that as the mentor is considered 
the senior and the knowledgeable partner it is their duty to help the novice acclimatize in the 
school environment (Portner, 2005).  
Each of my participants could not hold back their appreciation for their mentors when 
they started teaching, they were thankful to their presence and still recollect the help they 
received. Miranda recalled one such instance during our first interview,  
And I remember I had this amazing woman I worked next door to my first year and my 
kids would use certain words and I had never heard them before and I didn’t know what 
they meant, and I didn’t know if what this kid said to another kid was a really big deal. 
And that’s a cultural thing that I just didn’t understand. And I had to go to her and be like 
Ms. Clarke, I had no idea what this means. Is this big a big deal should I freak out about 
it, and she, and it happened all the time like, she even taught me how to fix things. 
(Miranda, first interview, October 15, 2018) 
Terry’s description from his first year of teaching echoes similar sentiments to Miranda’s 
struggle in understanding the students. Terry shared,  
Luckily, I said I needed help, obviously there are things that I am not doing well, and I 
should have asked for help sooner, but I don’t necessarily know what those things are, I 
definitively needed help and some directions in what and where and everything that I 
should be doing and what I should be doing. (Terry, first interview, October 18, 2018) 
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Miranda and Terry were fortunate that they found someone to help them, some teachers that 
were willing to help and most of these relationships were not formal. Mentoring not only takes 
place when an experienced teacher is assigned to help a novice teacher, mentoring can happen in 
school hallways, in staff meetings, in discussions over coffee breaks and lunches and other social 
interactions. As explained by Baugh and Fragenson-Eland (2007) “the goals of informal 
relationships, if they exist, are specified by the parties themselves rather than being imposed by 
external sources” (p. 251). This was the case in both Terry and Miranda when they decided to 
reach out for help and develop their own goals and they sustained this relationship as long as 
they wanted, rather than being forced into this relationship by an administrator (Kram, 1983). 
 The second element that most of the participants shared was how they would demonstrate 
to their mentee how to approach a situation, or how to address a conflicting or controversial issue 
in a classroom. As Sean shared during his first interview,  
I was like I don’t want my mentee to do so much observing, I wanted him to take action 
and teaching, so like I said, when he first came in, I had him observed one day and I was 
like I will throw you in and so I will still direct the lesson and I will come to you and I 
will take the rails off more and more and we were like preparing for it. (Sean, first 
interview, October 8, 2018) 
What Sean did in this situation was made the mentee aware of the steps he is going to take in 
helping him develop the confidence and teach in class on his own, while still providing the 
comfort to the novice that he will be around and will take care of the situation if something goes 
awry. Kane wrote in this reflection that if a teacher needs help in introducing a challenging issue 
in a social studies classroom, he would “invite Olivia into my class on a day that we are 
discussing a controversial issue. I would have her observe how the issue is introduced and 
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discussed in an appropriate manner. My decision would be based on mentor modeling” (Kane, 
written reflection, December 17, 2018). The difference in these two approaches is that Sean 
wanted to give more autonomy to the novice, and Kane, based on the case study where Olivia is 
a novice and has struggled in handling a controversial discussion in her class, would invite her to 
see how he introduces sensitive or conflicting topics in his classroom. Both of these styles 
potentially allow a novice teacher find comfort and would give them the confidence to 
experiment and learn from their mentor.  
While a mentor continues to ameliorate a mentees’ experiences in the classroom, my 
participants also shared that there are certain qualities a mentor should have to successfully 
sustain this relationship. During our focus group Kane said mentors should have “compassion, 
empathy, and understanding,” (Kane, focus group interview, November 20, 2018) and Miranda 
said, “just an open mind that everyone does not operate the same way as I do and that they may 
not all interpret this in the same way as I do” (Miranda, focus group, November 20, 2018). Being 
a mentor is not an easy task, the literature expects them to be a senior and knowledgeable person, 
a novice expects them to be kind, caring and generous, participants in my research want them to 
have patience, and openness towards listening and understanding what people say. While it may 
be ideal to have all these qualities in one person, Sean also brought to my attention that certain 
individuals should never be given the position of a mentor. His thoughts on this were very clear 
during our second interview, 
I would say some people should not be allowed to take this type of position, because with 
position comes a lot of power, and in this type of role, people really need to shift the way 
they work, so for me if you are a great cheer leader, and that takes a certain personality, 
and I don’t think a person with that personality can take up a position like mentoring, and 
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I would say like the subject expert the mentee, I can have a more knowledge on a certain 
subject than my mentor, so everything that they say, I feel like I can challenge you know 
that area can be in my focus of study. (Sean, second interview, November 30, 2018) 
Sean’s experience as a teacher for the last ten years has definitely helped him in understanding 
the role of a mentor. He argues that mentoring is a privileged position which also brings a lot of 
responsibility with the position, a person who does not have the desired qualities and acumen 
may not be able to do justice with this position. Thus, selection of mentors should be done with a 
lot of care. As recommended by Godshalk and Sosik (2007) “mentor centric approaches to 
selection and training could include assessment of mentors’ self-awareness of leadership 
behavior” (p. 172). As discussed in theme one of this chapter, leaders could have transactional or 
transformational styles, thus it is imperative that stake holders in schools prefer mentors who 
have transformational styles as based on all the arguments presented thus far in this dissertation a 
transactional leader would not only impede the growth of the mentee but would also not create a 
culture of growth and development. As I have continued to argue throughout my chapters, that 
unless professional development workshops are designed and given importance it will be a 
challenging task for mentors to learn different skills, leadership styles or even have the abilities 
to identify the needs of their mentees. This discussion transitions into the last sub theme of this 
chapter that focused on professional development opportunities that could be made available to 
mentors to enhance their practice. 
Mentors yearn for professional development 
Introducing mentoring in schools was to help teachers improve their classroom practice 
and thereby enhance student learning. As Eisner (2003) claims that “aside from their sleeping 
hours, most children spend more time in the presence of their teachers than they spend in the 
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presence of their parents” (p. 11). When children spend majority amount of their time with their 
teachers, is it not required that teachers are qualified, and possess the necessary skills to teach? A 
response to this question is offered by Darling-Hammond (2006), she posited, 
Teaching all students for problem solving, invention, and application of knowledge 
requires teachers with deep and flexible knowledge of subject matter who know how to 
represent ideas in powerful ways, organize a productive learning process for students 
who start with different levels and kinds of prior knowledge, assess how and what 
students are learning, and adapt instruction to different learning approaches. This is no 
mean feat. (p. 20) 
This industrious list of what teachers ought to do in the classroom is overwhelmingly difficult for 
any individual to accomplish, whether they are from the teaching background or elsewhere. As 
Christie shared during our interview the need to offer support to teachers, she said 
Teachers need support because it can be overwhelming as a fresh classroom teacher, 
teaching can be overwhelming overall, but especially for new teachers who are unsure 
about what their complete responsibilities are. New teachers jut come in, they have 
gained some experience and knowledge while they are in school, understanding how to 
be a teacher, but once they actually get into the classroom, they have to become the full 
time teacher and take on all those classroom responsibilities themselves, it is a bit 
overwhelming to really truly handle all the responsibilities of being a classroom teacher 
(Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018) 
 Thus, those who attribute teaching as the easiest job are oblivious to these realities. When a 
teacher is expected to perform all these tasks to assess the learning style of their students, it is not 
hard to imagine the challenges teachers would face in actually teaching a content that would 
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enhance students understanding, foster curiosity in them, make them responsible citizens and 
teach them the value of education (Adler, 2008; Grant & Agosto, 2008; Manfra & Bolick, 2017; 
Zeichner, 2009). As my findings indicated in this chapter, a mentor is known as the senior 
experienced person and if teachers are required to accomplish myriad activities to engage 
learners, mentors may have to know more than their teachers so that they can guide them 
(Achinstein & Athanases, 2006; Levinson et al., 1978; Mullen, 2012; Schichtel, 2010; Wright, 
2015). But as my participants narrated some of them have never attended or even heard of any 
professional development opportunities that can help them understand their role, develop skills 
to identify the needs of their mentees, and do not have any structures or frameworks to offer 
them additional resources apart from building on their personal experiences. Absence of these 
workshops could not allow the participants to develop in their practice of mentorship. As Sean 
told me “I have never attended any workshops on how to be an effective mentor or anything” 
(Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018). Kane was also unaware of such opportunities he said “I 
haven’t heard of any. I have no idea. Yeah, the only ones that I go to is economics. And they are 
really good” (Kane, first interview, October 12, 2018). Terry also told me that he is not attended 
a professional development workshop on mentoring, he attends other conferences like,  
I had professional development money to use when I was asked to go to conferences and 
things more often than not it was for new innovative pedagogies and methodologies that 
can be used in an active classroom, so as a curriculum creator developer most of the 
professional development that I have done has been around that (Terry, first interview, 
October 18, 2018) 
All three narrations indicate the lack of awareness and availability to attend professional 
development workshops for mentors. Terry’s description also brings the discussion back on how 
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schools think about mentors and their development. When the institution has the money or 
resources they prefer to spend on other important things, which means that despite the rigorous 
work expected from teachers and their mentors, supporting the work of mentor development still 
does not get into the priority list of the decision-making process. If mentors are not oriented with 
the work they could do with their mentees, it could have a negative impact on the novice. As 
Dougherty and Dreher (2007) express their concerns on the skills and competencies of a mentor,  
High quality mentoring relationships would seem to depend on whether the mentor 
possess accurate and meaningful information about the protégé’s organizational culture 
and strategic type and about the protégé’s chosen career path. Also, whether the or not 
the mentor is a skillful trainer would seem central to understanding the possible return 
associated with mentoring (p. 83) 
In order for mentoring relationships to be successful, the mentors need skills to develop the 
mentee, need orientation about their career and growth plans. This could be made possible when 
“mentors can be taught to work with their protégés  in more learning-centered-ways, perhaps the 
changes in mentors would result in changes in the teaching of their protégés” (Evertson & 
Smithey, 2000, p. 294) Teaching mentors to identify the needs of their mentees and helping them 
develop skills to observe, dialogue and discuss their classroom related challenges would make 
mentor learner centered, in this context the learner is the novice or the mentee. In continuing this 
thought of developing mentors, Feiman-Nemser (1996) raises a caveat where she says “mentor 
teachers have little experience with the core activities of mentoring-observing and discussing 
teaching with colleagues” (p.2), this implies that not all mentors have elaborate experience of 
observing their mentees, or discussing lesson plans with their teachers. As described in earlier 
themes, most of my participants had only experienced mentoring with one or two novice 
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teachers. This lack of experience could be a result of  “the mentor programs that have swept 
education, the demands on the mentor's competence, characteristics, and commitment are often 
muted, reduced to formal eligibility criteria and specific job descriptions” (Little, 1990, p. 298). 
These concerns demand that mentors are not selected randomly, their competences need 
development and requires urgent attention, as presented in my theme ‘mentoring is important but 
not a priority’, until the school administrators continue to sideline the importance of mentors in 
the system and appoint them to complete a checklist, the significance of mentoring relationships 
will not get the deserved priority in schools. An effort to make changes on this practice has been 
initiated by district in which my participant works as coordinator for induction and mentoring.      
Christie’s work in her district offers a contrasting narration to the participants’ 
experiences. She told me how these programs are developed and funded and how are mentors 
supported. When I asked her how the mentors are supported, she narrated 
Our mentors are provided support as well, they are included in our induction program 
that offer support for our teachers, but it is also offered to our mentors. So, we actually 
bring our mentors out four times over the year. Provide them with strategy, provide them 
with hands on training and tools that they can use to go out and support our teachers, so 
they get year-round development as well (Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018) 
Christie outline the number of interventions this district creates for mentorship development. She 
also said they are unique in many ways because they don’t want to create a system that does not 
work, to ensure that mentors find addition support they have created an additional layer at 
school. This was described as, 
Our school-based support is very strong, so we also have someone called the induction 
administrator on site to provide the local support as well. So, if a mentor struggles how to 
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provide support to the teacher than they are able to contact their induction administrator 
and get them on the board, and most of the time they are able to solve any issues that 
arise (Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018) 
The thought process that has been devoted in planning the structures demonstrates the intention 
of how committed this district is towards their mentors. They not only offer them workshops 
annually, but also offer them onsite support if they face challenges in executing their roles. This 
meticulous planning and efficiency can help in designing the future professional development 
workshops. I also asked her how the mentors are paid and how are these programs funded. In 
response to mentor’s remuneration she said, 
They have a certain amount that they get for the year, they get half of the stipend in 
December, and then they get the other half in May. There are certain documentations that 
they have to submit to me, in order to show that they are providing support to the new 
teachers. They have to attend the meeting, they also have to submit what they are doing 
monthly, so their work with the teachers and then they get their stipend (Christie, first 
interview, December 10, 2018). 
The level planning is evident in her role as the district coordinator, her office creates guidelines 
for mentor selections, they design programs based on the standards recommended by the state 
department. Mentors are paid for their services when the turn in the required documentations. 
The funding for these programs is sourced from different agencies, she told me that, 
We use a lot of district funds, but we also use a lot of title 2A funds, the central 
government provides 2A funds for district that offers support to teachers, they provide 
training, they would pay for a workshop, so we have a combination for a title 2 A funds 
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from the government and we also use the local district fund, but primarily title 2A funds 
(Christie, first interview, December 10, 2018). 
Christie had a clear response to all the questions asked, she not only shared the purpose of 
developing mentor enhancement workshops, but also provided insights on how these programs 
are funded, organized, supported at various levels. These structures could be replicated to create 
more professional development workshops in future.  
Having articulated the need of designing workshops for mentors, I would lastly present 
the excerpts where my participants shared their expectations of what type of professional 
development workshops would they like to attend and how would they like to receive them. 
Miranda shared with me,  
I would like there to be someone over my role, that can (a) advocate for me when 
necessary and they can support me and be a mentor for myself, and then (b) I would 
really like resources or collaboration time where we can talk about specifically with the 
population we are working with, how do we do this, if the need is so high for everybody 
in this place here, that is what I would want. (Miranda, first interview, October 15, 2018) 
Her expectations are very clear of what she wants. Being a mentor, she still needs someone over 
her role that can support her decision-making process, and she also wants to be affiliated with a 
group of mentors who can share their resources and build a community of learners. Sean 
extended the need of attending professional development workshops to only mentors but 
everyone in the school, 
Everybody should be engaged, especially if the teachers has been in the building like 
whether you like it or not, you will be asked to mentor a teacher because you know the 
community, you have been there so I think it’s important for everybody to undergo the 
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training, as you might be one day have to do it, you might be a rookie now, but in three 
years you may have a new staff and all of a sudden you will be a veteran in the building 
and therefore can you properly help other people. (Sean, first interview, October 8, 2018) 
Sean’s visionary approach is inspiring as he is thinking from a long-term benefit perspective. He 
acknowledges that teachers are new and do not have experience, but as he points out that when 
new teachers will enter the premise, they will look up to those who are in the building for help, 
and if they do not have the skills and development, they may not be able to fulfill the tasks of 
mentoring a novice. Terry offered a critical response to the notion of professional development, 
The question that I would ask is, why should I go to a workshop on being a mentor 
teacher over some of the other conferences that I go to? If I can see the value that is either 
explicit or otherwise, the value of going to that or something else, then that’s the moment 
when this professional development will be successful. (Terry, second interview, 
November 26, 2018) 
His questions interrogate the purpose of these workshops and the benefits mentors will gain from 
attending these events. As he cogently presents his views that if mentors don’t see the impact of 
these programs then they would refrain from participating in them. These insights could be used 
in designing and executing professional development workshops for mentors. Sean and Terry 
also said that they prefer interactive, experiential activities as those kinds of activities help them 
in learning complex things easily. Terry’s expectations were,  
I think that, the conference needs to be acted and experiential, demonstrates all of these, 
provides a visual experience of things being played out, opportunities to network with 
mentors, all of us require mentors so creating more opportunities to connect, develop 
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more than presentation, develop something that is more invigorating (Terry, second 
interview, November 26, 2018) 
And Sean said that along with this being interactive, he would also prefer some best practices 
shared in the conference, 
I would want to act it out like, role play, and whoever is the facilitator can make this a 
learning exercise where they can act as a mentee and make us a mentor, and then share 
possible challenges, tips and the ability to recognize all situations (Sean, second 
interview, November 30, 2018) 
Kane and Miranda emphasized their learning styles and wanted more time to read and reflect 
rather than interact and take part in a role-play. For example, Miranda said, 
I like the sit and get a little bit more than a lot of people do, because I think I am like 
those people who like to receive information first, and then moving into an open dialogue 
discussion, I don’t like role play like of scenarios, I don’t like the game, you know when 
you go to PD sometimes this gets trivial. (Miranda, second interview, November 30, 
2018) 
Kane also said that “some lectures, some discussion with fellow teachers and then we can talk 
about it as a class, of what we have experienced and what does this involves” (Kane, second 
interview, December 7, 2018). All these suggestion on what participants need and how do they 
need it can aid the development and design of a professional development workshop. These ideas 
would be discussed in depth in chapter five. 
Harnessing the goodwill in mentors 
In summarizing the findings chapter, I want to reiterate that the focus of this qualitative 
case study research was to identity the practices used by mentors of novice social studies 
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teachers to improve their mentorship. I used primary data from the interviews, focus group 
discussion and mentor journals to highlight the ways used by the mentors in my study to 
understand their participants and develop techniques that helped them in this dyadic relationship. 
This chapter also highlighted that even though the practice of mentoring is rooted in Greek 
mythology, the overall research focus has always been on the mentees’ experiences, various 
research quoted in this chapter support the claim that mentor’s selection, their development and 
assessment of their practice needs more focus in the academia. Thus, I hope that in presentation 
of this primary work on the existing work of mentors and their needs for development would add 
emphasis and guidance on designing professional development programs that focus on the role 
of mentors. Such initiatives can help them learn and improve their practice. This will eventually 
help them in improving their craft and thereby facilitate novice teachers to improve the quality of 
their teaching and learning processes in the classroom.   
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore self-developmental 
opportunities undertaken by mentors to improve their practice. How did they learn mentoring 
skills and find out their challenges in executing their roles as the senior and experienced 
colleague often known as mentor (Allen, Poteet, & Burroughs, 1997; Chandler, 2011; Feiman-
Nemser et al., 1992; Levinson et al., 1978; Mullen, 2012; Ragins & Kram, 2007b). Social 
constructivism guided the design of this study as the basis of the dyadic relationship of 
mentoring builds on the premise of the co-construction of knowledge (Fosnot & Perry, 2005; 
Kram, 1985; Rogoff, 1990; Vygotsky & Cole, 1978). Constructivism is defined as, “the unique 
experience of each of us. It suggests that each one’s way of making sense of the world is as valid 
and worth of respect as any other” (Crotty, 2012, p. 58). As mentors and mentees bring their own 
experiences of how they learn and interpret things around them, the basis of this relationship is 
based on trust and mutual respect for these different views (Egbert, 2013; Godshalk & Sosik, 
2007). Thus, using the conceptual framework of social constructivism assisted me in developing 
my research design and aligned with the overall theoretical framework of the study. 
 The theoretical foundations of my research were rooted in the frameworks developed by 
Kolb in his experiential learning theory (Kolb, 1984, 2015). As social constructivism facilitates 
individuals in creating meaning from their social interactions, and developing an understanding 
of knowing things around us, experiential learning theory supported how knowledge is 
constructed through the process of acquiring information and then interpreting it to arrive at a 
new experience, or from reflecting on an observation and then taking active steps to implement 
the learning from those reflections (Crotty, 2012; Kolb, 1981). As mentoring is a social 
relationship, both the mentor and mentee can use their surroundings, their daily events to grasp 
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information, make observations, construct meanings, and then engage in the process of 
interpretation and then take actions to enhance their thinking. It was the combination of these 
conceptual (social constructivism) and theoretical frameworks (experiential learning theory) that 
laid the foundations in helping me answer my research question, which was “what praxis do 
mentors of novice social studies teachers enact to improve their mentorship?”  
The review of literature illustrated that the focus of mentoring relationship has 
predominantly been on developing the mentee (Allen, 2007; Allen, Poteet, & Burroughs, 1997; 
Athanases et al., 2006; Davis, 2006; Little, 1990), thus the gap identified in this research was to 
understand how mentors develop their skills, how are they supported in their roles as a mentor, 
and whom do they approach when they need support in enacting mentorship.  
This research was conducted using a case study method (Yin, 2018). In the eight weeks 
of the data collection process, I conducted two individual interviews using the progressive 
focusing technique to design my interview questions, one focus group interview and asked my 
four participants to write their reflections in a vignette journal (Chase, 2005; Denzin & Lincoln, 
2005; Merriam, 1998). Collected data also included thirteen transcripts that were coded and 
analyzed ongoingly using data condensation, data display, and conclusion/verification techniques 
(Miles et al., 2014). Data analysis was presented using four themes that were elaborated in 
chapter four. These themes were ‘meet them where they are,’ ‘mentoring is important but not a 
priority,’ ‘mentors need guidance to enhance their practice,’ and ‘strengthening the work of 
mentors in future’. Each of these four themes had several subthemes to articulate the nuances 
highlighted by the participants, the excerpts selected were coded, and additional literature review 
was sourced to support and/or critique the ideas presented in each of these four themes. While 
chapter four provided a detailed analysis of data, certain insights need more discussion. These 
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include the processes undertaken by a teacher to become a mentor, the preparations required to 
understand and execute their work as a mentor, their expectations from school/district 
administrators, and their commitment in supporting the work of novice social studies teachers.  
Becoming a mentor 
 In revising the questions in chapter 1, the research continued to develop an inquiry on the 
reasons and purpose of ‘why would a teacher decide to become a mentor?’ ‘What is expected 
from a mentor?’ ‘How do they prepare to accomplish this task?’ As described in chapter two, a 
mentor is responsible for guarding, guide, and share knowledge with their mentees (Johnson, 
2007; Ragins & Kram, 2007b). They are expected to perform myriad tasks with or without 
formal preparation efforts or programs. A visual description of these expectations is offered by 
Little and Nelson (1990) which is depicted below in Figure 1.6.  
 
Figure 1.6 Expectations from mentors (Little & Nelson, 1990, p. 35) 
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Fulfilling these expectations could be an overwhelming experience, especially for those mentors 
who do not have any formal mentor education or experiences of mentoring a novice teacher. This 
lack of experience and development can also impact how they give content-specific feedback. As 
Feiman-Nemser et al. (1992) conclude in their study,  
All the mentors scripted the lessons but did not analyze the scripts to identify patterns or 
underlying issues. All the mentors suggested strategies for managing students, but they 
rarely connected the issues of student attention and involvement with the nature of 
academic tasks provided to students (p.16)  
One of the reasons mentors may not able to provide these insights is due to the lack of 
orientation they have about their work. Throughout the literature review and evidence in the 
collected data, a common concern highlighted was the lack of developmental opportunities 
available for mentors to learn their tasks. Mentors were not only assigned randomly to novice 
teachers but on certain occasions forced to take up this role as they were the senior teacher in the 
building (Lozinak, 2016). Though there is an increase in the amount of research conducted on 
mentoring relationships the focus continues how this relationship can benefit the mentee, how 
can novice teachers take advantage from their seniors and build their careers successfully (Little, 
1990; Ragins & Kram, 2007b). Despite not being offered time to mentor, nor being provided 
additional developmental opportunities to enhance their practices, the four participants remained 
committed to their task and viewed mentoring as an endeavor to offer support to the novice. 
They felt strongly that the trying experiences they had in their initial years should not become 
part of the memories these new teachers build while they start their teaching careers. These four 
participants did not attend formal workshops in mentoring, thus they may not have developed a 
nuanced understanding of how to effectively support a novice teacher, but their passion, and 
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willingness to share their time and resources would have helped the novice teachers find comfort 
in their presence and support. The novice teachers in their charge were offered opportunities to 
try new things in the classroom with the assurance that their mentors would not let them fall in 
front of their students.  
Persevering the passion to mentor  
This research taught me that becoming a mentor is a long-term process; it is a journey 
that requires hardship, sacrifices and unconditional commitment to help a novice teacher. This 
process has a lot of internal as well as external challenges, and the mentors have to find solutions 
to numerous problems on their own. This mirrors the significant dedication we often see of PK-
12 teachers to their students in the classrooms and may result in similar opportunities and 
challenges. In revisiting the analysis from theme one ‘meet them where they are,’ this section on 
becoming mentor reiterated the passion mentors have in enacting their practice, despite being 
limited by the availability of resources they continued to support novice teachers to ensure that 
the experiences they had should not become part of the novice teacher’s careers (Lortie, 1975). 
While mentors continue to build on their previous experiences to support the novice teacher, 
absence of structured program may keep them uninformed of the developments that could help 
them execute their tasks effectively, some mentors may be great teachers, but as the review of 
literature and the findings summarized without structured guidance, they may not be effective 
mentors (Dougherty & Dreher, 2007). Thus, it is imperative that mentor development gets its 
required share of attention and stakeholders start to take their development as one of the priority 
areas.       
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Need practical tools to enhance practice 
 With the advent of the internet, more students are seeking out help from an experienced 
person who can mentor them in advancing their careers (Kumar & Coe, 2017; Schichtel, 2010). 
Although internet sources offer a plethora of options to learn online and find myriad ways to 
learn mentoring, my study found that mentors did not get an opportunity to develop additional 
skills before they started mentoring their teachers, neither did they use external resources while 
offering their support to the novice teachers. On the contrary, most mentors agreed that they need 
and would appreciate a framework or standards to enhance their practice as a mentor. In chapter 
two I proposed to use ‘experiential learning theory’ model to support the work of the mentors 
(Kolb, 1984, 2015). The findings chapter indicated that mentors in the study acknowledged the 
benefits of having a tool like this to understand their roles as well as understand their mentees. 
However, as this tool was unknown to them, it was not practiced in the field, they could only 
share their observations from reading the framework and interpreting its benefits or challenges. 
Additionally, academic works from Godshalk and Sosik (2007), Little and Nelson (1990), and 
Davis (2006), also offered an insight on possible strategies and concepts that can be taken into 
consideration while designing professional development programs for mentors such as helping 
mentors understand the needs of the mentees, assist mentors in asking leading questions to 
develop the thinking process of a mentee.     
 As mentors continued to ask for support during the data collection phase, they also shared 
that majority of them had neither attended a workshop nor were encouraged by their 
administrators to enhance their skills with outside learning assuming that their previous 
experiences of teaching and being a mentee would suffice in enacting their role as a mentor. 
Thus, if mentors do not have time and neither have the awareness they will continue to mentor 
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based on their previous experiences. In such a context, it would be vital to design templates that 
can help the mentor take notes during classroom observations, and support mentors in 
developing communication skills through which they can provide feedback to the novice 
teachers. These tools should be customized as per the mentee’s needs. These tools could also 
provide an overview for mentors to plan their developmental schedules and should be used to 
support their practice and not restrict their choices by limiting to use these suggested tools. These 
recommendations could help a mentor understand their roles, prepare for interactions with their 
mentees, and take necessary steps to learn and enhance their practice.  
Limitation of the study 
 The study focused on using mentor’s previous experiences of mentoring to understand 
the practices and processes used by mentors to develop themselves. And as the purpose of the 
study was not to conduct ethnographical research because one of the limitations of this study was 
that mentors were not given an opportunity to implement any framework or additional tools 
during this study. 
A second limitation was the limited number and availability of experienced mentors 
overall and specifically in social studies. As mentioned in my researcher statement in chapter 
three, being an international student, I may not have a developed network of people that could 
have encouraged more participants to volunteer in my research. Additionally, as presented in the 
methodology chapter, the number of teachers mentored by participants is significantly lower than 
the number of years they spent in teaching. As fewer teachers decide to take up mentoring 
positions generally, and the number of mentors in social studies is even smaller, this could have 
also been one of the reasons for having four teacher mentors as my participant. 
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Recommendations for future research 
 In alignment with the review of the literature and the findings of the research, one of the 
first recommendations is to create and study the effects of a structured developmental program 
for mentors. When mentors are not offered guidance to support novice teachers, it may not allow 
the mentors to provide developmental support to the teachers (Davis, 2006). Further, a novice 
mentor who is not aware of the intricacies of teaching, might not be able to identify the gaps in a 
teacher’s performance, might overlook why students are not learning in the classroom, may not 
be able to fathom how to transition a novice into a seasoned teacher. Thus, poor professional 
mentoring could impact the quality of lives of the teacher and the students. Best 
teaching/learning practices demand that all mentors attend professional development workshops 
that focus on enhancing their practice (Achinstein & Athanases, 2006; Feiman-Nemser et al., 
1992; Little & Nelson, 1990). 
 The second recommendation is to develop a tool or a framework that mentors can 
comprehend easily and use it effectively. As the research highlighted not only did mentors 
offered their support willingly, some teachers who served for a long time were promoted as a 
mentor, due solely to their length of the record, not specific mentoring skills. As stated in 
academic work, not all great teachers can become great mentors by default. It is vital that 
stakeholders take into consideration that some mentors may not be proficient in their roles as a 
teacher, but would still be required to take additional opportunities due to several factors or lack 
of other professionals available on site to support a novice teacher (Scandura & Williams, 2004; 
Sweeny, 2005). In designing the work to prepare mentors, Davis asks poignant questions 
What sorts of mentors do we want to develop? What are the essential understandings and 
skills that would best support mentors in their work? How can we support their 
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leadership, vision, and passion? How can we develop mentors with knowledge, will, and 
power to challenge the status quo? (2006, pp. 109-110). 
Using these directions, I would be willing to undertake another study in the future to 
develop a growth tool for mentors. I could conduct a survey using an online platform and seek 
input from existing mentors of what challenges they encounter in their work, I would also like to 
speak to novice and experienced teachers, and administrators to understand their expectations 
from mentors. Based on their recommendations pertinent to their needs, I would want to develop 
an online application that can help mentors learn about specific subjects, choose various formats 
for observation, feedback, initiating initial discussions, and can also share their concerns and 
seek help from other mentors across the globe. Another possible recommendation is to develop a 
guiding template that can help mentors understand their roles and improve practices to support 
the novice. The tabular format below can help a mentor initiate discussion, design pre-
observation conference, make observation checklist and prepare for feedback. 
Research Themes and 
sub themes 
Actions Purpose 
Meet them where they 
are: Knowing mentee 
Initiating a conversation for the 
first time 
• Building rapport with 
mentee through informal 
• First meetings could be 
used as a platform to learn 
about each other. Mentors 
can initiate discussions as 
the mentees would be new 
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conversation (Baugh & 
Fragenson-Eland, 2007) 
and could be hesitant 
about initiating a 
dialogue. 
• This conversation could 
be brief and could focus 
on knowing the 
educational background 
of the mentee, if possible, 
their aspirations from 
school, their subject areas, 
and some overview about 
their families.  
Meet them where they 
are: Role of a mentor 
Setting up pre-observation 
conference 
• Allow mentee teacher to 
share their lesson plan 
ideas 
• Mentors could develop 
observation protocols, 
identify the areas of 
observation (Achinstein 
& Athanases, 2006)  
• As a mentor, it is 
imperative that mentees 
have the scope to share 
their thoughts, ideas and 
ways through which they 
would like to teach the 
topic. 
• A mentor could be a 
facilitator and only 
intervene if the ideas 
proposed are completed 
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divergent from the lesson 
objectives. 
• Mentor could take 
additional materials that 
can help the teacher plan 
the content as well as 
pedagogies to teach. 
Meet them where they 
are: Steps to improve 
practice 
• Allowing the mentee 
teacher to reflect and 
plan the lesson after the 
first conversation 
• Mentee may need 
additional time to 
comprehend student 
expectations, understand 
the classroom context and 
design differentiation 
activities.  
• It is vital that mentors 
allow them time to reflect 
on their first meeting, and 
if possible, co-plan a 
small segment to 
demonstrate the thinking 
process to achieve the 
goals. 
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Mentoring is important 
but not a priority: 
Mentoring relationship 
takes time 
Role of mentor during 
observation 
• Mentors should only 
observe when the mentee 
is willing to take 
feedback and ready to 
enter into the mentoring 
relationship (Chandler, 
2011) 
• Novice teachers may feel 
embarrassed if they could 
not execute a task in the 
presence of a mentor. 
Thus, a mentor should 
wait till the teacher is 
confident about this 
relationship and trusts that 
allowing the mentor may 
not bring additional 
pressure in their teaching.  
Mentors need 
guidance to enhance 
their practice: Helping 
mentors to learn 
mentoring 
Fly vs spy 
• If a mentor become a 
silent observer, the 
teacher can focus on 
teaching (Little & 
Nelson, 1990) 
 
• Classroom space belongs 
to the mentee, if mentors 
takes extensive notes or 
moves around a lot, the 
teacher will become 
conscious of the mentor’s 
presence and could 
possibly make 
unnecessary errors. 
• Mentors could make 
mental notes or write 
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crucial points that could 
be discussed later. 
Mentors need 
guidance to enhance 
their practice: A 
framework for 
development 
 
Strengthening the 
work of mentors in 
future 
Post observation conference 
• Share one area to work 
on the next class 
• Share two or three areas 
that would encourage the 
mentee 
• Take additional resources 
that can help teacher in 
the next class (Helman, 
2006) 
• A mentor should be aware 
that most mentees would 
be anxious after their 
observation. Thus, 
mentors should read their 
non-verbal cues and share 
only relevant information 
from the class. 
• Even if the class has not 
met the objectives, 
mentors should take 
additional resources that 
can help the mentee 
understand how to meet 
the learning objectives. 
Instead of offering a 
critique the mentors can 
offer support to co-teach, 
till the mentee is ready to 
take more feedback. 
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Table 1.4 Possible ways to strengthen the practice of mentoring 
The final recommendation seeks community priority – that is, support from the school 
administrators. My participants highlighted that the practice of mentoring is not given 
importance at school/district or state level. When funds are allocated, mentoring programs are 
not prioritized; it is assumed that allotting a novice teacher to a senior colleague would 
sufficiently acclimatize the novice teacher into the school environment. An essential element that 
is being overlooked is the selection of mentor teacher, the matchmaking process and the lack of 
orientation provided to the mentors to execute their roles (Dougherty & Dreher, 2007; Lozinak, 
• Reflections could aid the 
mentee in enhancing their 
practice, thus mentors 
could spend time during 
the post observation in 
developing reflection 
skills of the teacher and 
share the feedback while 
the teacher is learning to 
reflect.  
• Mentors could aim to end 
all conferences with either 
a tip for success, an article 
for development or a 
pedagogy to implement.  
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2016). Once these essential aspects are taken into consideration, the work of mentorship 
development would still require more efforts. As many mentors may not possess subject 
expertise, it would be imperative that they are offered content-specific professional development, 
because when a novice teacher interacts with the mentor, they will look up to the mentor to 
provide them with content as well as pedagogical assistance in developing their lesson plans. 
When a mentor does not have the required depth in content or pedagogy, they may fall short of 
meeting the novice teachers’ expectations and may also not provide confidence in dealing with 
controversial or sensitive topics that emerge frequently in social studies classrooms (Adler, 2008; 
Goodman & Adler, 1985; Ho et al., 2017; Levstik, 2008; VanHover, 2008). Thus, it would be 
essential that mentors are immersed in content as well as pedagogies to support the work of 
novice teachers.         
Hope and Commitment 
 This research was conceptualized from my search to understand the nuances and depth a 
mentor should possess before entering into this dyadic relationship. The need to understand why 
an experienced teacher decides to become a mentor, and what support is offered to them in 
enacting their practice. As I progressed in my search for the origin and purpose of mentoring, I 
learned how Mentor and Athena supported Telemachus in his formative years as a responsible 
adult (Schichtel, 2010). From the origin of the concept of mentoring in Greek mythology to 
introducing mentoring as part of every human’s life, and the various phases this relationship can 
take was an eye-opener. I was amazed to understand the numerous layers this word ‘mentoring’ 
encompasses (Kram, 1983; Levinson et al., 1978). When I added the lens of social studies to the 
practice of mentoring, I discovered another significantly underdeveloped area. Within the field of 
social studies, there is an absolute requirement for first developing professional development 
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program for teachers that would prepare novice teachers to understand the complexities of the 
curriculum and then decide how to introduce and navigate controversial issues in the classrooms 
(Tyson & Levstik, 2008). Spending numerous hours to decide which side of this dyadic 
relationship I should focus on my research, I finally decided to focus on how social studies 
mentors prepare themselves to assist novice teachers. I wanted to learn what practices, materials, 
policies helped mentors in determining their plan of action used in this relationship. I wanted to 
know who helped them to make those decisions. How did they become a mentor? What 
motivates them to continue this task? 
 Each of these participants developed their tool kit for survival and success. Listening to 
their experiences helped me unpack another layer that to perform the role of a mentor it is 
essential to know your mentee, it is vital to encourage them to experiment new things in the 
classroom without the fear of failure or not serving the students. Mentors told me that mentoring 
required personal sacrifices of their time, but they were not only willing to give their time but 
also committed to helping a novice teacher succeed in all possible ways. This research taught me 
that though there is a shortage of professional development opportunities in which mentors 
participate, there isn’t a structure or a readily available tool that can be used in mentoring novice 
teachers, yet these individuals continued to offer their unconditional support to any novice 
teacher who walked into their school building. They had a belief that teachers can be supported 
and developed; they were willing to let go of their intense struggles and look to the future with 
hope. Thus, this research along with providing insights into how mentors prepared themselves 
for this role, also gave me these valuable lessons of hope and commitment. It is with this hope 
that there will always be a mentor available to support a teacher; I would continue to look for 
ways to enhance the practice of mentors in my future work.                           
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APPENDICIES 
Appendix 1 
Individual Interview Protocol 
Confidentiality Statement 
Before starting the interview, I would like to request you to maintain the confidentiality of 
discussions conducted today. Please do not share any names, examples or quotes outside of this 
room. You are also requested to address people inside or outside of this room as your colleagues. 
Please introduce yourself with your full name and date on the recording. 
1. Please describe your role in this school/county?  
2. What motivated you to take this responsibility?  
3. What are some of the major challenges you face? 
4. Describe your experience of working with novice teachers (who has 0-1 years of 
experience)? 
5. Why do you think novice teachers need support? 
6. What kind of support have you observed that novice teachers need/appreciate? 
7. Is there a gap between what you think they need and what they get? 
8. How does your school/district offer support to the novice teacher? 
9. What framework or guidelines do you use to develop these support programs? 
10. How are these programs funded? Do the mentors receive stipends for their time? 
11. How do you select the mentors to assist novice teachers? 
12. What professional development opportunities are made available to mentors to enhance 
their mentoring skills? 
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13. How do you prepare yourself to interact with the mentors and novice teachers? 
14. In what professional development opportunities have you participated to hone your 
leadership skills? 
15. What professional developmental opportunities can help you enhance your practice? 
16. What materials/methods do you employ in supporting mentor and/or novice teachers? 
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Appendix 2 
Video links for focus group interview 
https://vimeo.com/44689350 (mentormodules.com) - Link 1 
https://vimeo.com/43817822 (mentormodules.com) - Link 2 
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Appendix 3 
Focus group panel interview questions 
I will use the two video clips as my entry point to start discussion in this focus group. 
Let’s talk about the first video clip, a novice teachers’ interaction with her mentor 
• Can someone please summarize for us what happened in the video clip? 
• If you were the teacher in this video, what would be your reaction after interacting with 
the mentor? 
• How would you start your interaction with a novice teacher when you meet them? 
• From your experience of mentoring teachers, can you describe what qualities did the 
mentor in this video demonstrated? And how did it impact the mentor mentee 
relationship? 
• What has been the most satisfying experience for you as a mentor? Why? 
• What challenges have you encountered in mentoring novice teachers? 
• What do you do when you are unsure of an appropriate response to a question or dilemma 
that a mentee poses? 
• What are some professional qualities or individual characteristics that are essential for a 
mentor to possess? 
• What processes could be used in assigning a mentee to a mentor? 
Let’s talk about the second video clip 
• Can someone please summarize for us what happened in the video clip? 
• What differing qualities did you see in this mentor from the first? 
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• How do you think this teacher felt after having a discussion with her mentor? Why? 
• How do you know what recommendations to make or advice to give to your mentees? 
• How often do you spend time in reflecting about your practice as a mentor? 
• How would you help a new teacher become more reflective by identifying areas of 
strength as well as areas that may need improvement? 
• Do you feel the need to have a customized professional development workshops for 
mentors? Why? 
• What opportunities in your mentoring practices help you in becoming a better mentor? 
• What impact would it have on novice social studies teachers if they are not supported 
with a mentor in the first year of teaching? 
• What steps do you take to identify the needs of your mentee?  
• What skills help you in customizing your interactions for different mentees? Where did 
you learn to do this? 
• Does the school management offer you flexibility in implementing your practice with a 
mentee? Or do you face any challenges in practicing mentorship in schools? 
• Are there any other insights you might want to share to help me understand your role as a 
mentor?   
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Appendix 4 
Mentor Vignette Journal 
Olivia recently completed her teacher development program and is all excited to join the 
school as a social studies teacher. This is her first time entering a classroom and she is anxious of 
how to work with students, plan lessons to help students learn, and adjust herself within the 
school context. After meeting the school principal, she has been assigned to teach students in 
grade 6. Olivia learnt about adolescent psychology, managing classroom behavior, and she took 
keen interest in the social studies content while enrolled in the teacher development program.  
 Olivia attended her lesson planning meeting with sixth grade level teachers. They have 
been assigned to teach the world studies course. In their meeting, Olivia proposed that she would 
like to start each class by sharing current event news with the students. As a social studies 
teacher she felt that this will help the students develop a better insight of the events happening 
around their society and how they can learn from those events in school to become stronger 
critical citizens in a democracy. Olivia is aware that she will be teaching about Latin America, 
the Caribbean and Canada, Europe, and Australia. In this segment she plans to teach about 
environmental issues in Mexico and Brazil. Her objective for this class is to help the students 
identify and differentiate the difference between air pollution, destruction of rain forests, and oil 
related pollution, she has looked up videos to support her discussion in the class, and is planning 
to use construction papers, maps, and pictures of these places to make the discussion engaging.  
 Olivia starts her class by introducing herself, asking the students to share some 
information about themselves and reviews the class objectives. She then shares discussing 
current events happening in Latin America and Brazil and one of the students (Ralph) asks her 
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what she feels about the topic of immigration from Latin America? As Olivia had not anticipated 
this question, she asks Ralph what does he want to know from her. Ralph asks her, why people 
from other parts of the world should not be allowed to enter the USA? As Olivia is not prepared 
with a response, she just speaks her immediate mind and tells Ralph that when people from other 
countries enter USA, they might stay here beyond the permissible period and indulge into 
practices that can sometimes harm the citizens. As soon as she finishes her statement, another 
student (Dina), speaks out and says my parents came from outside USA, are you suggesting that 
we are causing harm to citizens here? I am a citizen and my parents have never caused hurt to 
anyone. Students began shouting and making outrageous statements and the class went way off 
track.        
 Olivia suddenly realized that her statement has been misunderstood and was perhaps ill-
spoken. While she wanted to defend herself, another student (Lin) told her that even her family 
has arrived from outside USA and they have always helped people around them and lived 
peacefully with their neighbors. In this chaos, Ralph approached Olivia and asked her why she 
said these things, and he said he never felt like that about his classmates. In the heat of the 
argument, Olivia decided to write up Ralph for raising these questions and arguing with her. She 
said, “In alignment with the school discipline policy, I am writing you up because this is the third 
time you have spoken out and argued in class and I am sending you to the office”. All the 
students were puzzled at what just happened. The started talking internally, and the school bell 
rung.    
 That evening, Ralph’s mother called Olivia and told her that they were upset with her 
words and actions in the class and they will discuss this matter with the principal. Olivia now has 
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no clue of how to handle this situation. You enter the class and see Olivia sitting in a corner with 
a frazzled look on her face.  
Questions for reflection: 
• Have you encountered any controversial conversations in your classroom and/or do you 
present controversial topics in your classroom? How do you go about handling controversial 
curricula? 
• How would you use your previous experience of mentoring novice teachers to facilitate 
Olivia’s situation? 
• As a social studies mentor, what suggestions would you offer to Olivia to deal with these 
controversial issues in the classroom? 
• How would you help Olivia in speaking to Ralph’s parents? 
• As a mentor, how would you identify what specific areas Olivia needs help with? 
• What would be your next course of action? What will that decision be based on?  
• How do you prepare yourself as a mentor to assist novice teachers like Olivia? 
• Are there any other elements of mentoring novice teachers you would like to highlight? 
 
 
 
 
